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ABSTRACT
A STUDY OF THE SPEECH OF THREE GENERATIONS 
IS ONE FAMILY AND IS LIKE GENERATIONS OF 
THREE DIFFERENT FAMILIES IN 
MONROE, LOUISIANA
by
Grace E* Ingledue 
The purpose of this study has been (1) to r©cord 
In phonetic transcription the English spoken by six in­
habitants of Monroe, Louisiana; (2) to study the relation­
ship of the English recorded to standard southern American 
speech and to standard general American speech; (3) to 
observe deviations from standard English; ( 4 )  to study 
the probability of linguistic evolution through three 
generations of one family; (5) to compare and contrast 
the linguistic evolut|@a (if there is such), with three 
like generations of three different families; and (6) to 
compare the pronunciations and expressions of individuals 
of the same generation who have resided in the same 
locality most of their lives*
The medium of Investigation has been the Work 
Sheets for the Linguistic Atlas of the U»S+A» and Panada - 
I Hew England, edited by Hans Kurath, In which some changes 
were made for use in the South Atlantic states end in 
Louisiana*
Six informants were selected and Interviewed* 
Conversations were directed to obtain the desired words 
or expressions* These were recorded in phonetic symbols. 
Approximately one hundred and fifty hours, distributed
over a period of a year and a half, were spent with the 
Informants*
The material from the six workbooks, with the phonetic 
transcriptions, was arranged In parallel columns for study* 
From this a phonemic tabulation of the data was made* This 
tabulation was used In making an analysis of pronunciation* 
This tabulation, in addition to the entire workbook records 
with special comments by the Informants, was used in making 
a vocabulary analysis* Conclusions were then drawn in re­
gard to pronunciations and vocabularies*
The general tendency of all informants was to use 
southern American speech* The moat obvious deviation 
toward general American speech was in the use of (<̂ ) for 
(3)* The majority of the deviations from standard speech 
were those which are usually heard In connection with 
southern speech* Comparisons and contrasts In the speech 
of those of the same generation reveal that the speech of 
informants la and lb (representatives of the older gener­
ation) was similar, in that there were comparatively few 
of the usual deviations from standard southern speech*
There were probably fewer in the case of lb because she 
was more consciously careful of her pronunciation.
The pronunciation of 2a and 2b probably differed 
more than did that of either of the other generations*
There were fewer deviations from standard speech on the 
part of la* Both of these informants used the general
American (&) a great deal* Other characteristics were 
chiefly those of southern American speech*
The speech of 5a and 5b was similar in the rather 
prolific use of diphthong!cation and triphthong!zation.
They both use southern American pronunciation for the most 
part, and also the usual southern deviations* The chief 
tendency toward general American speech was in the frequent 
use of the general American (sr)* 5a used this general 
American sound more often than did 5b* 5b used other 
deviations from standard southern American speech, such 
as (i) for (*), (3i/) for (̂ >), for (au)f etc*, while
3a did not*
A study of the speech relationships among the three 
generations reveals interesting facts* With regard to 
consistent use of standard American pronunciations within 
the family group, it was observed that la probably employed 
fewer deviations from the standard southern speech, and 
that from older to younger informants there was gradual 
increase in the number of deviations* There was also an 
increasing tendency from the oldest to the youngest inform­
ant in this family group toward using the general American 
(ar). The other deviations were of a nature especially 
peculiar to southern speakers*
Considering the r elationship of the speech of the 
representatives of the three generations who were not 
members of the same family, it was found that lb (the
Oldest member) was most consistent In adhering to standard 
southern pronunciations* The deviations from the standard 
shleh did intrude were chiefly of a nature peculiar to 
southern speakers* 3b used more deviations from standard 
speech than did the others* However, the tendency of the 
speech of 2b to resemble the speech of 3b in pronunciation 
was probably greater than the tendency of the speech of 
2a to resemble that of 3a* 2b employed more general 
American pronunciation characteristics than did 5b*
Therefore, considering tendencies by generations, 
the data show that the oldest, generation employed more 
nearly pure standard southern American speech* The next 
generation deviated from the standard southern American 
pronunciation more than did their elders* (However, there 
was much variation in other respects between the two of 
the second generation* These two probably differ from 
each other more than the members of either of the other 
two groups differ from each other.) As to the youngest 
generation, it was found that the inclination is toward 
the more frequent use of the southern drawl* Also as 
compared with the oldest generation, the youngest gener­
ation employed many more deviations from the standard 
southern speech* Probably the youngest generation used 
more deviations from standard than the second generation*
The variance noted between the two members of the seoond 
generation makes the evaluation difficult# The younger 
generation included more general American speech character* 
lstios than did the oldest generation# In summary, the 
evidence from these six people of three generations shows 
progressive decline from standard southern speech#
Conclusions in regard to extent and content of 
vocabulary were based upon a study of all material recorded 
In the workbooks, including additional significant comments 
made by the Informants during Interviews#
As to extent of vocabulary, it was found that the 
informants ranking highest and lowest In the number of 
words used were In the same family* 2a, ranking the 
highest, is the son of la, ranking the lowest* 3a, 
ranking second, Is the daughter of 2a# In the group not 
of the same family, 2b (representing the second generation)
t
ranked highest, as would 2a in the family group* However, 
counting all six, 2b was third from highest# la used 378 
words, 2a used 558, 3a used 523, lb used #55, 2b used 501 
and 3b, 416*
The results show little relationship in regard to 
extent of vocabulary within either of the groups, and 
family and education seem not to be significant in the comparison 
With regard to the content of vocabulary, the study 
shows that la and lb used numerous terms which were more 
frequently used in their earlier lives than today* 2a
and 8b knew more of those terms than did la and 3b, and 
occasionally used seme of them* 8a and 3b ware not 
familiar with many of thoaa terms, and seldom employed 
moat of the onea which they did know* Definite southern 
aeetional influences were observed In the epeeoh of all 
of the Informants* This was especially true in the speech 
of 8a end 8b* Expressions generally coneidared to be 
negroisms were used by some of the informants, but for the 
aost part they considered these dialectal and made contents 
to that effect*
Although the study reveals that the amount of 
similar education had little significance with regard to 
the extent of vocabulary, it would seem to have a definite 
influence on the Intellectual content* Family influences 
from one generation to another was of little significance 
in regard to extent of vocabularies* As to the content of 
vocabulary within the family, there seemed tobe a definite 
evolution toward modern terms, and toward greater general 
Interest in words and expressions* In the other group, 
the trend was toward older terms and less interest in 
words and expressions as such, with a much greater Interest 
int erralnology on the part of lb and 8b than on the part 
of 3b*
Although these conclusions are specifically applicable
to factors In the speech of the six informants selected, 
perhaps a greater significance lies In the fact that in 
some measure they indicate speech trends of the r esldents 
of Monroe, Louisiana* Of even more importance Is the fact 
that the study opens the field for further investigations 
such as this, so that a greater number of cases may be 
combined and conclusions of definite general significance 





The purpose of this study has been (1) to record 
In phonetic transcription the English spoken by six 
Inhabitants of Monroe$ Louisiana; (2) to study the relation­
ship of the English recorded to standard southern American 
speech and to standard general American speech; (5} to 
observe deviations from standard English; (4) to study 
the probability of linguistic evolution through three 
generations of one family; (6) to compare and contrast 
the linguistic evolution (if there Is such), with three 
like generations of three different families; and (6) to 
compare the pronunciations and expressions of Individuals 
of the same generation who have resided In the same locality 
most of their lives*
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MEDIUM OP INVESTIGATION
The medium of Investigation has been the Work 
Sheets for the Linguistic Atlas of the U«S»A» and Canada - 
i  •* England, edited by Mans Kurath* Certain changes 
have been made In the work sheets for the South Atlantic 
section and for Louisiana*
Material from the work sheets Is recorded In the 
first column of Chapter III* In successive columns 
across pages facing each other the speech of la, 2a, 3a, 




The first step in the procedure followed in the 
preparation of this study was the selection of the informants* 
Six individuals who have resided in Monroe most of their 
lives were chosen* three of these were of different gener­
ations of the same family* the other three were of like 
generations, out of different families* More than a year 
was spent in Monroe making contacts with many persons before 
the informants were selected* An endeavor was made to find 
individuals who were considered representative by other 
cltisens of Monroe— representative In that their speech 
would contain the characteristics of the speech of a large 
percentage of Monroe residents*
Informant la was seventy-seven years old and had 
lived most of her life in Monroe, as had her parents and 
most of'her relatives* Her family is one that Is mentioned 
in historical accounts of Monroe* The accounts of the 
earliest white settlers in this community include mention 
of her ancestors* Her education was received In parochial 
schools* She has traveled very little*
Informant lb was eighty-one years old* Her family 
also was considered one of the oldest of Monroe families*
Her education was of about the same extent as that of la,
lv
but it was obtained in public schools* She has traveled 
much more than la# Many of the associates of la and lb 
are members of their respective churches# Since la was 
a member of the Catholic church, and lb was a student of 
Christian Science, these close contacts differed#
Informant 2a, the son of la, was fifty-five years 
of age# His education was received in parochial, private 
and public schools# He had traveled somewhat, but only 
during short vacations# His business and civic associations 
had been of a nature which would give him contact with a 
great many people of Monroe# His church affiliation was 
the Catholic church, but his wife was a Methodist#
Informant 2b was fifty-nine yoars old# His 
education was not as extensive as that of 2a# He had 
read a great deal and enjoyed biography and history, as 
did 2b# Their contacts were,for the moat part, with 
different people# 2b had probably had more associations 
with people from the rural sections hhan had 2a# He had 
traveled little in the state and been out of Louisiana 
only once for a two day trip to Alabama#
Informant 3a, daughter of 2a, was twenty-eight 
years old# She received her elementary and secondary 
education in the public schools of Monroe# She did two 
years of college work, outside the state and two years in 
Mew Orleans# Her travel was similar in extent to that of
V
a great many Monroe girls of her age* She was a member 
of the Methodist church.
Informant 5b was twenty-four years of age* Her 
education was obtained In a parochial school, except for 
one year, which w%s spent at the Northeast Center of L.S.U* 
at Monroe* She had three years less of college work than 
5a* She had traveled very little* She was a member of the 
Catholic church* Her associates were not the same as those 
of 5a* She did not know 5a*
After selecting the informants, arrangements were 
made for "visits* with them* In general 1 was treated as 
a friend paying an informal call upon these occasions*
Usually coffee, tea or Coco Cola was served during the 
visits* Upon several occasions X was invited to have 
lunch or dinner with them* X had had other contacts in a 
social and business way with all of the informants*
With the workbook as a guide, conversations were
directed to obtain the desired words or expressions* These 
were recorded at the time the Informant used them* The 
symbols of the International phonetic alphabet were used 
in making the records* In accordance with the suggestions 
to Interviewers listed in the workbook, an exclamation 
point placed before the recorded utterance was used to
denote amusement on the part of the Informant* The time
consumed in interviewing the six Informants was approximately
Vi
one hundred end fifty hours, distributed over a period of 
a year and a half*
the material from the six workbooks, with the 
phonetie transcriptions, was arranged in parallel columns 
on pages feeing each other* From this a phonemic tabulation 
of the data was made* This tabulation was used In making 
an analysis of pronunciation* This tabulation, in addition 
to the entire workbook records with special comments by 
the informants, was used in making a vocabulary analysis* 
Conclusions were then drawn in r egard to pronunciations 
and vocabularies*
a stout of the s$mm of three omwu&XQm
BJ ONB FAMILY AND IN LIKE OWtRATIO® OF 
THREE DIFFERENT FAMILIES IN 
MONROE, LOUISIANA
CHAPTER X
MONROE* LOUISIANA AND ITS PEOPLE
A brief history of Monroe, Louisiana 1» given in 
this chapter to show the background of environment of 
the informant** An account of the heterogeneity of 
people in Monroe with their varied Interest* ia included 
to ihow the divereo contacts the residents may have*
MONROE, LOUISIANA AND ITS PEOPLE 3
Monroe, Louisiana, the pariah seat of Ouachita Parish, 
la the principal business city of the northeast section of 
Louisiana* It was the earliest established trade center In 
this area* It has grown from a community of a few scattered 
settlers to a city of around 40,000 population* According 
to a census complied for O’Reilly, there were only 110 in­
habitants in all the northeast Louisiana region In 1769- 
11770* Jean Baptiste Filhiol, a native of France, was 
commissioned civil and military commandant of the Post of 
the Ouachita by the Spanish Governor, Eatevan Mlro, on 
February 1, 1783.2 Fllhlol established the post at the 
present site of Monroe In the year 1783, and three years 
later reported the country to be Inhabited by 200 persona,
"the scum of all nations**6
After attacks made by the Chits, a band of Indians who 
had been hitherto of dubious attitude, and after the reported 
murder of an American,^ Fllhlol, In 1790, caused to be erected 
a fort at the place which Is now the fourth block in South
Grand Street and called It Fort Mlro In honor of Don Estevan
Mlro, governor of the Louisiana territory*6
Francois Xavier Martin, History of Louisiana, p 206.
® Henry B* Chambers, Loul sliana, voT7 1, p $35.
5 Don Juan Filhiol, leee i* amchlt* in 1786.
4 Letters of Filhiol to Don Estevan Miroj Library of Congress, 
Washington, D. C.
5 Book 236, Clerk’s Office, Ouachita Parish Courthouse,
Monroe, Louisiana.
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In 1795-1790 the Marquis 0e Mai son Rouge, an Impoverished 
French emigrant, and the Dutch Baron de Bastrop came to Fort 
Mlro to take charge of large land grants made to them#6 Xn 
the party of the Marquis were the Chevalier D*Anemours,
Daniel Racine (Who carried a Swiss passport) and his seven 
ehlldren, Eleanors Hook, several Roberts, and many others,7 
Louis Alexander Breard, a former officer In the French 
navy, whose descendants in and around Monroe are legion* 
(Including the three generations who served as Informants 
for this study) by a verbal contract with the Baron de 
Bastrop, made in Baltimore, Maryland, 1799, agreed to 
settle that year at the Ouachita Poet for a consideration 
of 1000 arpents of land. Accordingly, he came to Fort Mlro 
and the title to hla land was recorded in the year ISIS,®
Xn the same year that Breard came to Monroe, Abraham 
Morehouse, a colorful Kentuckian, who had left a wife and 
two ehlldren in Hew York nine years before, was married to 
Eleanor© Hook, orphan ward of the Chevalier Paulraier 
D ’Anemoure,®
The United States government, having acquired the
® Francois Xavier Martin, History of Louisiana, p 268,
„ Also Henry B, Chambers, Louisiana, VoiV X pp 382,388,
7 United States, Plaintiffs in E rro r, vs, Richard King and 
Daniel Caxe, {Malaon Rouge Claims) pp 66,67,
8 Book B, Clerk’s Office, Ouachita Parish Courthouse, Monroe, 
Louisiana,
8 Reports of Cases Argued and Determined In the Supreme Court o f LouIsTSha, Vol» i« pp~W to id6.
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Louisiana territory from France, sent Lieutenant Joseph 
Bowraar to Fort Mlro In 1804* He settled his small garrison 
of men, and later became an Influential citizen*10
Under legislative act and appropriation of the year 
1311, the first public school of Monroe was established, 
having for trustees Jean Francois Glrod, Henry Bry and 
Lewis hasty#
In 1819 the first steamboat ever to ascend the stream 
made its m y  up the Ouachita River to Fort Mlro# A dele­
gation of residents, headed by Judge Henry Bry, visited the 
boat, and, after partaking of the hospitality of its captain, 
unanimously decided to honor both the boat and the president 
for whom It was named by changing the name of the settlement 
to Monroe#*1
Many more steamboats followed the James Monroe* and 
eotton, which had become the principal crop of the section, 
became very profitable# numerous settlers from the older 
states mingled with the early French and Canadian families#
A steam driven sawmill was erected, together with stores 
and other conveniences.
The Ouachita Register, in April, I860, published an
Dr. Hunter1e Journal of Dunbar-Hunter Expedition,
Courtesy of J. Fair Hardin, Shreveport, Louisiana#
** Pally Telegraph* Monroe, Louisiana, April 16, 1886,
6
article, under the title 11 Monroe end Her Improvements,” In 
which many advantages of the town were mentioned. Among 
them were the new railroad coming from Vicksburg, Mississippi; 
the construction of homes and office buildings; the planting 
of shade trees by home ownersf the deellne of "Fogyls®;” 
and the operation of three schools, two female academies and 
one male. Although Monroe was not primarily a slave center, 
many planters and practically all of the more prosperous 
residents owned slaves*^
Baring the Civil War Monroe served as a military base 
of no mean importance* Lieutenant Colonel Freemantle of the 
Coldstream Guards, British Army, visited the city in 1363 and 
reported, ”** ••universal confusion**»•officers and soldiers 
of Walker1s division*♦••”*3 Finally, Federal troops came in 
1865 and made Monree a central spot for receiving parole of 
surrendered Confederate soldiers* After the records of most 
• o f  the men mho surrendered In North Louisiana are the words 
"paroled at Monroe*”
The Monroe Bulletin, December, 1882, reported 1,119 
white residents in the town, 999 Negroes, a police force, 
a fire department, 73 business houses, and mentioned brick, 
lumber, and other building manufactories; the city was said
Iftf Ouachita Register, Monroe, Louisiana, April, I860*
15 EiTTSoTT Freemantle, Three Months in the Southern States, 
pp 85, 99* ~~
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to be without debt, and taxation was not burdensome*3,4* The 
village was besoming a city* The residents consisted of 
four distinct typesthose engaged in strictly urban nativi­
ties) those residing in the city who had rural interests) 
the large colony of Italians who had been imported to help 
build the railroad; and the Negroes, who were still accorded 
the right of franchise#
It was not until 1916, however, that Monroe really 
earned the right to be called a metropolitan and industrial 
center# The discovery of the Richland Gas Field was made in 
September of that year# Louis Locke and associates drilled 
in the dls-covery well near the town of Bastrop, and since 
that time the Monroe field has been developed# From the de­
velopment ©f her gas fields until the early part of 1930, 
when gas began to be produced in great quantities in the 
Texas area, Monroe claimed to be the center of the world’s 
greatest natural gas field#
Cheap fuel made possible the establishing of carbon 
black and natural gas industries, as well as paper mills 
which convert the yellow pine of the neighboring hills into 
kraft paper# These new Industries account in part for the 
rapid $;owth of the population from 5,428 In 1900 to 26,023 
at the time of the 1930 census*
14 Monroe Bulletin. December 6, 1382, p 3, ©ol* 2#
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Today Monroe* the oldest oity or North Louisiana, and 
one of the first settlements In the entire state, is situated 
at a converging point of rail* water* highway and air trans­
portation* It has passed from fur trading post, cotton and 
lumbering eehter and gas field metropolis to a combination 
of them all, without any great boom and with scarcely a set* 
hack, except that due to the Civil War, until now it is the 
center of a prosperous agricultural and semi-Industrial dis­
trict of 150,008 population*
The Negroes, who live In more or less segregated sections 
of the city, account for nearly forty percent of the city's 
population* They live In houses of plain, economical con­
struction, and their general standard of living is far below 
that of their white neighbors* However, there are some of 
them who have prospered to a greater extent* These own their 
own homes, which are of a muoh better type than those of 
their less fortunate brethren* Although these are able to 
enjoy more eomforts and conveniences of life, they are dis­
tinctly separated soelally from the white people*
There is in the elty only one large class of foreign 
born people, or direct descendants from aliens* This group 
Is made up of Italians* Many of these make their homes be­
tween the white residential areas and that portion of the 
city occupied lay the Negroes* They exist mostly by trade* 
Many of them live In their own store buildings and ply their
9
trade with the colored people who live near# However, some 
of them are well educated, cultured families with comfortable 
means and live in ether seetlone of the city*
Monroe is the dividing point between the ootton country 
of the lowlands and the timber and cane growing territory of 
the more hilly land which lies west and north of the Ouachita 
Elver# The people of these two sections are of definitely 
differing groups# The cotton planters of the east side use 
Negro labor or rent to white share*eroppers, while the west* 
elders use very little Negro labor and devote much of their 
tlam to cattle raising# Cow-boy boots# checkered shirts, 
and broad-brimmed hats are no unusual sight on the streets of 
the city#
Monroe offers diversified attractions to people in all 
walks of life# There are churches of practically every 
denomination; music, garden and literary clubs for young and 
old; a Little Theatre organisation; labor unions representing 
almost all trades; social clubs; three motion picture houses; 
a good public library; excellent schools, including the 
Eortheast Center of Louisiana State University; well equipped 
and commodious auditoriums; and opportunities for participation 
In almost any sport which may be favored#
Radio station KMLB, located in Hotel Frances at Monroe, 
affords an opportunity for local talent to be heard over the 
air, and adds to the modern aspeot of the city*
10
Monroe ha* been called the "Convention City" of North 
Louisiana, fhe hospitality of the people and the excellent 
accommodations provided for such groups by the five large, 
well equipped hotel* probably contribute to the selection 
of Monroe for conventions*^
Most of the Information included in the latter part of 




A brief biography of each of the mix informants Is 
glren In this chapter to shear speelfie aspeots which 
may influence the speech of the informants* Those as* 
sonata include information in regard to the family history, 
education* travel, reading* social and business contacts, 
and to attitude toward the interviews.
12
la
Mrs* Azenea Trouard Breard (jezpma truajd briatd), later 
to be referred to as Informant "la", was born November, 1861 
in Sudora, Arkansas, She was 77 years of age at the time 
this record of her speech was made*
Her paternal grandfather came to the United States from 
France* Her mother was of French descent also* Her mother 
died when she was a baby and, therefore, her grandmother 
eared for her in very early childhood* French was spoken 
in the grandparents* home.
At five years of age the informant was sent to New 
Orleans to live with an aunt* French was spoken in this 
home also*
At ten years of age she was placed in school in a 
eonvent in Monroe. After four years eh® was Mien sent to 
school in Sacred Heart Convent about 60 miles from New 
Orleans* Here she remained until yellow fever broke up 
the school, as she describes it. The informant, who was 
eighteen years old then, returned to Monroe, married at 
twenty-one and has lived In Monroe since that time, with 
very little travel*
Her husband was of French descent but he did not speak 
French* Therefore, although the informant had previously 
used French in conversing at home and in the convents, she 
had little use for it after her marriage.
The Informant belongs to the Catholic churoh but not 
organizations. Most of her associations are with
13
members of her large family and some friends of her own age * 
Her youngest son and his wife lire with her*
Mrs* Breard Is very mail in stature with quick, nervous, 
impatient movements* I was told by members of the family that 
it was doubtful whether or not she could be persuaded to give 
the necessary time for such a project as this speech recording* 
They also expressed fear that she might not be too cordial with 
me* However, my very first visit with her was most delightful 
and we established a mutual friendship which became more sig- 
nifleant with each visit*
True, she was impatient, but in rather a cunning way*
She would say, •'How when 1 have somthing to do I want to get
f-V
busy and do it* I don't see how I can be of any help to you, 
but If you think I can be, why I'm glad to do It, now what 
do you want to know*? A question or so directed in the right 
manner would set her to chatting informally so that I could 
observe off-guard speech. It was very difficult to get her 
to use more than one term applying to one object or more than 
one way of expressing an idea unless it was during this in­
formal chatting* If I were to ask her directly, ,rWhat other 
words might you us® for that* the Invariable answer in 
staeatto effect was "that's all. If you've got on® word for 
a thing that says it and tfjat's enough* How that may not be 
right. I'm no criterion, but that's what I say* What do you 
want to know all this for anyway?" An explanation of why I
14
want#* to km m  would satisfy her then, tut before another visit 
she would have forgotten and I would have to explain all over* 
the explanation eould he brief as 1 could easily direct her 
thoughts bade to the subject at baud* Of course, she could as 
easily si&e~traok the suuversatiou by deciding in the middle 
of a sentence to stop and show me her dolls or pictures of her 
children when they were babies*
Bor attitude was one of desire to help m  because I needed 
it for ay school work*
2a
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Mr, John Marc allin Breard (d^n m^s^isr bri&sd), 
la tor to ho r of or rod to as informant "2&fu was horn Novem- 
hor 23, 1333, in Monroe, Louisiana# Ho was 65 years of 
ago at the time this record of his speech m s  made* Ho is 
the son of Informant rtla*tt
He has lived in Monroe all of his life except for two 
years when he had a General Mercantile Store eight miles 
east of Monroe In the country# Both his grandfather and his 
father were horn in Monroe, and lived there all of their 
lives•
His grammar school education was obtained at St# Hya­
cinth1* Academy in Monroe# He then attended H« R. Bentley's 
Academy In Monroe# This was aaprivate school which offered 
work equivalent to the present high school courses, and some 
college work# He spent four years there# He entered Loui­
siana Polyteehnleal Institute at Huston, Louisiana, as a 
sophomore# He studied there two years# He took a six months* 
course in Business Administration at the Alamo City Business 
College In San Antonio, Texas*
After the two years conducting the General Mercantile 
Store, as mentioned above, he secured a position as book­
keeper at the Planters* Oil Mill In Monroe# Five years were 
spent there, when he took a position with the North Louisiana
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Shingle Company of Monroe* Ho worked here as of flee man-* 
ager for five years* Following this, he secured a position
with the Central Savings Bahk & Trust Company of Monroe,
of which he is now Vice-President* He has been connected 
with the hank new for 27 years* Thus we see that his busi­
ness contacts have been quite varied and of a nature which
has given him an opportunity to associate with all types of 
people in this community*
Be is a member of the St* Matthew’s Catholic Church, 
the Hlwanls Clpb, and the Elk’s Lodge* He is a very active 
member of the Ouachita Parish Police Jury, of which he was 
President for ten years* Me is also past president of the 
Louisiana Police Jury Association, and a life member of this 
organisation by virtue of the four years he served as Pres­
ident*
Although he has traveled somewhat extensively, it has 
been only during his brief vacation periods* He has been 
In Canada twice for very short periods of time, and he has 
traveled In most of the states east of the Mississippi River* 
He is very much interested in the civic life of Monroe* 
He is very much interested in his home and family. He is 
married and has one child, who is represented in this study 
as "Sa*" He enjoys reading biography and history, and has
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In his possession a mxtthe* of father valuable old hletor* 
leal documents* His hobby is gardening* He has a small 
vegetable garden on his lot, and myriads of flowers are 
found in every nook and eorner about his place*
He is a very cultured, genial person, with a wide 
variety of general Interests* Conversations about one sub* 
Ject were likely to remind him of something related, but 
which would lead quite far afield from the subject at hand# 
Xt was during these lengthy, but most Interesting, accounts 
that it was possible best to observe his casual speech*
His attitude toward this project was one of especial Inter* 
est because the three generations of his family had been 
selected for the study.
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3a
Mrs. Charlotte Breard Hamilton (fasl^t bri&sd hsemsltsm)
later to bo referred to e» infon&ant "3a" was born in Monroe,' ■
Louisiana, June HI, 1910* She was twenty-eight years of age 
at the time this record of her speech was made.
She received her education through high school in the 
Monroe public schools. At the age of seventeen she went to 
Bandolph Macon College at Lynchburg, Virginia, where she studied 
two years. Her junior and senior year® in college were spent 
at Sophia Newcomb College, Hew Orleans.
After teaching one year in the Lida Benton Grammar School 
in Monroe, the Informant married Mr. Scott Hamilton. The 
couple lived one year in Minneapolis, Minnesota, followed by ̂ 
three years in Mew Orleans while Mr. Hamilton was completing 
work for the degree of Doctor of Medicine, Then they came to 
Monroe, where Dr. Hamilton established his practice as a bone 
specialist* They have built a spacious new house in one of 
the best residential sections of the city and they consider 
Monroe their established home.
The Informant is a member of the Methodist Church, the 
Junior League and other social organisations.
The fact that her family for generations back have been 
established Monroe residents added to her very genial person­
ality probably accounts for her very wide circle of friends 
in Monroe. She participates in many social affairs and enter­
tains informally a great deal in her home.
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Although the informant is an “only child" her person­
ality, including her speech, does not reflect the domineering 
or pampered aspects one sometimes observes in a child, who 
has been "princess of the home#" Her new house is furnished 
chiefly with antique furniture handed down in the family or, 
as she puts it "picked up here and there," On the walls of 
the study are framed copies of old documents which are prised 
highly* One of these is a letter written at the close of the 
Civil War by a eolored state official of Louisiana to the in­
formant fs grandfather, who was editor of the Monroe newspaper, 
thus the home atmosphere reflects interest in things of 
historical significance# This is true also of the home of 
the informant1 s parents, where she spends some time each day. 
Her attitude toward t ^ s  project seemed to be one of 
interest because of its educational and historical nature, 
and She, like her father, appeared pleased that it was this 
family which had been selected as a representative family 
of Monroe,
Mrs* Hamilton suggested that her speech probably was in­
fluenced by the speech of her husband, who Is from Calif­




Mrs* Caroline Bell Standifer Sholars (k^ralsn bil 
sta&nddfo }ouli>%) was born February 12, 1856 on a plantation 
near Gibsland in Bienville Parish about forty miles from 
Monroe, Louisiana* {This Informant shall be referred to later 
as "lb"*) At the time this speech record was made Mrs*
Sholars was eighty-one years of age*
Her life has been crowded with adventure and she talks 
so interestingly of it all* She remembers rather vividly 
of being taken, as a small, motherless child, by her father 
to Texas* this was during the Civil Wat and the cause of the 
move was to try to save the slaves* This, the informant re­
fers to as "refuging to Texas*" They returned after two years 
(1865) to a plantation about six miles north of Arcadia, where 
they lived only two years before moving to Trenton, Louisiana 
(now West Monroe) * The Informant was then eleven years old* 
She remained there until she was married at twenty years of 
age*
The informantf s childhood guidance was chiefly by a step­
mother* Four years after her mother’s death, her father mar­
ried a first cousin of her mother* The step-mother was also 
a Louisiana girl from the vicinity of Monroe*
Mrs, Sholars’ early education was obtained in the second­
ary schools of Trenton* Then she spent two years at Whitworth 
College, Brookhaven, Mississippi*
After marrying Mr* Penis Miller Sholars of Trenton, the
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informant established a new home just across the river in Mon* 
roe, They resided here for twenty years and their four sons 
were born during that time*
Mrs. Sholars was forty years old when they moved to New 
Orleans* She was fifty when they went to Fort Cortes, Central 
America for two years. Ouring that time she made several tripe 
back to Monroe and after the family returned to the United 
States from Central America, they were located in Monro© most 
of the time,
Mr. Sholars died in 1910 and since that time Mrs. Sholars 
has lived in Monroe with some member of the family or alone*
At present she lives alone in a "duplex.”
She is a student of Christian Science and belongs to 
numerous social organisations*
She is energetic and alert. A kindly, cultured hospit* 
able person; she is interested In people9 current ©vents of 
all sorts, education, etc* Her charming personality wins for 
her friends of all ages. On several occasions when I called 
for her she was entertaining a group of children at lunch.
On the many visits 1 had with her there was never a time when 
some on© else did not drop in to call. Usually there were 
several callers, There was much opportunity for observing her 
speech in casual speaking situations*
The informant has a way of making all of her friends feel 
that she considers it the greatest honor for them to show her
any attentions# Iji&eed, I think I should thus describe her 
attitude toward this speech study project,
.■ i ; ^
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2b
Mr. Isaac Henry Hamilton (aizik lunn hjemaltsn), later 
to be referred to as informant *&b,* was born June 1 9 , 1879 
sixteen miles of West Monroe in a log cabin on a poor hill 
farm. He was 39 years of age at the time this speech record 
was made.
He lived with his parents in the same community until he 
was £3 years old. He referred to his parents as Georgia 
Crackers,” explaining this meant that they had been of the 
middle olasa farmers of Georgia. His parents lived in the 
community described in Margaret Mitchell1 s Gone with the Wind 
at the date to which the book refers. However, they had 
lived in Louisiana about eight years before the birth of their 
son, Henry. The paternal ancestors were Scotch; the maternal 
ancestors were English,
•Phis informantfs education was obtained in a country 
school and in the schools of the villages of Calhoun and 
Hownsville. He assumes that the education h© received would 
equal in point of time about what the schools now offer 
through the eighth grade or perhaps the first year of high 
school.
In his witty manner ho tell® that he *stole* a teacher’s 
license and taught school in the country about eighteen miles 
from Monroe for two years. He resigned because In two years 
he had wtaught them all he knew.* The story of the license 
is that he appeared at the place where the teacher’s examine-
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tlons were given because he knew that a girl whom ho liked 
was going to bo there and he wanted to see her. He had ao In­
tention of taking the examination. A group of hi® friends 
persuaded him to join them and take the examinations. They 
all helped each other through.
After he gave up teaching he worked on the farm for a 
while and also with a "road gang" for "a dollar a day and 
hoard and slept in a tent." Finally ha assured work in a 
general merchandise store in West Monroe where he remained 
for fifteen years, then* with two others, he bought a general 
merchandise store in West Monroe and ho besoms Secretary and 
Manager. After three years this venture proved to be a 
financial failure and the doors of the business were closed 
in 1930.
In 1933 the Informant was appointed deputy clerk of 
courts of Ouaehita Parish. He served in this capacity fif­
teen years. At present he and his wife have a flower shop 
In connection with their home in West Monroe, they raise 
their flowers on a large lot back of their home and on the 
bank of the railroad track which runs by the side of their 
home.
Thus we see that the informant has had rather close 
contacts with all types of people of this oorarauaity.
Ee has traveled very little. Be has been out of the 
state only once on a brief trip to Alabama.
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H© doesn't belong to any organisation®. H© is not a mem­
ber of any church.
He is happy and contented haying all of his family and 
his wife's family living within a few blocks. His home is 
a model of true hospitality. The many friends take frequent 
advantage of this so that no day passes without several 
people "dropping ini" The two sons in their early twenties
seem no greater attraction to youthful visitors than the
/jovial, kindly parents*
It m s  in t^is genial manner that I was received by the 
family. The many hours I spent with Mr. Hamilton wandering 
among his flowers or chatting by the fireside in the early 
morning observing his speech were indeed most pleasant. I 
was being entertained informally every minute*
The attitude of the informant toward© this project I 
can explain only by saying his joy of living lies in trying 
to be of service to others and he was enjoying every .minute 
of it because he was being of service. Also he likes "reminis­
cing*— - here was not only opportunity for it, but encourage­
ment.
He realized immediately that I wanted to observe his 
usual speech and so he made obvious efforts to oblige, some­
times, I think, not doing himself justice if on© were judging 
quality of speech. Upon occasions when direct questions were 
asked ma#y times he would answer with a slang expression or
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mixed construction and then say, "of course, I know it should 
be— but I don't believe I usually say that".
His conversation gave evidence of wide reading and keen 
observation.
It should be mentioned here that although this inform- 




Miss Alyc© Daniel, (a^r® dasnjsl) who shall be referred 
to later as informant 3b, was bora in Monroe, Louisiana,
July 14, 1914, She was twenty-four year® of age at the time 
this record of her speech was wade. She has lived in Monroe 
all of her life.
Her education was obtained in Monroe at Hyacinth Academy 
(a Catholic grade school), St, Matthews Catholic High School 
and Ouachita Parish Junior College, Only on© year {1931- 
1932) was spent at the college.
The informant had taken a business course in high school, 
®&is made it possible for her to secure a stenographic po­
sition in an architect’s office in Monroe in 1936, She has 
been employed in this office since that time,
The mother of Miss Daniel died when the child was only 
one year and fir© months old. When she was four her grand­
mother, with whom she had lived since her mother*® death, 
died. For two years following this her home was with an 
aunt. Her father re-married when she was six and since 
then she has lived with her father and step-mother.
Thus w® see that the informant’s early speech habits 
may have been influenced by the close association with three 
‘different families. But all of these relatives had resided 
in Monro© most of their lives.
There was only one other ohild, a brother, who has been 
with the informant except the four years when he was in
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college at Mobile, Alabama.
The informant baa traveled very little in Louisiana 
and bar out-of-state travel includes only a trip to Mobile, 
Alabama for one week; four days in Dallas, Texas; and one 
day in Xaekson, Mississippi* Therefore, contacts through 
travel would not likely play any part in influencing speech 
habits*
The informant is a member of the Catholic Church and 
the Monroe Little Theatre* She does not take an active 
part in the Little Theatre but enjoys attending the plays* 
Even now she is strictly disciplined by her step-mother 
and probably for this reason does not participate in as 
many group social affairs as other girls of her age*
I have known Miss Daniel three years, during which time 
X have been with her on numerous occasions* X was interested 
in her speech even when I first met her because X observed 
that it included many of the variations which X heard over 
and over from nay students at the northeast Center of Louisi­
ana State University*
The informant’s attitude toward this record of her 
speech was one of gratefulness to mo because she felt it 
might help improve her vocabulary* 3h© felt that the ques­
tions which wore designed to get all of the terms she would 
use to designate one thing, were ©specially of benefit to 
her* Sh© said that her employer uses many words with which
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she is not familiar when dictating letters«
Most of the pronunciations were observed during casual 




Whe work hook of the M n m l & t t Q  Atlas of £&e £* £* A* 
and Canada for the Sooth Atlantia area (a modification of 
the Saw Xnglend work hook) contained one hundred and four 
pages of questions and keywords, this chapter Is a record 
of these 9 together with phonetic transcriptions of the 
replies of the six informants* Who first column on pages 
facing each other records the specific Items sought by 
the questions, the replies of la, da, 3a, lb, 2b, and 3b 
hare been arranged In parallel columns in this respective 
order*
If the desired Item was not glean by the Informant 
a notation was made as to the reason if it has been 
possible to determine why it was not forthcoming. An ex­
clamation point placed before the utterance indicates 
that the Informant considered it a humorous answer.
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7# he said It 
only)once 
he said It) 
twice 



















fo u t ln  
tw entz  
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hi sed it 
00  n li w/mte 
hi sed it 
twai s 
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tw £ l V
631 tan 
fo a t in  
tw£ntx
tw entr S£v®n
631 t l  
fort i 
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m«n£a fif&
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hi sed it 
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d ^ n j u  eri 




X* wah WAS WAtltu tu tue*i 0*1 0*1fOua ft a f0</*
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3* M i n M I  VI nun
ten b^n t malsWB ilewh XewntfElV tw£lr bttsXw
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5* 03: ti -  ^  Bst 11 03: ti
ftti ft a tdir fairlef^lz •ctnti •£imdihAtdf«i hAHd^ad hAnor^d
6* da fat #t Sa ftf*t da fa: at
««n »**! i»pnd» lekdiit da fsk^nt da ||i3»|
»*» wm B*d® flf8 3a t i t  8 da ft.flm*n »*a nd» Sik80 da srksO da sx.ks
n*a »aa»
7a hi 0€d it hi «€d it hi •£# itouaXi wAnta ounXi wants 0un3i WAnts
hi ted xt hi *£d it hi 8£d ittmxt twsts tW02 0
a! at WAfttS oX »t WAnta ol at WAftt*
Inii 3* gt/d *Z guag ,9g£H twais sn g«i






















afternoon/ the doesn't use 
pmrt of day afternoon before supper/ ivnm^noon
until about 
8 P#M*
6* good dayl/ in meeting* in parting*/
doesn't use
?• a w n i n g  night / ths part of 
day after supper















gvd » ^ » r  oo.
until noon
^ftanun-^ noon until
0  P * M #  ivnzog-









doesn't use*hut think of 
it moaning 
parting*











4* gad « o ; m ^  
until b om
ft#
BOOB UBtll 6 
**«♦
Oft god;ez m£o*«b*% USOt go*** it
•oldoa*
f* lOBl̂ ***0 Fftilft until 
Otwut 8*30 FftMft 
B*it«"*8 *3G Fftgft 
until midnight technically* tut ucuolly think* of 













doo*n,t uco* hate* ^ftaiiua**- 
*mhy **y good often- noon until 0 P*M« 













until a ?«m« n*it»-a p#m *
until midnight
1# Bo you say
•good night* 
in mooting?
&* M  a feasts to work before) 
sunrise*
4. The aunlrose 
(at six
6* We work until) 
aunaet








8* Po you way 
*Fe came) 
Sunday a week?/ 
Equivalents/
j^Stsdi
a w ik  a>gou 
SAUdl
gi/d nait —in parting only*





s a o  »it«*84n da^n
j£8t?d*i
hi keim sAndi bifoa Xseat*-* 
tu  wika agou 8Andiawlk
gud nait —in parting only
w i  at^-'t 1 9
w^k hsf d<5 8 Afl Ap
3a »AW you* set 
8i ke
3ei w*k Antil 
s a w  da-^a
j£8tad0I
hi keim ©Audi 
*btfo<? l^st*** 





3 * bifod aa*iraiaa a~~a ao rot «<*«* •An ia Ap
4* U  ftAO roi;& aeb aika 
6« «ao dauo
BAO 0£.t




Wl aba; fet aŴ lC 
bifo^ s/m^p
 ̂a aa o t q v*
mi w^k Anbil0AO dawn
j£absdei




a ao Ap0ao j*&ia
> 3 0 a «  y o ^ a
^raSAo k^im Ap
wi w-̂ xk AObil a ao &l$ AOtrl 3̂ 8ao go^a dai/n
j£8fe3dl
hi kena SAndibifot 
laejsab
a Wik a&ou SAndi
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1 . <*> Do you say 
*!■ ho 'toning 
Sunday a m « k '  ?/ 
equivalents.
(to) dark




3 . What U m  
U  It?
4 * a gold) wateh
6* halt p u t  
•even
6 * quarter of 
eleven/ 1 0 «4 S? 
tO* till
7 . (a) for quite)
a whiles stay 
a »i>ell
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•Andr m ft 
ntke
daak




*l hawe beard 
darkle* u *
1&JL
log from the 
tin* th*y ean 
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tana r a tanara
ivwlti aiB hatw >*i»tt ara i w i  t
jn M»t* t » W W w»AA«t j* tain Ai»tt ara hew J*
» geol wat/ o gevl* Wat/
h*f yt* sor»n wont 6 * % * r
•(.?>& *vtz h u t  jvte t sowt
fiftin s m i t e fcWPlt tutjl iltWaU wontkwojt» »w kw?tt> sw
ll0 T*B kwata •ewntU ileWan frftln n m i t e
ten fa it faiW tu «&vn
fat fcwart • twral ftu"al
9 K’> m l f?t kwart 9 A k t  
kwait w l»y WzWit





Xt a) ia hi kAtax^ 
SAadi dvlk or wlk fr m * nd
b) daak
e) i m p  heard 
thl* expression*
3 b
is hi kAtam 
s Andr a wlk
d a a k
wi wsrk fr=® ks»*n
fca k * aSt5
fI*d rather think 
that9 a a Megr© tar® 
imt 1 use It some#9
3b
ib hi kAwm awik 
fram a Audi
d a a k
StIg»«*Wi «3lk .frAffl 
k*jan ta k * 9*nt 
Has heard a few 
times*
3* tstBoro
S, /AAt xb <*» barm 
/aa% tax m is it 
/AAt j* 31 aut»
4* goold w*t/
5* s£vn 8a tx h*f p»ssevn
0* kvata ta il£TO 
fiftin minits tu 
llevn
tUWars




kwajt« tu ilfib® 
t£3n foiti faiv
fcamara
h*v Ju tarn *At tarn ib it 
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$« A ftilp «go
4« It*® Q nie* 
te y
$• Xtfa a) 
gloony
la y #
8* » * •  b u y *
tmoky
hi tji w t  Jr a*
0 l/j
♦I ut* nine 
until the te jr  
t e ’ t  ten





i i t t f i :  t e r  
d f i f l  t e r
xte h ft i*  
i te  mmmoMi
7* St*tloitering k l m n  Ap 
up* ftpin =>f
8* Who m l k r  fca W<£ re
1») ehnnglng/ t/tiwl^xn 
m h m n  r u i n  or fly £ te rn  
tnat it tenra
expected
h i f r»  0 * i  
Ji a* Ov\




tA t l i  t e i
glO^Fj Je* g  
i » i *  te i  
p y it i  t e i  
t m m  t e x  
g o r d ^ t  t e i
glu.su tex  
f t c r ^ s i  tex
baejst a#j
x te  h tx tx  
ite fogp
k l i p r ^  Ap
Sa a 
goi^k a mtxte 3 
b /t ite h .  
ten rkz^ f 
0 r£ te i«
hi x« tel 
Jl<9« 6 4 1
S te n n 't
a 3-rr agn^
•i m te n tei
gTa?«4t tx 
i bjtttafal tei 
wvsAsf^l tex 
ranti tei 
n * i *  t e i
b f iP a b l  d e i  
g l t t a i  . ' t e x  
t e t r i  te x  
M a i !  6 : 
b l i k  t e x
i t e  m^ki 
i t !  I ^ J d Q p  
r te  b u l l
k i i r i / y -  * p  
b rn ite i/v  Ap 
k l i r x ^  *-»r7
X| h t £ ^ a |




X» his 0*1 Jia* ©vId hi* &ri Jia s oul hi is 5*1 Jia* cn/1
2 * g oi j  ?n ten
h i*  m^n ai«ou*
3« laest Jia
a Jt* <3g©U 
4* 2ts agXo^FJas dei it* a bljut^ful 
it* a *ai* Sej
h i*  ten n  go^*s 
3i» lleha
3 JI 3g0U
it® a pnttz <3ei
bjUba'fL'l ©£r
hi* ^Im© ̂ st* i n 
s-tan hi txTjen
\t e a n u
s lAVlrder 
pFitJi© e I 
it* a pitfaVd dei
$* Jts d glllBH © e j a bae5© dci its 3 lav®i ©er
tug#* © r m d e z  ©*i*r©ei glitmr ©ex
T * s  * a £  ©er © *1 *1  © e r
d * £ b  © e i Saei-a© d e i
6* its hsisr its h0i®i kl*y©.r
;i
7* its  k l i * i r p
8# 3aW£^F i® t / 0 i ^  
**£t« 1^ 
use© for tlthsr 
storm or rain
its kli r m  of 







^  mr £ * g i* t^mv/
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1. haairy rain/ 
of short duration 
cloudburst
2 * thunder- 
storm
3* I t )b le w  ( a l l  
n ig h t ) ; 
i t  blew &blaw
wind | 
s ou ( t h ) **■ 
mast or 
sou(fch) 
a a s ta r  
e ) northeast 
north* 
a a s ta r
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no«6 1 s t o
misti*, — heavy 
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3* 1*8* iHut it blu
4# a)& v m d  ra fra® aaofi
— : p»» » 8a5«p 1i 
d^pek/9 a 
b) a aaulweat wind 
aaav$let wind
o) oat® ta t  wind









pamt at floutw- 
*p|ne knots are 
very heavy and It 
takes lota of water 
to float one** 
alektrikdl sto3® 
fiAnds ato*mfiAjads /auws 































2* the wind is) 
picking up, 
gusting




i c t m
3# It**) letting 
up(a) of a strong 
wind
(h) of a light <3«wmd ra
wind, 
a breeze












wrnd IS getiq gttr* Strong a stranjgai* bleui* hat da
IftOSftdV'd
I t  18 ft^Oftftldirj dftlflj daeun 
lf.tr/jj /\p dftXAj a&ut





5. we had a 
frost, 
freeze
wl had a frls 
1means 1ce* 
wl hwd a fr^a
,r!teana no ice 
but cold *
i had s> frost
6* (a)the lake) Soleik frouss
froze over(laat ouv« night-fris
Tb> lt#a) froz- its fr©u»*n 
en(solid salxd












eitiAj m m *
’parlor is s 
mere formal
room-1
wl hs*d a h£VJ 
fr^ust




Itvioj r u m
8* the room is) rum iz
nine foot high nain fit her 
feet, fitot©
rum m  
ten fit hai rum is nan fit ha*
44
lb  8b 3b
 — —        — -     ,  ^      . - , ...
1* dPnvP dpaeufl dF*. Spfij
diai »pei arai zpcal drafts
8« 'vrna ia s* wind is w/tid m
m  sr^, piknj. Ap pa is in gpot/in
3* (a ) ^  ^ ind  tz b^wind is 'z* wand tz
dai^ da^» d at ̂  dseun k^tarn da^n
X£tiy*p 3a wind in 's d »md/s
\e£il/ig. abedSi^
(b) a a mo as (a) same as (a) name as (a)
4* ita t/ilz vae&a %fill its kaznds b/VXr




*no$ X*ra not sup* 
whothey Ifve me* 
quiPOd that op 
If X leapnod it*’
5 * frost ma  haed a he.n w<‘ b£d a frount
fpoeat
big fpoeat
6 * (a) frou>s 01//5








-used till a 
25 yaapa ago*•











a* a) chimney 
b) hearth
, Ironsdog ir0*l8 3# tha lamp* ato#
la on tha) 
mantle* shelf* 
mantle















b) chunk/split stlk av sbo</v 
wood for stove/ we/d 
billet* stick#
o ) lightwood/ k m d U m  
the fatty klndl- w«/d 
ing stick/lighted
6# soot

















"y^«/3sagrei 3 a k/ W  aagrex
b) It burns to) itba-n* ta 
white ashes* a *mxt hit 
white ash
















k i n d l y
sut


















m w ja^l p ia  
ss*»rl









5, (a) b*k X>g
(b) strk w<;3
b g
sbxk ? w ^
X’vg 
tf*
(b) kin'*i3>7 su£# la^tsrd
spltnbas
kxnli%a • A u ^ o j r u  J5.J. 114.-L « » r
.lava heard It bat Xaitvr© 
never used It*
6* eat















































5, window shades/ Jexd«*-oa
roller shades/ 'inside
bllndes, curtains b l a m d * —■*
outside
6# clothes closet/ klosit 
built In/ 
clothes press 
(b) wardrobe, woadroub 
wardroom
7, garret, attle, -aet̂ tk 
cockloft gerrt




{b ) pi &no;>
9, summer kitchen, 
cellar kitchen
kxt/rn—  
anyplace used for 
cooking
p i  aev>*
doesn’t
know





of drawers 8 
mirror 
bjuro— •same as 
dresser










/•ida wrnd a-, /aids
k ^ t a n  y
blaxnds— on 
outside 
1a f; 3—*. OH 
outside
























dayaen teL °ut/— long enough to U «  
down ons^ti— very small 
2« tfemt aw dr^9 s—  bowers! drawers 
and no mirrors 
bjuro— torn I used to use now 
use Mdr^sB)1




t/^St a droas—  
many drawers, 
no mirror 
dr£sa --few drawers 
mirrorbjuro — 11 used 
this 25 years ago but wouldnft think of it now**
f3U3t/?\Jl*rv
b£drum
slipin^ p ^ t f
/oxds— roller 
' shades inside 
blamd— out side 
and made of wood
6. (a) klasit tl^stt(b) WDjdroub w^Bdroub
at* 9- -used at* 9
as result of Preneh influence
7. -£trk #txklrpft
B. (a) kztfzn . kitfz>n
(b) pr^na> pia^-9




tpst b dr=>wa« 
dr £S9
f 3tnit/® 
























junk/old, p M n d a
worthless t o u t -  tr*/ 
twre, Implements r/\bif
3« U )  she cleans k U n  Ap 
u p *every morn)
(b) lumber room rAbr/ rum
4# the broom la 3* brum is 
behind (the door bahaind && 
in back of do us
3» who does the wa/xn
(washing and londri
ironing laundry
6# I rented a room ai r e n t e d  
hired rum
7# stairway, stair- sfcsswei 
steps
S« poroh/ at front g-alari 




3 s t>rum 
biharnd
d o  u a
IS £d bru m 
re behain
$9 d 0^3
w o/rrgmm if »3/rflJ 
woman comes to londn 
house to do it* 
























pl/infle •-taight be of 
US9<f2/\̂ k— *of no use
3* (a) ft puts 6* 
h&os in o-ds 
Jl kilns Ap 
6s haus 
Ji t*i dig Ap 
(to) afcous rum




6* ai rentid a 
rum
7* atgasteps 
St£3S a U d  «ei
8, gje^n ̂ across aide 
or front 
pouat/ — very small 
aug* r»nde~has 
heard but doesn't 
uae*stag# atup-*-hae 






(a) / I k  lisa Ap
d̂ Afsak rum
ds brum is 
bihaind 49dou
Au dAS JU9 








5 * tori'**** both terms 
mean front or bask* 
gallery *sed more 







(a) // kllna ap
<tsa»k rum 
s t r u m
d* brum is bshartsd 3 a do
hU dAJ3 is lodnd ri 
hu d as $9 wo/i n







1* shut the doer






4# 1 drove in {a 
nail*
5* tha poets have 
to ba ) driven 
in drove in
6* roof




<b) valley/ of 
Joining roofs
a* shad/ for wood 
tools, ate#
is____________ JU___________ 2*
teloujS & « O U  Bftfc lf^douw3 /At^a» 0w9
s At Ja do u '
hu r-2e/yj'"of& hu rapwj'Tab el h *  r
te.1 b €-1
bo 03d Wg Us \>o:wael*. kl^epbouad
■ f l
aaxdx orj(W£.3"aboU9 0x
ar drouv J'e ai drovw ax drouv ̂
nexl in n<xxl in ' n exl
’Sapova1’ h*v "3b potato h*/ d n v n  in
t© bl drivsn tebi driven
in tn
ruf ruf ruf
gAfcas gAt^a g ^ r a
drain paip
v*li v<*lx doesn't know




1* klooa Q dz
fAt; d







?• (a) gAt s
Cb) v #1j







ax drouvi in oFb 
n e i J ̂ I






klo\3« Ife dou^3 
a h m  ^  doo
hu r ds u ej
Wê fe bounds® 
atrxpa
ai drowns ne.iial 
in










X* &) 0ut»*»h0u**' % OXllt
to) Jfeeulmt tern p n v i
S# I have mj
You have ymir we have m m
3 #  a )  1 h a v e  
heard
h e  h a ©  h e a r d  
they have 
heard
to) x*w© heard 
( o f  h e a r d  itll
4 #  a )  X h a v e n * t
ax haev max 
ju h*v Jur 
Wl h*V
ai h»V hvd
hi h*a hfil 
d « r h w  t o d
*rv todsv
h im
a r  h w a n t
to). ©ln*t .forget *£;oeen11 vta© 
enty
to) X haven’t (aIni}
5* a) X haven*t
(etveaeed)
to) ©nty
6* X do it
he do©a it 
we do it
7* doe© be do
s« he doe©
ai bawant 
a r  h » v » n t
Basn*t heard
a *  d o . xfc 
hi &Ae it 
wl du xt
dAs; h i  d u
hi dA©
pnvi
ar h»v mar Ja h*V jtra 








a r  h « y » n t
aih«w;>**fc
awfc hau© 
k l a » r t
p r n r r
d j c m i
a r  h w  max 
Ja haev Jua 
Wl haev a «/v9
a r  b w  t o d
hi© tod i t  
iaxv to d  i t





HaanH heard haan*t heard
a r  da it hi dAis it wl da rt
& A &  h i  d u
h i  &AZ
a i  d a  r t  
hi dAE it 
w l  d a  i t
<Xa z  h i  d u
h i  d A ©
54
lb
a# rn) klafilt toilsfcprrvr
*>«k hau®**-**
fer8, that'*a Ik® a Idst 
m&mvf 
b) t hAiirsAki p**rvrt>AU "s
2* &tv gat max 
jav gat ju®
Wlv gat &U \*/j
9* ft) a* &*W h 3 id 
his &3g& 
4*rw h3*4
b) any fe3td 
him






aiv k*4 tel «at
3b
aot h#ua
Jaeat 4oŵ  cUanx 
$ t/xk Se/^al @p£/dl
Bay ;at mat 
ao a
ax fcx* y hsfd 
h i h«» h*4 &«t h*v hsfd
aii? had tel av
him
• a) ai hmxit 
b) hoaas^t ua©
AT hwimt ai haomt
Domn^t ua®
®) ax d fit
3# a) ax h»V3nt
ax h*«mt
ai h*vsnt
b) EaanH heard Esau'
a r h w ^ t  
ar hmaamt
t. Ha
4 * ar da it 
h i  4 a B it 
ml da it
ar du rt 
hi 4 a % it 
Wl 4 a it
at 4a rt
4a rt
?* 4a B hi 4 a &A& hi du 4 ab h i 4a










0* E® do® am* t care.Sil c u m t
don* %
a) x w
'H \ 1 t
: *  J>.
t o  h t e #
k£<3
m  wark o? dex 
wl W3Lk 0\ del 
walk o? de.i
s» aim net v«r /us 
aim nab kwa 11 /*ua
t $i ws£ tokrn. tu ,
Its. 13: bztem 
tu h i m  
wi W3t tokxm
tu ?■ jS-3* xh
^ei W3# to k in
t; a




6 «Wh &  t) r n k  e {h t a  
do a t /  on top  
other e&oca or 
feh© iminfleotod
3to  ©in ;:.#/
V * Pc ople thl rik C a )
he did it
c£o©$m*t 'kmm 
t o m  #* ©nfcipy *
doojot m n o u  
ft
h» & a sent 
k £3
A zw a zK . oi d e r  





ft* 13 s toki m
tu ll ' " "
Ju uovnt H^U 
aov du Ju




det w3j t; ok in
tu him' ■
e as&rifc kea 
h i doout k££




ox we a 
hrm 
Ju f t f  toki*|t3
aoei war tokẑ fe
him
ax &3 u fe
V i
j i n  ailwev trnfiieuimjar laaauv b in
it t, buu t it ©x/gki/5j
kin 8x h*v ban flfamKrAwiv bin
siMot It u abuu Z rt
ieih*v bin 0i/gkrn cSer h.*v : r.n
about i t




'Aat nneikf* him 
du it
)j‘t pel fir̂nk
did * pi pel 6r^k h:
B* jitep aof'ts) {ho * «  sei M












1* *1 Ju doomt 0n^« 80 U du jtt ^
b| dount a m o  it 
jus telm mi
f t *  M  d A fta iifc  k £ 9
Ju douftt ©xfljk iou 
d a  j u
dousit ar H0u it
M  dOUBt Jl£9
doem't ■,4»e**mtryn
douiit ax nou n
I I I  4 / \& s n t  k  £9
ft* «) ©x «3«te=& del 
Wl W3*|t5l dti
lelf J Ik 4«r
I?) f tx »  y ^ a
^  8 3 i  t e a
4* tatfcita h m
jtJt »3| t=>kxf* tehiis 
fti ft31 t»kx«vlahrm
ftxVdic ol dex
ml =>l dex .
ĉex W3*li »( der
ftriU m a t / u s
f t im  B a t  0 s r ta
■fttftQg fcDkxn S.A II;-
Jm m^- t^&rn tft m
ml mt?Uin tAim
m31 %3kiy tafeim B e tm *  t p  texn
ftl W3lk =>\ del
ml W3ik =>l a ©x
’Sex ft 3ik o I del
aim m<x& 'fe f  vs
&r met* . t 
}U W31 tAia tahilem 
mi W3S Wall tahtjaCl 
131 t^kxfi fcahrjam
S f  f t i l  b t n  B r ^ x ^ O a  u 1 i t  e i v  O rn  f t r ^ k ^  fcV I t  81  U *w  u i i l  fk y k z n  a b *u h &
mim Stem ei/vfeakJbaut tfe miv fem tar i t  m\ h*v omfe$cx&
Sexvftigsa e i^ H j^ s b ^ u t  i t  d m  « t f  r t  h * v  b i n  f o ^ m  . e b ^ u t it
d *  /a a t  Eie-akft l ix m  d u  i t  /A A t ^ e i k s  t e  duelfe /aAt  ?,.exkft h im  dvt x t
?# p i p s l  BiAjk h i  d i d  x t  p lc -4  0 if l jk  h i  d r d  x i  p ip ^ X  fcy< h i  d i d  i t  




1# Sap* Ift*SO»' can'H fool M l  
X t i p





b * ,a )  la
i t  t*0©& f w j
to) hank toam
|*W> Jlirfc rfh. A Tint. Mlp i m  ham  
3* «> oom  erlto 
(b u ild in g  f | i  atowing com) 









ing grain, faro 
i^p lam nfea* &
aotaa la





h i  «*■» 
o i  ago






b a t M w a t M k
and food
granary I building gratt-rx
f o r  ©fearing- 
g ra in )
5# lo ft(u p p © r p a r t 
o f  tosom






hex 1 ̂ -pfe
he.x ©fesdbiMv
la rg o  amount 
outoiOa
doean'fe know do©&n*fe kaaar
kssn krxto / i d  b^n
k ^ m  k^xto
doeanH know g p e ia r i
X^Pfe
&oaan*t know




f i a P o u t M U  
afeaak
0# e-oak ( in  f i o l d  dbean® t  Im m  
a t haying t in © ) 
i taablo d o ©  a n  * % k n o w
doean'-fe know doaanH know








a) wheregrain is kept
b) hasnft heard 
5* a) aug~koan k n b
b) uoesnU know
4* aug# Greroar*#"* 
seen in print hut 
not in vocabulary
5# lDft~plaoe heard* 
ed at top
6# hex loTt
?. he i atxk«M»outdQora
t\i sed 
 ̂’U, Se ct
haua
h«e\jexa
a«. dn»»buildlngfor live atook
haan’ t  heard 
k^n  k r i3h
k ^ n  kriDh
g*re  x n n
X^t&mmxr^m partition 
aoroaa b a m
hex X=>ft
hex ai^^X&rge w&%* atacked In field
hex vste
h ei r#k «*~amek : "or 
hay for
feeding










■' he word (aa-xld) hut 




h ex a t * l a r g e  
aioount in field





i# e o w w b a m / a h o l & e r  kau a&exbeX 
for cows| describe kao b o m  
b a m #  stable
5* at able/she It.or 
for barsos | 
describe/ b & m
4* /shelter & ©n» 
Closure fa r  
bOMM and p ig s / 
bog pen# bog r a  
hQ£~emwX# style
St6iD
hr>g p e n  
star
&# d a iry
&* bamyrard/Miore
stock is kept 
os? f e d /  cow lo t
r- . pa a two/where 




cows are "■ staked 
car permed*1 fo r  
rom pen
d e ir i





kJ^Li b*an*«* builds 










b a m  Ja*d
p is  Stai 

















$* ka^upoa lot 
hits XqX
8* pmtf*
m  all the m® 
k'aa.u j£dd
htt& at e-ibX^lf 
protected all 
ercnaad
h a ea fz ad*N»l J u® t
a sbelxor
pig pgj*
h=>g P£n«*~ inoloawei no 
aheliar
d ein
hoe# 1 cut 
fe 3.U lofc't
P*» t f 3











grei s m  f 11
18
k#u baaji)«N»xr ps»©t©et;~







2, picket fence paling 
garden
5 * pieke tb C shape in cross sec*} palingn slat®
4* barbed wire fence
uotMsire fence
5# r a i l  feaacatde**
a or i  be c cm®;. rn ic i 
io n )
b* post (e)s
7* {a) stone wall rock fmm® rock wall 
(b) yard fence
o# cop




k<*tn ~P' 1—  
large aceraga 
kflutn p*i/ ***** 
a m  11 aoerag© 
tabaka f I I**** 
larget9 bad* s p-x&f ~ « 
smallpBteita p*t/
text fenc a
tea&n “Pi !«**> large





pi kit f grits 
p e .il n f£OtS  
pexX jfen&fl pjvx. fejnis— 1 
ip;}\jJ is a long board in 
the rough* 
there are man^ 
such fences in 
South ha#*
kcLt-Vu-?'.! 39^^^
t̂ Ufeo p*Hf f'\M
p atert^ patJ
pikit feints
pik pik it appointedpointed at top at top 
p̂ ilifjE****arid©r and ̂ blunt at
top
b<x*b w ais benhd W&is oajbd w aisfents
OcLjb Srai3 fg>jts
r e r l  f£nts#*« r e i i  fens a - - re iil. fsjnfcs*-**
mcS.® o f r a i l s r a i l s  or Is a r a i l®  c r ls s
c r ie s  cross cross cross
poua pO u 5-t ■:'1 pOUfi .
stocn w d stoun ■ fe n ta ©toon wt>X
ra k  i'entB w k  Wol
rd& ŵ >X









8t ^ 4 t it  fa n t*  p ik i t  sejant#
1# k^fcn Jt*M k^tn f J1 k^tn fi'sl
large apaeo ktLtn p ^ y  on plantation
katn tt£$
katn p*&J kcLtn p#fc/
mmXi epaee tsM ca p^tf m  ftom
tsbsfcte feed
tabaeka p̂ tŷ  £iXc
&* pxkrtapeilxrgs pikXts
4* b<t«b «ai9 ba-to <®Sdls£j©Ilta tocLtt& wais
. 6# Pe.il tent®***erlas 
m « s
6# poust pot's 




w m  -fers-L# 





r«k 'fej xit# 
jaad f&3 nt®
8,















4* lunch p a i l /  
amall t in  
vassal with 
cover fo r  
carrying 








to both wooden 
at tin vessels 








6* fry in g  pan/ 










eept t»ade of 
metal
1ah%^ bAkit 
1antf p e r i  
1an%f b*skit 
d m  a b/text
fra-* r̂ n p£n«*~ 
made of lronwold 
time ones had 
skillet spider lege11 has heard 
























p  e. x1#h*
wooden vessel
bAkrt—  metal vessel
lAnt/ bseskit 
1a  nt/" pexjl 















same bat seldom 
used 
3i bAkrt
4* iMitf tteskit 
1an t f  bAkrb*** 






















8 i a n f in kitchen 








epaids — old 
old tin# 4 peg 
leg*
d n p





mad# of tin* 
skilit-***
mad# of wrought iron 
or steel* this day 
and tin# all are 
flat used to haw# 
spaida<*«* 













kxt a i ~  
applies to 
tea kettle
8# vase, flower(s) v^is











k 3)ld9 n** 
has heard but 
doesn’t know 
use
v e i z ~  
for cut 






bOUw 9l fla^e p <*t~ 
for growing 
plant
9, spoon spun spun spun
17<eonft#) 







pat for cut & growing
flower© 
fl®Uw9 Vers***
for cut flower© 
only
b il 9«*~ 
long handle 




9# spun ©pun ©pun
67
1# 1 Wash ' ( dishes) ax mAsfe f«/ tre il&Jm * Vaf ixjlz-! ax mAst waJTujyis
3# she rinses (the dishes) Jk rn&l’Tz Yim-t/jz. /i nos ie ’Sra gLî r̂
3* dish ims (for washing dishes)
x fdiy' r«*n ai/" rag <*•/
4* dish towel c, for wipingdishes) dish wiper tea towel dr̂  rag
diŷ tauwel til/' Jrlsfr fiiT fcaAuwsl drf kl̂fr dxf t^l tl t* w X
d* wash cloth (for fees) face cloth wash rag
Wa/̂ r̂eg t jTie 0 l;aiuwa3L W&.V r&tg
6* hath towel ■i'urtetsh towel h 0 t a. U W 3>1 hs»fl tâ al b̂ 6 t-3&wl
7# feucat tap spigot
f oerfc fasrfcfcwp fas rt fcwj?
&♦ the pipe) hiirsttlsst aits
£>ASt Id U3#SfcI& hsvt
68
IB
S$ m * /  ar 308A*t f * /  m m m t  w ^ f
, di/r* . ^i/x® ^ &zfim
$t Ji *i m i * ^  /i m s m s  ^  /i **xaai* ^
At I'M- »i/l* ai|r*
1$ tofIPaeS ' dr/* «U$
. J J *i/ W ^ $
4% €x f k1^0 to ax r*S & x f kl^ 0
di|tavwal toai^ kloQ dr/t-Auwal
7 0 toax iN^g
%  f a /  l& *fi t o /  Ĵ eg t o /  k l ^ 0
y to/ r*1!
f« %3lkr/tauw3ai b*0 &*uw;& fe-*0 tttuia.
k$0
-fez# %cl\jv/ 9%
ft foaxt fMit fMifc
•fcxgstoybw* &eaxs& ynfc t o a H  uae
t)3iatrd -T& paup t>A®tid
istora <m m &
69
In B m m
trnrnmmitmm
X* they. wttnfchave)
f tapsrM lunt 
night)
|e.x jp/iat hr&v 
0A©fcxd
£* a) /container tG& beraJL 
■ . moal f l e w A i r r ^ l
t-iaei




S* atftw/fo? ■ ' 








b) goad/fw ' o&on/last*
a* ©wiieh/fo**punishing . 
b M M r e n /
7* «) bn&tewft* of 
paperialee
W if ip /  
fc)burlap 
ba&tpofce
8* ©I ©nek/cloth/ awk# jpeg 
' a n y  nine
b) tvm/ot  .©orn doeaa't to w
of r o o d /
d o eanH know 
X % Jaw
A
b*Gpaper or elot& 
a n y  ©1©#
9.# /ere poke & 
©ask used a© 
measures?
aaetoyes
&e.x m*at h&v o fesrefc 
l>3tetxd 
3sant Bai t
fXa^w9r bint e r a XflauWQ bxn
tx9 oMeontelBer d-^/m 
for lard bsevaX





b A g X  /v\xp 
hsl® /virp
ok© ^ r p
good



















paper or cloth 
a n y  a l e #
b * g
S^ek






'■‘•a*.Jfr Set m AS$ to* & 31gil&
"  %*#% » « l
ilfit) flau'*fe bettsl 
. b * * * l





»thm— pi ticlwtt far
•y w »
ft *ift3-*far flour cag*«iv for potat* 
900 
ft fAtt^f
•» •} » &
i b> *tsmw beard goad’«
• t  W i t /*tr*p«»flaba.e«thar 
« M t  tor « m i  CO It WBlAD't n t  tbtta*|V» t) b«*
•a ft
b) bstbp k g  5P kbvouhe thiM
| Ct a) b*g» •3&**aaa» tf eloth or paper b) aorer btuA uaadtel s wiar 
t* nMft M  ®





m z t f





pa^lCMMNtlOth tog ta 
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6a hammer h«ma hxBId h*ma
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5« frtntj h<xsp 
ha.tman^k^>
6* hxna 







k ^ k — if made of 
cork
f r t n t j  ha5>p 
m * u e oi£,znz 
h a., m&n^k s>
ham
















K u  tuk max 1131^
ti
tAĴ .














S3«i(ex <*ata»al el *3&s#|





4r* a I fee woo) 
hauling (wood





hi was h=lirtywud ■ O  
fc£*M.If̂  WU(fc











8# strn®/for tanspi^ f or tat&llag 
£*a@ atoMft , water tortog
A n n  f i w M a /  iOreujr.h
a© i t c « W  






& * M M m H  know
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1 ft) t&T'd ft
b) bocas*** knew 
$) aug# aekil art 
it sxngl fcrt 
$# ^oeanH know
4. a) h i was ta^lx™ 
wu4
b) M  toaeg&it










M  Was boli^ tfb






hi <lTA0 3 I p u g
75 m
flmrtaw
i # * ncy*
diswttNi 
m m l









ra&or b l s c m /
*?s
0* a } seesaw
b e w a
b) they awe)
fceefcwiag
m) to tog 
/suspended














sled® AV0 0 10U|
d/\bel 90 o| q
to©v; &ag.
st 13. b<Mf 
l£*re












d^kal at a /a ^
latws
ktoub ^ 3




k o t ^ r d ^  
s i  so






1* si ocsnH 
know typo
2 « S’î. mm 11V
fcro o j  
yon priae things 
open 
S. h s
*• k e II 
&« br
, $* s tr  p 
stp p






•8 l e x  
t>al) sl£*S
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ktuponfr^a w o<Sav h^ssrs
a?s>a so h w a
k^.;/Aii t-ooan*t know
br a/ or a
«£r*p afcŝ p
str«p str <*%>
k<akrrcl  ̂rs k a tn  cî xK
Si 50 Si SO
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s i s ja ^ x ^




























&» can pan tap ir*} Hot
eapt ©«feoCKiot>il.*} -3ftssw»oto£ft 
■ ssatar «wp
7 *  « •  pftceA«ft( 1st p i a d  g i l t  i h i  plsft qi\*i
guilty* ni p lie inpft«*a giftxS
e* £*«•••< tfc* car gri« Ojpt«a •
ia»uft ifeAin* 
feaol hAfttrt
• f t o u a  p a jk p  
/Aftft toefs 
*e« S U M *•til
£«ri ^ift
-aft s> n»ofell ftta»
h i  jsftsa g i l t i  
©eft*
.
U  *) ■* rtf IjAfcxt koul abAtl

























v U p *  afa^oeulJMr
hi f&£*I gr3&r




b )  p a r i
2» a) oil
b )  t i W W  
6 0 l l |  O i l
3# Imcr) table
4* a) £&#2T are 
la g t t o -  la u o e h  
fc&« b o a t
hi ro w b o a t  
bftieoMt at 
boat
$# 2 act going ) 




tb o y *
?* Am I going (to 
g e t  ao iiia t 
■►***• tb© ^
B# « ) th a t*  <are(
t l i a  k in d  1 i l k
a a y  e lg & re  
a p p l  e o '"
b ) gme
e } g a l lo n




x n  9
lei O/J -; Q Ul/iV
t a  lon%T 3~d ® 
b o u t
m o  b o u t  
b^eto^^iroBOb 
for. boat
ax-se^ g o u iB  
&d& e,r
Wl CLt 5 0 UJ» 
ta d  ex
ae-r clS go u ±-flfr-
tB d ~  -  "e.x
-&U-at gouxn ta 
g rt.O A m  
aJS c/ei g o  um, 'te
c., xt OAm'
J lo  oJt kaxBad 
v  cLi la x  |c 
gTeaalln
g*®
g r im x
$4*1*
3 l l




\in%f ̂  b o ^ t  
ro w  bout
oa bOufc
d-A M







kov>& ojI  
k ^ r a a t u
Ju-b




b o o t  
b*bo — has hoard
lt#Jfros& the 
i r e r j c h
arm go ox m ta dei arm B^T/Yf
iad<sx
wl OUJ pui/|, 
cfex tx# ^.OUXo^
•sem a.x goux av 
ts r̂ et t o 0
US dex go-ui/ĵ  
ta  g £ t  **A®I *
W i cut g P X  r*V
tO d  e x
Y ex a t  gP^^jr 
t a  d e x
%
t£ >vk ax  Cpx  
ta g i t  a Am
o-l cSei g o io ^ - ’ 
ts g x t  0A&
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f t  ft) gtfiftx 
b) pa* k  
3# «) :?r£ 
ft)
k£r3ftS&**ff ^0Ui»mt to put cm 
ftirft ^sm ftftn s&y 





ft) %e x,o4 goujmtUu Icuut/^bou^ 0 











t'a l^uuty ̂ &bout 
o
Uatiu>
i t  ax g o f l y  
d e.x 







as <ea gftu* n 
tadex 
n i  <u
^ei <*■$
1ft -je^axgoLfX/t^ 'Je^-dsgavjx/^ *?*»«&£ go :&& te  V;5
t3 g£t »A|3 t3 g it  ftAta ' $£.£ IMS
<*4 ’Sex a* tfiL <*-f t a x
ft# ft) «,* ^  kam d a* T̂e. ^~ig ^  teaxnd
karnd a i ax faxk
ax X aik  ' Xark
ft) gaeft g l^ a *  g i t a l i n  g-e1̂ *
ft) Oadt« ■;J <*>Xan
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l#  t e #  your
€ X0tl2;€t/?%O t i W  
to e fe iW '
3# tta r®
p&Q$Xm ttafc 
I M a k  ©0 
fttaww**
&« X urn not (goiag
• to  t a r t  la te
&* l*m r ig h t#
x not?
&igit
0,i- 1® fWft |00£«10 





7# tbote w w w (  fcb® 
good -oM dftigr*. 
wws
8-# ao# I t  WttttKi*ft




p la n ts  
esM&uglit £}
t l 9  & | °













©. ^  ©!£****** 
h i t a ® ^
^0U® W3'|Jsgod 
OoX de-xJB





k i» » *s
kl©^3«
^ivoi m e M  
$>tp3X 
menr 
p ip a l  .
3.-cm n^M 
ft® &"3 fft II®
b l«  no*ft
^ e r £.*&&
1&* a® | d H o ^ i
a.* wear 
9 I9 & -^bt ei^n 
000
M ®  m«ft
a t
aim ®ait do^at ti» faitju, ao ax -go /vvb* Waft
wi ta^ ;j0ia 
t^du-xt




god Ou J» 
d e is








ar we as 
M  We®





2fe© » e n i
3“e^al pl6UtX ^ 8  *,§ ptem&I
ta is ri 
tat d o w n * *
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X# x>e you goingv 
i-utor p3;T«Saa 
l ik e  bow bo you)
b# If X wore you (I 




•under a h lr t (a )








e nretty*2e: Hn;NHiM)bM)i-,T wvro
7* she has a 
prettier 
(drees







i f  ax W3j j^ Q i 
wodn w e i t  b








a nd w e a 
s?ezBpl 
p r io r














I? ax >w3f Jo &i 













1 * &4 j ̂  i..?1 ̂ &•$ u*r© -, ooai^' y uo&
s* a x  *$ a ju /  a  r  WAant wext e 
t&rnit 1*?^.©
x? ax w 3 j  u-
6.X<1 I fa r t i
£ .m ^
i-f ax v/̂  Ju->
S# /liida Wes 
An'Tz^
A HO© &2-0U-& 
A f id -a  W £S





ô-a&ts, B P^lSi uU*£6 
PdSl iyYXtXt) J*
. ,-rrux ore a 
yi l:l̂ei;i © p^tuxav
8# ©lexpT'xS'Ky e,i|>r^
b) P’aeun p:*.vl* p ̂ogi
ax 7A ©.x '„: axj ue ju© jiv©
5es+ &€&& d £a&o
yx/îi,i ^ J*v i
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1# a) coat 
vest 
b) tro u s e rs , 
pants
c) over a l l s ,  
over-iiai.il s , 
blue bucks
2* I  have)brought 
(your coat 
brtmg
3* Ills  coat) 
f i t t e d
(?*l 6
f i t
4* a) new s u it
b) I  got me (a 
new s u it  
bad me(a 
new s u it
5 . The pockets) 
bulge
6* They) k n i f e d  
(sweaters fo r  
the so ld iers  
k n it
7 . The c o l la r )
shrank
shrunk
8 #  Has shrunk 
shrunken










ouvs olz o o o d Iz kAvarolz
ouvar^>lz
ai tov br^t ax haev b r^ t a iv  br-^t joa  
jua kout lattut
h is  kout f i t
SI i
h iz  kout f r t  h iz  kout f i t
ip. i in i
u sut nju sut nju sutax g«ifc r:« ax haevenju ax g$Jb mi s>
^ nju sut sut nju sut
a r  £«,t  3 n ju  sut
D u ld j buid buld ̂
nxt id. ê-x nitrd ^einrtrd
SWEtdZ 3W£t 92 fa
sould^az
kaJL's jz‘A /jjlr ka,ls> staa^c k aIs ©
z fvANjte. ^tkcxlsh^s i t  h^/TAfnlcsn 






1 # a) kout
b) trauzsz 
p-zents 
b rit^ a  z
sug » d ^ l n z " n s lang"
c) Oiivsr^lz





b rx t/ 3z»*"cheaper  
' grade"
tra -1 u S32— f! h ig h er  
p ric e d
O U B o l z
kAvs hLz
a tv  b rs t ju a  
kout
kou t  vesst'
p & a n t a
trasuz.32
ouvsrAmps
a iv  b ro t 5oa 
kout
3* Tt fited mi h iz  kout f x t  mi hxz k o u t  f x t  n l
4* a) nju sut b) ax f^ond s nju sut ax p3.tŷ 3 st
5. buld^
6* ^ei nrtrd 
ter n*t 1




ax br>t ml n ju  sut
bÂ ld̂ . -?eut
"fex n i t -m swetss





k^ls ligaz J taa Îz
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X, she lik e s  to  
dress up 
dike up 





rxg Ap prrinp Ap
t©
2a
II laxks t-a 
dr£ s ap
F ig  AP
primp Ap
3a
11 laxks tado-1 Ap
sprus ap 
pr^mp a p 
dark aA>it
2• Parse ( fo r  
coins)
3# a ) b race le t 
b) s tr in g  o f 
beads
4* half**shoea* low 




7 . an o ld ) umbrel** 
Xa
cj * bed-spread 
count erpan
9* p illo w  
b o ls te r
paJkxt bek
brej s l r t  
bids
lou  ta p  Jus 
lou kWot^Z












3 trim , Jus 

























1* /i larks ti 
dres ap 
strA t hxz_
S t  A f  






'I laxks ta dre s Ap 
dalk aP primp Ap
P£Ta
3b
d r t s  a p  
daik aP primp Ap
P3/S
3* a) breislit 
b) atrr™. ©v bids'
4* suksfsdzloo kwotaz
loo Ais
6* s^sp£ ndoz 
gT^lBSiZ
7* er\//o old 
anbrela
8# spr^d
ka\mt© p t J n
9* pllo 
boulsts
breislxt strrrg 3 bids
l e is  Ju








brarslrt 3 p<53 bids
cLksrodz lou kwDtas 
taz
sespendb z  
gj-9L> iBSlS
©n ool Ambr^l3




1* q u llfc / washable 
com forter, com­
fo r t  , 
p u ff
2* (bed on f lo o r )  
p a lle t
3# loam /rich  black  
s o i l /  loom
4* f e r t i l e
Q m hot tom land
( f l a t ,  low land  
along stream) 
low land ,
bot i om ( s )
6* meadow/ Xowt-ly* 
ing grass 
la n d / sma 11
bayou







b̂ fcm l-*nd 
b^tnz








k Amf e t-*-»hea v 1 e rk Ampf s t t ban quiIt kAmpf ©t a
p<lrt p-aelrt
l o u m loum
f 3:t©l
bat in l-xn̂  d £lte laen^
lo u  I 7£.<W





g r e x z tm l-aê n ̂  
mede
swDinp 
s l u  r
















:> yifcm .r ;.um
2* p'aelifc
3* loom
4* ^ s t a l
8# bat am l^iid
uai.ar







x*x t/"" bl^ak © 3xX 
f 3 3 tal
do© an *t know
6« medo isedo m e d  o
7 • 3WD‘,np 
m a x j









2a minis M âjyil^iyitiUiiiW Wt'iii ruTKitn k̂ mh l*H n iW W WWW»W»»iH^)m i*<:












ou t i>y e treass/
d r a w
0 * crook/ freeh 
water etrews/ 
r iv e r *  b rook* 
rivcrlet
7*/:,:ar.v©0 o f otre&ma 















<fet a,*,^  na: yx«z
clr-exmM® 
X* a 3*1 "̂ 1






U v l U
v a ia
rxvs
w ̂ /s t o r xv © 
Dara d& E & o n  
oallu rr?9 
a ax© lo a Oa la  mupaarxke b'axa 
oaxa iBinf
bars / i « x  
•olxesiiorof
nek baxs 










o p r x ^  
k r i l r  or ok 
%: ax 3 
V I V 3
Wo/afcor:cVs
oars s.v 10x s ci UXjek oars 
bars Ca.iSBn
1 x %.■ ■&! blwii i>ai3
rx va  e&xtee 
loons-:> oaxa***
LonOWO 
X- livasi:), bar a 
baia Op*kOovs 
*. ̂ ra /u br^n* 













b ax ja — bnxjo is 
sualler than a 
p It o , goes off 
from a river
7# w^/afc^ riva 
bax je  dasxed
bar jo b£f 
baxjo to.ae&amju 
baxjo tupo 
teru l«k{crew lake 
fxnx  lex k ( Olier; ie re  
lake)
2b
'cTel CLf dreXfiX ^  saor/x ̂
dr^x-nxd^ dxfc/" 







fudysnt krikbais d ̂  bo o n<H>
B ’Arbanne gend 
An Indian orosa ing 





kr =>o bars 
bars m ay’w^taln











b a x j o  a i s i ^ d
„axs
kTxm? rxva«*«*
AT.1̂ 1 fD /3 t,3 
Fri.'î ut tax^
fxT  toils  
ats tiouiix 
t:. -po waxawM*
3 a ui U$\ll/r
■-..is *a?xk 
: O® ’■..o_£
..no aknrc ciro a mft&rto o r dO o r 40 cilia o of . ft©
ex̂ o o f klv® ikmaI'Iim ...Ivcr
r * M X V ’fiKoll Ox,! Oil hxl
e l m  t nool naê rxl
' ta o l l*  x i . o nooi n^un
94
50 to'
bar 9 I  s p in  
d ^ m  krik 
p-*.t ©Vik karri im&n&f 
ttxpp«sn tapaent^ 
nailed rftes? an old ont






2 , c l i f f
3* wharf (where 
boats stop 
and upon 
which f re ig h t  
Is  unloaded) 
landing* dock

























6 . Do you s t i l l  use ton t  use
the word n tun** in  the mou t  h 
p ik e ” ?
..What does I t  
mean?
u am e s oia e pikes
7* by-way p ra iv x t rood
bankrit mBk-^dm
b* 0 ju li thk bl^ktap






r o l le d  down 
to hard surface  
























4* k&fcara&k wots f^lis wot*& .fa^l
•Wot3
5+ pe \ v saent. pe.xvd» bl*$rt«.p




6* park—-would not &oeenf & use doeanH
usm tm&m nam
7 * nexDebud r©u& ae^id roud
a3st










3 # a) ha isn’t) 
to horn 
at homo
b) in  tha 
kitchan) 
to
3 *4) without milk 
b) with milk




6* he was coming toward(a ) 
mo
6* 1 ran acroas 
him, Into
him
7* a) wa named 
the child 




6 to => vaM
hi xaent ©t 
houm
{is in "Ve 
kit/xn
wicTaot axlkwr^r mulk
hi we>» axtxyk 
neks to ml0
hi W35B axtx/vy 
bax mi *
too©da mi
a x  ra>n s k r o e  
him




hi §ru e 
a toon 
hi 0r« s
hi Tssent at 
houm
/fiJ %s in ̂ ©kxtfin
wx^aot mxik 
wx^ milk
hi w©a arftiAv bar 
mi *
hi 138 kA«I/>v t^wDd* mi 6
r^kstoun






h i  was aiti/vK 
raxt nets t^ 
mi
hi w^a kAmx^iv 
toowsd mi ®
r ên ^krDS him ax r * n  into 
r&n xntu hrm h m
wi n^rmd ^  












1* h i  e P a k  at 
^  do® 
h i  t / a  k b  a  a b o o n  
hi pxt/b -s p«k
2* a ) h i  xaiib Bt 
h o o m
b) /i* la '"S'b 




hta ©at Qt houia
h i  6 tu  ^ a to  on 
hi tŷ A/nkts ̂  r«k
hi xsnfc houm
3* a )  wx"d*\)fc
b) ti^ bexk^n
w  r"^3?ot r a r l k  
a r ^ r  r n x l k
4* (l a set » £ k t  ts a t  hi  a a a  raxt n e k a  b© 
' ml
paxt a p Bgena ml
wr&*\jfc mxplk 
WxO mxalk '
hi wass axton 
raxts Bs£nafc ml klooa ta ml
S« iu^da ml hi maa kAmx^y 
b^wods ml «
hi w-aa kAmxn 
t^w-^sd ©1
6» ax n m  rntB b ra
ax r^n  akroa him
7* a ) art n e x m d  h r ®  
fop i»
ax abPAk Ap sri^ hxm 
ai r^n akroa im
ax r*» into i®
w i nexmd ^  t / a x l  
left b i «  J
ax r*n akroa xi
ax p-̂ en xntoxm 
®x bAmpt xnt^ xm
wt nexmd ^  t/atil 
fa* Iffl 
-gfta* xm




c a l l  to  dog
1 )to  l i e  down lax  d&un
2)to a tta c h  ari**sik tm 
other dog
2* mongrel* cur* k<tw*n staJk
c u rl dog* fia t© *k 3 . 
scrub
3* Re w a® )bitten  h i wse b rtn







a m ^ r s l
k 3"









bxtn bar -a dog
4* bull* animal* bul
beast
bul bul
5* cow k 3£U
6* two)yoke(s) o f pe©*v oksn 
oxen 
p a ir
7* c a lf  k * f
& )fe s m le ih e ife r  hef© 
b)raale: b u ll*  doe an*1 know
c a lf
8* a)D aisy is  go- fl ix  gourn 
Ing to  have a t© h tv  © k-aef 
c a lf *  com© in *  
freshers* com© 
fresh* drop a 
c a lf *  spring
ka£\)













b) b ird bl:d b3l<JL bsfd
33 100
lb 2b
*)£=>£ 8 o x g
b ) l a i  d&on doasn’ t  know
de^rs daun
2« sik I® ark t®
2* k 3;haeunt$ A/ŷJf <̂ X
3* hi wa* b itn
k 3 ;h*f bsrxd
h i  waa brbn bar





6# tu Jooka 37 
akean
b u l
bu*x1 ka.Au (uaod in 
past gonorafcton) 
mexl ka^u (used in 
past generation)
kaxu
tu Jouka ov aka an
7* k*fa )he£e kâ f 
hjbol kef
he fa k ^ f  
bul k«^f
8* a)fc*>v a k^f
fa m d  © fc*f
gouxn bo haev a k*f 
gouia ta k*m rnbo 
pen
430uxn ta k ^ v  
gourti ta faxnd a k ^ f  







hi we is bxtn bar ^
<1 DUg
b M o n l y  barm in­
formant ha® hoard)
k <& u
tu  J o u k  ^ v a k s a n
t U  P £ j a
ksexf her a
ffiexX k̂ ftlf







• M b l M b o v M
a) among
rmmw*
b) in  proeotica 
of  w o m e n
e) to ra 'uoad
by f o n n
a* gnutngjr goldod bo*®®*
hor«®









$* a) ha f a l l )  
o f f  Cfcba 
hors®*
off of 
o f f ’ n
b) u® fall) 
mit of {bod




7m qtiott»/a gam# 
quotes*her••• 
shoaa ■
8#’ rata* buok 
®Haw©n& 
farmr® 











M  f€ 1 dJP aVa 
tl-?3®









•tw ^/dn  
dcwtfm’t know 
othar t m m m
7




ar ]}«v nevz 
vt6n 3 
ĥ >s®
hi Tzl => r ba 
ho a®
d  fe 1 t
aw ted









dooen’ t  know •law® if tod. a® 
to  A»b»et «~ has hoards
• t& l je n  hr Id ho®®
Wexl ho a®
•  trtO
g e ld r7
h?d9«N»
yw®
ax h*w news 
rxdna has®
hi f£ 1 =>f aw ^0 
ho a®






r-ajum bAk« dea®nft know 
tsavn o l M i l f U i  
as to  «,)>«••
34 102
,n„ i* ____________ m
1* a )  ©tAd
b) doesn't know stseXJan
e) that St would sbaljen
ho different
3b> W H l 81
ab*x3em*«* onl-y term
2* g£ldx7 doesn’t nee doesn’t use
3* hoas hots h:>es
4* ex tree ridati ex h*w news xrndn a tosa ex h*w nsVB n d n
&• a ) h i  f e i ht Tel of bat hi f el Df ti=>aS
b) hi fgl eot at hi f t l  o f  ̂  bed 
b£d
hi fel 3&ot a





hot a Aim /- 













b) a pet sheep, 
cosset cade
2* wool




bJ in  presence 
o f women 








pig? how old? 
y e a r lin g , feed  
ing  hog
6* hogs/male or 
female? o ld  
and young?/
7* a )b r is t le
b jtusk® ,
tushes





















pxg^-10 to 12 
moa* old









bo© hqg—  
only term©
pig— *under a 
year old




b n a ^ l e
tASkS









d~doean* t know 
(never heard term *barrow*)
4* pig(does1t know 
age)















pig(s day to six 
months)
loot(between a hog 
and a pig* between 
















b n  8 3125 
r-*/vip 





1* castrate /horses  
etc# a l t e r  
change
&« paw l/o f c a lf  
being weaned/ 
b la re, cry
3• 1ow/during
feed ing  tim e /  
raoo
4• whinny/during  
feed ing  time  
n ic ke r
5* feed ) the
c a t t le ,  c r i t te r s
t *  feed ) the fo w ls /  
general term  
fow l
7 * a s e t t  ing-hen  
ha tch ln g --h en  
e ltick , brooder





















■fid stak  
f id  YJnfaf'tol
s etx^- hen 
br^d a
t / ' ik jn  k^p 
very  sm all 
house w ith  
ro o f and 









f id  p o i/ltr l  
f a^uwals
s fct in h<tn
t /x k r n  kyp 
Large b u ild ing  




2» felei t Doul balaet
k rai &
>#. n  u. X o u b  u,
Xoo
• /ntr l nei n e i d
m i  m  M i n i£ i i . •




r i d  0t it 
f'Ci poo It n
id 3 3
7* hen a aetn Iie3n 3 5 eto hs5n
8# itfikxn tjxkin barxa^&arge tj*x kin kop
3 t/ikin hAu««M» .forh hams**~Xa3P£© hen hat us
large tf x kin kop^^aaXl tfJkn h#oa
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J3 4 wlah^oono Inctey^bone
ft / wO 0IX
5* i) of e «v* 








c ) lot oat Inea*"*old 111 ina
4# fe&dlnf;, cir-ia 
chore tim e
5* e&lla to c o w  
eo# ooee t Bfiw, o&w* cos I
cjx t
f / c ) v̂. i a I r-, 
.i-oean! t knot?
e* calls to e o l v o a /  -oesn*t k n o w  aook, cold/
7* cells to drnl't 1.oean*& know koraca/ to make 
them r,o loft or id ph i in clow-*
±ZX£
8* calls for '..orsea 
w* ’on pet v. I.n& them frco PMtnre/k; 
k o p e £ w h i a t l * nr.
>e®n .on
DQirn•Mk Oaun br^a b o m  
o yli bc-t/u
vo
r jc ) i a I)
XX ns«—i
.5. v -•«*>. ow 
I <kt tawit ■, redo la-xt &•***!>.n/
z;. o. iflGj2x2O tl
ifiXCi l ffj ba.i rx
cuk out o ul; 
s uu | axu a ̂
s Lik $ xe-f
Uo up
h w o  i/p
w x/ oo vn










e-ocan t know 
naioe. Mao hoarA whiatl©
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lb
&• pull bouo 
pul coon 
wrf boun








p; n.;.l I  Q
i.-oeanf t to
e* roedv t know
4* tldivj t&in 
tfouwa tarn




sifilk: I  Sitka ̂a ̂ v
uukJ
\i ̂ 1 vv x imi*
-f Idn iai'IB
toe an t kn




0* wrlstlto kot/pr toss
1:0 up ho up i--omun t know
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X flc- urge okens. 
on/ uni.one up I com© upS clucking
0.) when already 
i n  czion/
b) when stand ing
2 *  /to  s t o p  t h e n /  
w h o a
3* cells to n:V a 
/ml'jon I*ceding tUsc?/ ebook 
pnkeS pox 5
4# call® to sheep 
/when gettingthen rpon ike 
c o o
u h e e p
6* calls
c h i c k e n s /  w h e n  feeding iy--or/ eMelrit »
ck ink in
0* 1 wank no )
£ M3]*nG0: •. (t ho 
OF SO*, tackle npf rig
ihj enr .p
h# a} whee la a 
1 ten-/. i/h:e horses or 
h o r s e { o j a n t i  
wagon
la Ba
■ x w a p
, , J't A p 
WO V





Ph. phn pie bu. pig
^ ip f j •'=> P 




ioe?sn* t know 
iheanH know
|ik ^ik ejik tjhk tjik ejr k t p k
k a j n i a  5> l i  W A n t ; s> <*.1 vfahC  s
h oas hasnos 2s> nose r a-sms $a
(.-: i  © * p  k x t j *  A p —- n s e t l  ;.:oa  s j z
n ,  Ap fo r  u n t ie s  k %tf ap
exrAp«usoti 
for wagon
oluL— tta-^push two tte«&orae* 
herace boreoa wagon
n) £s Freer £  asra 3 f a. j|a 3
lb 2b 3b
a) gc
a ls o  c luck






u 3 * *P
E 1^ *
W0d
s* pig pic 





doean * t know
doean41 know
►* t/ik &cik 
'tjxk
Uik t/ik fc/xk
4 j I kr tj'i'k i
lii«s tjrki
* i J ̂  ij ̂ % , ML X
hi* f jTxft*
6* hxtr Ap -55, 
bat'n^a a u
kasnaa h^&az 
(pr 3«* hats as
hasnz s $© hsagrg





d r iv in g . /  r o rrl^l ng^’liora t ~
b ac k /
red na
3»s'ilmpa





d) M t  oil up 
harness
7# he’o fooling 
bad, badly







f oesn^t imem 
h a: I
^  11 
h^tn»a
■ ;:1e f l| i n kxti
a Xztal fej
3a- ,.>,»>■■.■,»■.it-itU.-w..... rM.1*.|.|.||..1 ,| -| fM| -|„ rm M>w ,
reinz*-'X®n@  
o r short
o p tlie s  to
X t a m .v it "X*
\ev r n j&~l.;f 
na&o o f rope 
fo r  plow
at <r$p
le c a n H  know
d A2 ■■L-~tmQ
who©Is i f  
fo u r wr-e. la  
tailed( )
SY&lZ 
h T tf  Ap
I m n a s  a p
ie  f i l m  ©*,.-J




r e m E ^ f o r  riding
j ;Orsobaok




h rtf /jp 
liasn Ja




l)agi ̂ »tvsp ^eini
3* atrs-AP*
4* ®) I -oesn1 t know 
t>) k c \ it
c)/vvix;
d) r-.rzf ap 
hfl-sms
?* hie- filivj. PaebXi 
8* l i  t !  w&J
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2 b 3b









h ^ m r s
htt; *p





l i l t /  /ip
h^tnzs
lilfi /llxn batjsdXi




{% O ro 
WQy&
2# You nan f i n d
i i  )
anywhere( 3)
3# I-c walked} 
backward ( o}
4* ae Call) 
fo?(w)a?d(&}




6: •*er a one
.1 aXn*t done 
notloln*/ record 
o th e r caaaa or 
double .negation
a ) £ d id rtH  l i k e  
I t )  ncwa*yo
b) lie d ld n 11 
•;;lve t o )  




t , . J/H EL £■
ojek wads
f9 I wad
wil imt ©1 
tftl lbz>d 
t m b 4






$ll kzn Xaxn *afcfc xni/wta




M  w^kfc 
b*k wath
hi f e l  f a *  wad l^ w a -d
wXX o l  
eni it ’3 
t r ac* al
n £d3 w a h
lo e s n H  use 
aoa die
noga tiv@
w l l  naii @i 
t m
t r *  b ^ l
flat a WAn
i. ocoa* t  uae  









b t o d E
4# M  fea l f=>w &
5# Basn’t; befiXHl






I I~;ili'r'rri'tt>tvtîlt1 **!••-*'1*1 1 |l? ;.. T 1 ■"ft<»l""'^>«fa>:**'lr»' w.nf  ̂--Btt- ■£<•■•- i E=̂ ~W-cL««* '̂.
•> welB > l?rp wef' 4?
»» SOD COU
fK k&n fiwn 5̂ - fain




h & a n H  heard
.\ 1 wsiifc 
l^wsciii
h i ft 1 feawad# 
hasn* ti UvM^iX
i ;£r & wnn.̂ '-v\0t auy t lie&rcl
drcjnt d-v-
nAQzn 
ax drfct la-i k
rk i'iOU W eJ L'i
hi dxdnc gtv
n% £li\j
rt dount o«r k
t
rtQV&zf Z>B ttt<& 
IIGU I* <CU<m*m
Jocular* hi d DU* lit 
Civ ,.I 





2 * he *11 h m e  
trou&lojllke 
mm not
apt m  not
M l  h#v trAbljppt> n<xt;
5* £c#row?*/trencbcm F#*z 
cut by ptkow/
4 . we raised a
bl:. ') CPOp ( o f 
wbea t
3* we c lea re d (bb©
1 and/or a Xxru oa 
t re € a/clou red np* ahrv Ct.-ed* amsspad out
<3* a) second, cut- 
bln&/af clover 
£ *a a a / rowcn* 
a fta rn a tk *
la t  % em&bh
b) for: n raaa / 
dry rr&eo in  old for 
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■o&Bii t  know
7* a) & sheaff
or wheat a blind# bundle
b) sboek(of 





0a 3a* Uiuwwi u t n! ̂  w *1 ■ 1 nittwww 1*1 K ■»!!»!■
h i l  hwv t r M a l X&ik ajs no.t 
Jfjpfc ©s n 4  *pt »«. n<4
F«sfo
w l re i Ed 




^ [ I f  <3. /A lt; 
b l & m
w l r e x  is4 abi;:; kv-cj-p 5V /Alt
w l k l  x 3 &
eon11 know -oosn * t  know
••ooo»ft know -oearl i know
s> [ i f  »
A t  t





; HM1PIIM  -k uJW BH ^ii>t
2* X&rk ^z n<*-% 
bzpt e>z Titct
3# f sT̂ s
4# wl r e r M  & big 
k r a p  a V n i t
5« wi kl X v€L lap mi
f £> a ) I"oesnft know
i b) hex 








h r  <^p a /viit"
wi klird iK̂ n 
k l  a r<l a]p P  l * an 





jlcdz—*" ana 1 Xe r a t»I; Xar goa?
irk
nil ix*v txM'bl 
la xk as ncLt
p «f as
wi rel s> l>Jg 
krap  «> /vilti
wl kl i ix% Xae^n 






1 0 Of!t S 0 ' f tI jaN*Si :;'V. <1 ov % 0 <Lt $t?3&f'l
m ? ®
:.* n) ,700. ©ocl - ju- nii *T h<*t?
w i l l  I w c  s o  < $ ©  - a  d u .  t z
2m 5«s
© M S  4* $V#ft ®U%& CL% &&%(%
3u nail h*» la Ju a n  1 h w  is
&«■ it. Ju, if
b )  DO l b  Oil .;£}$ ‘iJCuB 9V *0
all OWO oh U0
b * he aixi - i arc
e c e c i i o  ' •::.‘V t : r
l a )  £ t * s
r c h l  c c c
11 an ai a& LAvnz
O  1/4 a
I %  4Ta - f #  111■ * "' ' ■ d *'5
I I
7
\j o(j 8 aW as bau# aY A0
.;xl an dr AS 
4 AOT^Oli V5
xt.. 6 till' n 
i s l
l ; t  a  d r
Tie -Pa liu.i n
h) between )you 
©n& i*,&
b a t t t t o  M  a n  - h ,  f o s a w l n  J u  n  n i  o a o w l n  3u f j  m %
1 #  a  l f o g *  h i  *3
r ^ - p
i v
c h o o  
O  )  o o r  4 *1. . h  . c
a i l *  V i ;, -Oi:.,
- I  a c O T o
r ' i . i l  : ©  0 b
l1. i it V
w f  ‘ c  5 a  o  r i e /  
© e s c , r w  M i .  I. 
M /  
h e  
a h a  
t b ^ j
h # .  :1 c  f m s r h c
v o o
f a  h i '  . 
f a  h a *
fa i 1 
f a  ^ £ T D
*  £  u i t c
ocsn u $ ©
; o o « |t i ^bc 
niiz♦
f a  £  h i : . 
fD % h 35 
f  3 r  x  l  
f  3 a i , :
-oao? C- icae;,. ocnn*c c.0o
c 'O0C: O " .SC 
*
X I  ? D L f c ; a n t  d x
fa hjjaoi 
f a  31 
f afa ^C>S
w o r s e n  U i C  




o . «T e alalljao re /
-.:■<: tee
1 iJSaCC afc 




* Mfjn* •. 'Jt. u V. ’■*'. ■_< v . : h,. / yvjî -'k #*■> W*VJV' F^i-- •̂■'..Vi*-«-,a.-*»«fJ«fc,t.>*f̂ .t|*.->''i|WWtet JpA:«
X # 2 0  S r f / v  . u»t© a |  drae/tr u U ^ s  at 0Yseft
)  j t i .  5>Z\ a i  % h3£y n ai
Uu. l
oiluL U  'Aai I u a
•-0 y 9 5Y ant *t/a si- ;} uB sV 4B
3* ht 33 ai hi i-> ar hi n ai a: k/\mxn
si £1 his 0»vs
n) x^s
hto






i . a : at u ai
>t twlx3 Ju n r-̂M *f"i hi hsti&hi:*
^  «pi '■ -
dl
if os hr; ’• f a s 0 T S fj: hi
fa* h3S f o 5 h  3? f3t ha;
fa ̂ it f oS it fa: it
f a  3 H m f o 5 'bz.zz f 3:
6« Doesn’t use Doesn’t use Doesn’t use
’hit* ’hit’ ’hit’
?* it maez9̂
I# hi x&qh s*?,
3.X- 3ft*-'
I V 1*%r*&n 00
T :1 a
• 3 Si*
x i- 9< i ' 3.1
xi i d
■ i JZ e 0 »£ ;.-■ a
«  A*5 &•*' cij set tm
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1 *  * m  r s o f c  $0
la/ •-:c
fi® lair;.
b e ?  o & n  « & o  i t
o c h  i.
t m s v  
. h h r n ' i
0> two trJLlea iu)
tho ferthoat 
h &  O 0 u M .  ■ • ; o  









hi inn U;a it- 
ne.t a i
n a i  1 0  
X 3 f A $ ^9 0y
£̂11 a ?  . a .
I S  M D I ; J 
wen ai 3̂t 
,1s IsMnia 
* a e n  a i  f o t
I: a. . ill
(2.1.0 ncc% 9U- V ol3S hi 10
h i  & » * *  & * .
1 ■';, w £ 0 <3 
^  3 iii a i
^3 f «r ̂  txi
hso ; au
wi£f, aS j'U
h A l l
a  t a b u l a r
, ;-etl a: $u. d! 
U  a izv 
p X v u t m  1
3*
3tit »o-tae t»3'l
d 5 &  M  x « -
; ‘,.t, *£*«& £J,a i%
fofifca ai
► u- r  ai X& «T5|- 
o'X 5̂3 far '5 3
hi } $>u
e u t  $ u .  3%  
k f \ t z n f r
umciI for $r®uf
of sooplo 3 ot'
V *  a  | :0**®ZX{wmu Bln. o l  w a £  h a  sX, ^32  h  a ? 1  W<?& See
tllOOOi ”5£ 3 St*
h )  t y ' :-h w ai oX h i u  h i  msu & i a  h .l zF% 14,
b - 6  s e i  Q E I  0 e x
o i  o  h u o  a /r  jU 3 .n  t: U0 v;/2 3U X ran  hu. h lo  8
CMI&SHHtt Oji >£9 0 5 £ ^£3
# o j w ?  2 1  , ©5P o t f
Clj you *iWi I Ld-V aZ Ja ta .u  a;. h a h  o9 Ja
b&m ;■ j t t  o i
g j r u f i
• hio y<j &opyu\m> toe >  3 „ ita. xus^u^is
i'io 0 W i  aoss „ t̂ 0 iî OJKl «U«9S
h ./fc?lr '..t'C' ho- §rf-a.: ;/Cir«TO,> Otsn'j ^ £ * 0
ts t:  ■ h h i  ^ t e n  h i o  l u  u -v
i t  a l ie s ’ h o w  3S& lh,XX.i3 u f  h ^ v,
(sootloa
” a u f s i i
h r ©
1:13 $  B
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B li
n m  nat
Q Z I'JL I &
ai tz m i  




i# t i t  U o n  du it 
OS&a ̂ all di l:stB
, h k m  ta ID 
het3 3 on 4i k&ia
hS L n  ■,. a  i bxt^ 
h t s  ai
& # tu. l?2uxls -t*&
I’ 3 * ^  hi Lsn
m  ssaxl© x»
hi kvd wt> dj
. u. rjaiX^ ^ »
U ^ 3 ? 3 S ^  llil ItsC .
6* ^l£» a t  3U
N\ z n < k  Jh& 0 <j£
l£A Rl I/*!
vwen as j*u ol 
kAraxvv— -twa 
M 2-U S  3*U J>1 
kAmiv^— several
msa as Jol 
k flsr t; sns '*» *»  \ id $$
fag* £:*o:& I:i' #lrt; *' p i « 
e£fcSa& it 
0£&%tl& nei ka I*ai*
MS.il j«. 3l
a p £ n ^ o v w l
at £«. L a SX 
3|ei
a) h u  tsar; !)U ot W3 0 ■̂t 3
L IL 3% t/3E
k) Mat o& iiid hi 
©ex 
C) Lii0 d x
Mvr, ol aid 
.:, .1 it £ I 
Uu.>1.2L
f j  % z & * n
M5,, ol did i Dei 
h a  oXz •■.jildr-'pn i s
4) haw At t. dOO I iu*u as
0# $tO
its auw 3E 
it* ^ss© 
i&8 Li0 
It® h 3 10
I p J VO"  
ICO d u vi 3 0. 
1 " : 0  ̂i 3 :
11; er hi 0  
10*3 . 3 5 Z
] ;:,a p ^ v>3e
1 Z 3  & U w9i ;
J I B  ^ 3 1
I DO PIXE 







th e ir « l¥ «
h* o) - € o^ttar do 
:* o ihloTCif 
MistoI#
$>) ho Mohhod 
l&o ClTplpo el 0#o ue fir*l 
a C e 
bad?*
5# tv eot Oreml 
/to  limvzm* 
wnitr rire&d
Is
.-. 1 V,W>! '.:•*
f s 3£i:/36W®
hi t i  i-g paip





4* other tirade of 
bre&d mdcv of 
fl«r/i>o^o  -rat I4 i. bim$i i t  a 




o* ci pan off
; .iiieoit^h o I
o# ooim hro&d/h: 
X W r G  COi ©«/
o c m ^  ,.cd,c* 
corn i;>-:'nê  
pone







1»1 Xxt lira 
ParP kaen jTctirî  p tpe.X% tjjfy
/v̂ Llt 0«*£d 
tax'
ntd hatpdu i& 
hxrm eZt
111 XaJ&xil
hxxsft <f i f  a paip
:ka?n * i  ikmd m 3 
tPezJa X 
Utte?
lait o r BcL
t
O'X04dL Xt Ol fifes* I ‘«i> i
twap nr© irediw* :o/ifios 
© oresd rou \&
o£t roux&. 
laat roolo
p pxn 3 ci®ki& n 3
a ;^n a hiakTve oials xt©
OO&h a M &
k psn w.red 
Lot/I; erk 
U D m  p o^n 
de aart eit£̂ Vjb&Qi
heard .oh$,u
t ppn orx;i d 
poun ursffd. 
d ̂ mkexli 
hSaS*. pOun
■aooan UJ3-C
-a )  otow i'ttole
i-jfS?-; && ©od




Imt t v r  oread
tkhl y, r * - onto/ 
Csed'o, coki 
dtdro *
Df 03 kexfihot/ kexk 
aef orsd
ri
*  W  v <_ -




ho in -wA-fin̂ ' 
hr^hlx.n ored f^tx ...red 
lcp«n d^y \-a





of O'Dim &m3k$ «H
:-.lhh* ip.
e&reorolo* m **&  
a|K>cm «■ vd
o* i'Sre liW sriti JL
Kr^kliyi
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X# <?eiv 
suit
2# a ) hjr:i8£.if
b ) l ; i  Xa.r iad.
kir.i 3 p5-2p
e) kae* w i  ta.x n d  o> 
t r  e j ! t o k
3# Xauit b r ^ d  
peiksE OYL&
✓~\it OYCU
4* 31st Or id
b i a k i t
,i :c y ls« rk^*ciacie on 
griddle 
bat i*oo Xb 
az>Xb r a i g i y
Up£U *
fen? , ^ luk
a lu t  fa  & £rm  z lv m
r:l ot Isa* Uu i t  
hrms £lf 
bxg a &l?«»*uaual. t-oares 
hi lit a p&xp
wl kan f<ajnd
a tpei a X tok
trio.
3 / S* DF£d 
fsr̂ a ntu
b n jk it  
ro^X^
^ jv ? $. a Xok
aeo t Z1̂  ^ ©a  ̂ Ivs
a l bits do i t  
h nnasXi*
1:1 k s  a piip





&• b pjen av 
biokrt
I 6* kssn to id 
^Afins 
Lt br^d ti©o kark 











er;;, br£9 d 
' d©xj Cm Cj a
t> i sk 11 t-i
It 3 a n or t d 
loa»n poon




b) s in ke rs (b is em it fra^ d  
was *n est( sponge­
cakes* l ig h t  
bread waapa­
ne at s eush( 
f r ie d  g r its
; V T t  3 Doesn t  know 
terms fo r  







b) de€tanf £ know mjka do^sfn* azx.
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1* h'.'tso zi&'"\o breed 
and) tjmx, :ht (un) 
bread
bakora bread
U+ seoet rolls/ 
dlacribe 
buns * coffee rclla* sugar 
rolls
3* dough- “!.'• t/pve* 




4, griddle cakes/ 
of w heat/ pancakes, 
eatt ercakea
0* two pomade C of 
flCttT pounds
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horese.xd urgcl beilrssi bred bexkwrx i>reJad 
'oexkass bred boon j«xd. Wejaftatoo bat bre^d
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Sugar o& ItUAH
&oonAt*— c!r»ee lar hole I;J.
bwtakeikaf rx tail pan keiks
paonc, 
I ahm  a
a <• .ext a la
bAna^-plaln 
(ra.u:\i ro u l)  
k o$x PO ujL«****
ctononon and
e m i t  r o  u l £ « N w 8 a g a $
In  the  dough 
exnamwn h A m  kofx ke-xk
upar coverixtg dexnrf per«tT*z.
clounA" — %uny do on At round with 
be square r  ho le  in  I t




hole In I t  fried
isx*Ala ~*-rjQr e brittle
Xo*V>b i,idck fried
houl /Ait kexks ffaep d^fcks
s tak s brawne *'** pak ' k er k s
■used by res  tut.;, ha& ke.xks rants *
ke.xks bat ©lawks
h a . , : -  i e x n ; : s
..grxbl her Us 
flap eiAaliS 
fries;-* flamwX k « k s
Lu. pahnxln a 
f 1 a-̂ û a
su. pâ un ... 
f  i a r * ’u






•̂a jo  ok xn jE 'l©
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Xb
-HEWfw? 1*M-'» y » M W > W ) ;-ar-. .T*r7!-jpsru,t*n*wr̂ ;;
X« h oum t &2& 
b*eii:as kr<f d. 





p a k  it b u k  r o v i z  
SW'Xt & O U lz  
k:>fr I ie j l l
ho^ru^-rd ^  
b-»arls.9B 38 Xotof 
bap£*<&
iMni








il3J*A 1^33 pi*£wS a1****




4« bafta k«/k p*n kerk* frara. kexka
wjf&lz hat k«sjks j^Jan k«xk»-
:;trjdX k^Jk t*laep eyaeka foet* keik©
ItDtn yy>IX kexk ĵpxtasi
tMk/nlt k^ik bxtd k<2jlis
ao^* psen keik 
£X*?p dyaeka 
rrjtas
6* ow pctH* nda a^ tu- o^^ndt 5>fXat> w a  ta p^i/ntiE^ £*Xau» w a
f 1 cLJU
I* Izeil: av  l i s t  ke zk  J ia t  a k s *k  j i a t
0* a) JcX o u h - jo U k
Z z l o loo/ £, X& £a Jot/k. 10 Jtla
127
la 2a m
i ̂ cfĉ HWKBfĉ yn»H.l»»w{.***->'-|»n.vwu<-tw*iif«»»iiwa»iBKWii i>fc ii** ~iir ̂“r̂-'iiif miiiT-fiifUMtirirnr'Titv-i
X# boiled ©gp©
2# poached ©gc#
/how ar© ■ ■cy 
prepared/ 
dropped eggs





h )/anokc& s a lte d  
pork/sr ’Okod 
pork# ftacon
4* a) u;>eon r in d  
akin# r.iotxb 
akin
h > P&con atrip 
....cat , ■ >ow 
bally# sow
boson f r y
6« Jerked oocif spoked l>. el* 
dried be el* salt boric;
O# Sfr.'Sag©
7 * p /ic h o r
d# ih© neat la) 
spoiled
b o iId  exiptf
eovt/t ©ig~«* 
egg « thoufc shell in Doll* 










t eix;t id 
ap:>j!d
O O X M  £-50
post/ t-p*#eg 
In  h o t w a te r
w ,t % tout ail© 11
said  7»dt 
; e rk;; pl«sl 21** 
sms 11 aid© 
tern used in 
peeking house 
a ^ It  pj&k 
be Jim rxbB
oejlmCt .l'<5J fcu 3 JL t
oh m  
F ain
o &ik in rd r j  
I t
d r a id  b i f  






novad f r m  
Shell and float* 
©4 1st water
•3 ul t  pO^Kf 
azj^lt w it  
c rar &Mb 
pot/^ 9  k 
a a id  w it  
















1# t arid £r.&
33 ♦ pO^ If £ e£*m$*c
&sove c: t,.;: <£n& 
drop In Vkj&I* io.p vmtc^
Bm a I o^lP v.rskoei !m
SK'M* ,̂V.-»*r - t .«*# *»VV .»<• J'*1, V. . M
y ? i 2̂  ejpJES 
po^tjt C?pp
::,̂ avo fron si 
c*wste in v.
o r  ax n^>u%t 
£>■■ i/all Sax d yr,?. :;.
0 30 It l-A'i©
'0J l M  eip;0
>..'■• tC f .. ej 
•cboll.# CCHUt "In
p. 4.4 k m  « i m
u d .̂ • ppali 
$3lt. >7i it
b) b^Jto berto.
) -.,•£/ i\as r a m  
Pet &g* «*iirs
uerto raLtn^ 
Mexto # k m
d eikn faia
b) fxr&nd * 03i/Xk
0* dra-rd c-%£ araxd i4I* soooensi
scou&t oir
&3I& i ^ u
G* s^dxd^ 0£iardij
? '-j U: ' j"<5 ■ .: U u ̂ 9 i..
4 * ep 3 jl<l re £s >n!^ xt
V* nsrd ep =>xlct r<t kv
s iax  ̂ 11 :\ ej a t rd ap :>x M
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la 2a 3a
1* a ) headacheese h o r y u B  i / I©  








'•a a n # t  heard
2 *  th e  t w i c e r  i s )  
r e n d u *  fro w y
3 * cu&clled ml Ik 
o o x m e y  *  c  X a p p  © r  





4 » cotta p.© "'; he e a © k*t id? is/is 
po t eh© e & c ma i<? f: es a




B * aoat choose 
a r  e ( rcr ■•rd
o* ycra better) 
strain the
ml!
7 * a p p le )o o o n i© r  






Iza xU p  dip dr/ <sep/
prepare t  ion / 







:-.i . v ? y
IBl-seba 
bio cha-n* 
sotir t;;1 I k  if




m l  k
jm! k&bla
' D ^ t. hid x j lah£d t/1%
& 3~J U
mean aerie
teen1 fc h eard  h a s d t  hoard





k a tic ^  t / l s
m o a  t / 1 m s  
as raxutM
atr^rn
m i / k






1* a) h£d tf la  b.o£$i£ci tflz h: \̂.b£ci t / l s
aaus saa uu
b)- «aoc8oU k n o w 1 doesn't know paisans n o us
2* ^sbAlia is ivfc'e rd ^  bAtar is > «> oAtar ia^bAta is stro/n. rafcig.1: rsensid
^ apaild
jrfptf USI3# teXJ&t>a~littie sour ItXatfba k«dal& milk
bX«- d*a.n ka'dald m ilk klsG-ba
hajd ^ d
4# k«&*cU fc/la k<z&ieU t,/i& kkim t/is
k r l r . ;  t / l s  0 k a f c t d ^ .  t / i *&
5# t / l s  a.t ax s o u s  f c / i«  as
raennd x*s£md r̂ ?ar.id
6* serein ju bet 3 strain ju b£ts s t r e m
m ilk  ^  a m i l k  ^  a m i Xk
7* aep) kcuspla ^ep^X -k<xbls 






11 qu id»a orve'd 
with pudvJtog 
dp*  dope
4# a ‘Dl t© /fD -d  
taken b-c twei-si 
m e a ls / a pi-©co
6* we a t e ( a t  
©13E a t*
0 *  b O W  o f t e n )  
have ji)u  
©®t©n( today ?>;. t* esfe| at©
7* l»r.i kO inp to )  
sraak© Goto© 
c o ffe e / 
cook * ocdX 
c k w # steep
# 0 ) 0 1 Xob a 
of w ater
b) the ; laac 
la  broken* broke
fad










^ h l»a s> w?t p
«s> rabrot/kn
f  ud
vit I s*‘*4ib& 
heard cnowf* ,ldarkieow 
only
a c?o






. o rk  Gam 
It pJlr
d r ip





























5* wl eit a I silis
6 • h ay or £ a n 3 cci£n : «d si
7* ko.Arx**«*£i*Ip$ 
p e re o la b e , 
b o il
S* a) s> glaes av W^ta







a O a r t
w l e i t  dins-
hai/ jf tan law
3«- its)1 hauartaS llW
J •• £ ̂
a r i:!; g=>i^ % a
msiki 3̂ 1 ****rri.&€l€i bgr
dripping





S' 3 tviadt 
 ̂ b a t ta s ae j=3 9 (
Wl si c- a ti SxR$
3 $% 1 Q- 5
ha£y art«n baev
Jm itn
aira g o o m  ta mark 
^ s> U, o o £ rdr r|> k»ufxwpr&«*pared In ciripol&fcer and perea/a tor
<3 S'
^  a g l a e . 3  i t ,  b r a o k n
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X *  ,i o r  s o i l : :  i a l o t  ofdrunk
2* how torch (haveyou drunk?) drank* drunken
3# aoda pop soft drink tonic
1m
<3~r v.rjepl :
h a v tup h*vCirri’
dr/vl:OOyGa pdp
2a
- r t f g l i  
3a dxvr^k
3a.
haî  iui/ Ju
Cku?yk h*p ̂  /«■
l-od/l clrĵ l: 
sou*:id p a p1 Xvytsns\ (Sid
h o  viz 9 l i o  LtX&
30 v&2 P<5tp 
30 ft CiVĴ U
4* s i t  down 
{lavlta Ion 
t o Bit cl own 
at uncle)
to altrdojt oahem ojuat^ 30000k ..tine tea
a) addressed to relatives ork h 1: c: t O friendc
asaa-i / i
h) ad' reseed to 
b t ran;: ere
ogjo.c as (a ) aarac as (a) SAp^r jb a^vd0j , a-xu rJ
ol aitia
£• he was ‘sitting,
at the table
0* a am down
s •, t
h i max-, a J‘c >2
3> t <2-T Oo»ll
3LJ 0<*k '..: OU ;/■;
hi W^S art 
<̂d jj<?l
ar ciâ rn.
til w*e m trp 
cX& t 1)
a.r tUen
7* a) help porir*' self(to
pota tooa
fip 5</<S>S £ If
0 c? htA p ^  t̂ JÔ ''.
1. kip ilf
 ̂  ̂J* t*l <?£,
b) I helped 
r .hSC lf
SLJ .flpt 
r ■ a:} el£
a) . . render of fciniXy
a.x i'upt e.-aj aeXf st-T tulpfc
A4IS£If
•••  ̂ ton* a core fo r  =u c u /n t is r /f t 
tv p/when elect in*-
Ilf .* oo£J»/ C« '.OOSO'
:. "■ O' o 3* *J"
h<*v iihniiai ooont oua f s> 
enj
ax el ■■' u n  i> i t £ ̂
u.) to  hoot a rc  to  t a ) : OO .1® no- if k
ax d o m t  tea ta ai vmmit
£11 J ioo u h?£fil




1* a i u r ^ i aa Csl* ae.*jl£ c? 1*£
dl? Ir fc d
LL £ i & 1| Hi A t/
dr<j?Ajk
it h*^ fln\fcf ktaev 
j«- ara**ik





ti 3f T dr-r/̂ ls
it o V i -;
Bof '.iVlOfih
ko a l  b n ^ kQ
a )  si &a.un 
bl alt icl
te&ff 3 ©li , rseo 3 %f£B
23 1 £ ri f °cular
sit j&
b jt aextte ©s t a ) Jb*̂£v 5- J3 i. ti & Ji,e i. o3*va




12 W a a  eu 1 
se t ^ s t* e j bl
a i n et s bae<m
it !  ws© 0t&$n. sei 
^  a o e t u s>l
ax osefc ciaet/n
7* a) hep Juse-P h  e lo is  a ^ V
19 9 P<3 G ‘̂>"r ̂ ̂ ̂
?
b ) a i  h s lp d  n a s e f  ax hep-I uaae -f 31 iUlpu O90<flf
©) nou ŝe/v̂ kai doynt t/j./ 
<£ n t
b) Bt\:.::c as (a )
ax bo^nt .a£a
■' £ .a I
aou dst̂ l; Ja
i& as (a)
« j 33L l d'" UDI WAtd, £,r. x
se;;.•„, ja s  r t  dxv
i «6U s. .1'•*■*» j'.;• Q\}.liiI' 
L: . U Qĉ ry-II .*<3
ay nount vMr'v, c m
135 GO
R OTjOUift*U'-*4 '1
2ala 3a ■~nmi» fan l,i.minihi
X# v e r /
o f fo o d / 
warned up l2et*o?#r
*2 * cu£iW 
whaw* 
chaiT'P
4* hard to} 
aireat
W3I3(1 OuV^













\ \• , 0.1 & to>
d^Oatat
"to* a/ pjrfcit^**






t \j m p  m
>Vm / /, r^X^^both. 
arc Eicfil in 
boiling 
w ater





























I* Ŵ r.id ouyg X^It 0 0V? ligt o^vs*
W t$3& O V
«2* t/U
nvawfca &  es\
CS# lift'd ti ~B 
da<X& £St
%Ju.
ill tfz> cl Jt 
& 9 kJdB tj& e  ii-tp®




b o ilin g  w a te r*  
au^i tiei s txpi/djv  
it is baked
6* frut s^elad
# k  t*aJ *►«*•*:,aeal i n
ere, zmt&X in soiling 'boiling; water 
water












1 . can© sugar 
syrup 
sorghum
2 * the i classes 
a re )th ic k
3* genuine maple 
syrup( sugar) 
tre e  molasses
4• a) sugar is  
sold) In  




c) j e l l y
5* s a lt  and 
pepper
6 * a) g ive me 
a(n ) apple I
b) sop(syrup
7• a(n) old man
B* Just)sm ell 




t e e in  
s ̂  :53m
sxro b^etri 
—Ft . fo r  






iz sow Id  
jn balk
I 3 *3 s wit Tim—  
wlia t  1f n i gger 3 n 
c a l l  syrup
&^£lZ
s olfc >l p cp a
qi m t ni#p)
never heard
no uX m$n 
am 61 vz 11
33
2a








lo ^  sw ltni/y
d^elt
s o It n pep 9
q i  m i  -Yi'&pl
scip— used by 
"d a rk le s ”
zzj:>— boesnft  
use but lias 
heard w h ite  
people use i t
'n, o ul mstn,
d ^ s t  smtl^eb 






da m^lae-S^Z VZ 
Aik
d^s nju^n fee 1 pi
s ^ p
st/gsr jz so^ld 
in bulk
Doesn1t  know
d ^ l r
s^lt >2 peps
grv ml Jtn <#p\
H asn 't heard
zip— jocular 
term
-n 0 1  ̂I d  m ^ n
dn> ast 
am el \ x t
c) z ip (syrup) never heard
51 138
lb  _______ ^  8b________________   5b____ _____
1* kern  35 trap—  k e jn  fug& /a  gakern s ^ p
floigsm*-mad© ss'ap or s^zgam
from cane Kialsps^s
b cl.* g<?m 9p'«—
made of sorghum 
cane
2* saigasz i2 
Srk
5« mcxp/ 35Sr<^p
4* a) b^lk 
lu.s






6. a) givim -n 9$p?
b) sa,p
c ) d o e s n 't know
m^l^asz zz 
&rk— -strong dislike 
for hearing it used 
in plural sense 
d ^ n  jw-^n eie/p/
S3*<3 P





3 3 ult >l pfipc)
g iv  mi yi <3ep /
SOP
2ip
^  a m ^ l^ S  r z  c s  
0jk
d^<fn ji/sn m^jpal 
3 step
/lSQ$ J53 so^ld zn b u l k
doesnft use
dj dli 
0 3lt >1 p£pc3
giV mi 'senaqpB 1
ha an * t heard
hasn’t heard
J ^ Y ^
7 . n ouL niatti n o^ l mam ncut
8, j^st s m £ l  d/\3 aradl it c U ^ s t  ski el
w r l  j  3  ^ 3 a t
139 52
la
1# those hep® 
fe llow s
til© 00 f th 6 0
2 * th e n  there 
hoys thcex*those
3# theref a ( t h e  
fellows -*• nean the a a are




loua a % la
f £ I a a
1 aft« ri
5 la ftloss
\ O uz U 0 70
to US ct f ^ a felea ax 
mln
j&»
t i e  f3l3K
V O U Z  I .O IS
us at 3r e 
di
istn
taet tri Jttnds f M^ a. nd $
b) its )o v e r  









8* a ) what *0 that * w b  anAlien falling didn his
to  h o a r  eerie** ta e t  one * a utter** 
anoe/ how1 a 
that?
a o t i ? 3  
J and a
da it *Ji® a 
Wei
ix b£g j u 
pcu&n 
Aa-Xus taet
/y\3 t a ^ apt
its ovs J^nd? 
*%a tok Jouda
da it^xB eW^x







w îr ^ Isw  j £
lb
X «  ̂«£• 1os»
2* i>DTZ
5* "50oz afca ftlos &i tain
4* ©)Sa?tj pi j^nda
b) l ts oi/%’ a
its tlXk 5C3 
r t s  ouva jo-mh 
I t s  b » L  JflL:C'd 3
5# d ul 31 Sis we;
8* ©} ax dount 
a ndU atxnd ha
82
2b
Si® bia rdsjs 
SiE feXa®
S esi Sea bo J& 
3C£ boJ®
^  o u s  l:o  i  s
S t m  Sa ££Xas
a. i sain
3aet s Pi Jand a
I ts ouva X £ a r t. & ouva jouid a Its baek Sea
its b*k jct-nda
clu it Jis 3 wej
AACcts Sae3fe 
AAO-t did ;]u oei 
I-tauZ SaPat
80
'■f** tea-|W*fi,fc.<b.’ S --m>.-,
hi» .tela®
^0UZ D57B





d u  It sis awei
1: -A «*•* illC OPT: A© X
aa
be^ is 
pa,Z &;:..****$ OmmX"■* faa cl idnt ii i a
5 B
140





6* a m n j t h a t  s 
poor (has a hard life 
wh&t*$ poor
7# to5a th© man) 
who owns th e  
oroJ'Mard/rel# 
;;,ron#‘ in  nonrw 
©as© caait'vefd/
©a OTOO
0* a) he1© a uoy) 
whoa^ father 
(is very rich 
that Ills father th a t  the father
t) nine©
very
3 1 i3P3iD ^ 3 t* *3 
pad haafiS 3
foxxa& la.if
M ®  3am*n h a. o un® s a 
o s fcj' a d
h i  a a box bus 
faS 5s 1Z




3 n*n 3b.sE 
pi/a a
Eald la-if
^ a m mhu ounz 
a a sd
hlz d UDI 
I iue f  <x  ̂a 








m » 3n Saefc 
ouna 3 a
Dtpd
ii» a b ox
h u E  fe e S a  IE






6 man haz pus a «a*h a 
pud ilae® 3 
!i<c*d Xa-ii*
3 pW3




>% him 5 a mam hu. hiss 5a M s  $3 m * » n
ovns 53 3tj*ad t ouns cla»t ounx Sa
D^dd D«t^3d
OL* a ) h is  3 1>d i bus h is  £a Oaj h a  3:1^ 9 boi
f a ’s a iss v s n  hses >fa r i t r  b u s  f o - ^ a
r r t r  fa S s  I k v e n
a? i tj*
s  x n t &  0 m t s 0 j nfe a
w p i  v e n  V££»r
143
m





©tone/ of © pO©©£y«te©&* kernel
pity afcoun pi'tf i M pitf atoan ©î ’d 9¥ 3 £>i%-
cXin^stonapeoolioloavo eton©
ItXi/n atoan pity prerf pitj* kin, oioun klinj ©toun
freest oil©
pocseh ©Xeop »©o€l
IY1 BtOuB pttr teXia atoun fri ©toanJfilia ©toon f* pity
fpi ©toon pt%J
cox’o/of an applo/ k I n a k o u %
pOCfcXXLitt ©pim&or© pin At a .p E fa& aa  $Uba©
£.£* AO I  &
p i n d a K
p i n  A t©  
$ & b a »
jp d n A t©^auaepenaas 
S 3 m b i&
o) w,Xmvi 
a  b o  1 1
w o I-H a L  I i a I  
j */\1
t -fa to A t»  U a X J d
l>) C.3f.ipr of 3 3  b its  a y  a b a n m H  hoart b 3
a m i  
a) olxriveX ;
HA t  J  A  1:





3* k lx ^  atoun 
p I assi atoun
4* k i n  aid 
s^ft* aid 
fri stoun
5* k o u w9
?# plnAta 
gub^s 
p m d a s
c • a ) w^lnAt hAl 
b) bat
84
3ft. u n . 3b v
%j*zvi aid aid
%j l r  1 a t cun p i a ta&oim
















pin At ap;upa& 
p£ nda Z
w^lnA; bAd. wolnAt r e ^
arolnAt iia»X
j e 3 i bAl





2 * a) b c oranges * *  DxunOj^E;are all (.•.one/ a,a ol ponare all
b) thoy a r e ) a l l  ^ei s i 
Qonc-/ a l l  pan
3# radishes 






t#  a) sprlnp  
onions 
s h a llo t  
s c a llio n
b) pool
7* those cabba-'jeo 
are tu lc
C* to  )s h e llbeans/Intll
red ij-iz
■j& 1.1 c I o 3 S 
aiflj psteiUg
swlt pa t e rb b z 
An Jan 
, r l n  A n Jan
n i l
Sa kaebid-jJxCL; e* i ̂ ^
ta J^el cTa
blnz«*-oallthe' act * shell 
but refold to 
onter pavt as ’holla*«
aenan
5 a orrnd^a b 
a o 1




ar 0*ai p a n
f̂ex or ol
ra?dijan ‘ae&xy*IS
tarn e xba ss















spriw An Jans dr in 0 ah Jans 
skacljan
ski * n
2 Dee ka oIĉ , as 3 ou z ltaebI d2 a& 
as Xald^ & at hit’' 0
jl 1 nl Hi; IiaI bins
«■* b g
j ’f  1 elnc
m 146
2b-TV.'TntTjt- , nBni M t W  •> ijws■ g»»a**.WJtlW W rt*>iWM luo«K^«fc»F-;
X* anan&s £l&dn© asm aria &
2* s}<^x o^ind^fi 
o-t ol p n
£1 armd%r© 
ar ol go
b) <ir il £ d» ^er dr ol ; oun
^■oaxnd^a©
&8 oX go un
£ei ag Dl/1 AD^n




used to  mean 
sweet
C )  s w l t  p a t e j t o ©
jasiaz
5# ^njan
6# © } /^ l3 t S
a p n ^  /\n^'3/n
fcanexts©






©k *1 j 3 **
t am ext3©
pa fce. xt s &«*«* Irish
SWlt- p^t^rt,9Z joe ct



















1* a ) b lit te r  bean hAt a D im
b J o tr in^ 
beam
2# a ) wWO Jn* . _ 
o f leUfctiG©/ 
head
atri^ b l m




b) c;ro ena/of 
turnips j et c
O.) X*iV0)hO€ida faiV beds
of child*- tji ldr^n~uaed
ren
3« busks/on car 
o f corn
4* svrccfc c o rn / 
served on 
eob/i*on a 11 ng 
ears
6* a ) ta s s e l/
top o f 
corn  
stack
o) s l lk /o n  
corn c o r /







by atcgroca only  
p k s
rovan i a a





pAak in  
It v/b
akv/ouj'
r  - Ajhuie In  
kanta lo^jp
in Ajrum
a At a bine, 
lea. ms bine
s t n ^  bine 
vn&m b inz 
©deli t  bine
t  u. he us *9 
le  t i s
grcn©
sfflafe




ro»/0t.u ia  
owit Izozn 
a \ji b U o a n










str^Tj blj a ne



















1* a) bAte bins 
lo.xxii3 bins
b) stri^ bins; sn*p bins
2, a) t^ iu&s av





1 ax m a bins
snaep bins 
s’brt'g bins
tu beds b l^ t ra
b) grins 
S^lifc






3, jX k s " U  a ual 
hAsks






k o :n o n ^a 
k«iab 
g r i ^  k osn
i> ~D 3 3 Ji t»sa 1
liAsk
Uajn Dn "̂3 kab rovsv\ xbz
t*s^l 
f Xo3
b) Sam© as (a) s i lk s r lk
koan 0red
6. a) pA^krn pAiapkin b) skŵ tj'
7. kjentaloup
mAjmelan
8 • m a f r  Km
p A m p k r n  
p A ^ k x n  
slav cl f  k ?>f d 
sxirilin 
mAsloug.ln 
n A / m s l n  
kunkaloup 
m a Jr wm
p A ^ k m
teufz>skwa./
3*iA/iri3l3n 














*** ■ V* swallow I t  
sw ollen i t
ow^l-ar xt SŴ lc? j t a w ^ I o  i t






a^aXnoXn* and a~ 
lauchin *
1 aint) be~
1-o lden( to  nooody
a ) 1 can) do 





a ) X don© worked
l>) c Is )  don© 
de: id




" n i & j x  ̂ ' e x ­
pression
su k*n du, it
at itenl






n a \&fx^ &
Bi£aiz nd nxgsreta
/ i  w^s ax^i^n  
X#riY>j 0 0'
Voesxift us© Doesntt us©
u i k©n dq_ xt at kpn du. i t
gx kaecr nt ax kdf1* *nt
i>oesn*t ua© ’ used by
decrees *
fX>arkie« use nasn#t heard 
I t 1
150




3 J gc* S S
5# at'gjr̂  ^
&* atm n^t oXhoi/ltL^n 
fc* jo.
7* a) at kn duxt
b) at Iv̂nt
8* a) bocan1fc us©
to) Ceeanffc uso
2b








at k^n 6u Jt




toud s tu l  
dt.v 0X0 ore,# &
Wfa Xs'̂  it
si,L:cus n 
Signets
ai^?n an  







1 , he belongs 
( to  be c a re -  
ful)
2* you d assn 't 
go/you 
d o n 't dass
3* a ) he had n 't
ought to
b ) you had 
ought
4* I )  won't do 
I t
5* a ) you might 
have 
h e lp e d /
maught
b) I  might 
coul&T&o 
I t / l u t u r e
6 . I  wish ( you 
c o u ld / 
wished





H asn 't heard
Doesn't use
hi nat s d>
goty











H asn 't heard
fuaed by 
d a rk le s 1
h i h?ednt 
ot a gou
ju  h*U ot 
a &ou
ai woi>nt du 
rt
Jju ma1 ut 
ju  m a it“ uses 
both
D oesn't use
at. w if j  u- 
ka-d kAm




h i ot najb s *&
gOt/
ju  /ad nou
woi/nt du 
J t
ju  m ait
ai_ ma.it 
k^ad dn. xt







3* ft) hi fv&znt 
b )  j u  d & * * n o  v
4« ax woontIt
5* a ) Ju
58
2b




hi at inti go ̂
ju /ud no*'
ax wodnt du. 
at
ju m-aifc
b) l o e s n * t  u s e  a x  m a r s  k a d
dn rt
aj w i (  at wxft j
kad Ua
_  31> _ _ _  
DoeauH ua©
Doo©n*t ua©
h i  fA&ant go(/ 
jud  pfc 5 a no o'
ax woimt ciu xt
Ju mait 9-v
az mASt kt/d 
dn xt
ax w / /  Jm. kt/d
k^ia
7* loean1t use r.oean*t us© ivoesiiH ua©
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l a
. --WV w. mam**-*. v  •* maCXth*
l t a ) screech owl skrlfc jsŝ I  
aqunch owl
b) hoot owl h u ir^  rtvl
c ) wood pecker w d  peka
2  • skunk
pole cat







5« gray s q u ir re l ln2t akwtfal 
quack
6* a ) rod s q u ir re l red  skwar?l
fox a q a ir ro l faks t kw^al
b ) chlp&zmk 
ground 
s q u ir re l
B* par y/&  
fiev
9# mole* plow* 
jQ&ir.&V
i-'Oesn. t  know
^o€sn t  know
m od
2a 3a















wud k z t i  





k*fc s k w ^ l
red ulmra 1 
f<tks * irwral
t/x  p aAyk 
f lai>p. skw^ral
grex skwral 
red  akw ral
&f ipm/iy h




1* a ) s k r i t f  s k r i t f  Jot1
3b
s k r it f '  tfv\
w
b) hut * u9Xz







2 • sk/i >̂k 




poiA k fJ ^ t
3* v4.3mpnt— fo re s t  
a n im a ls --  a 
nuisance
4* h/\nt £<% ks^z
s— any 
w ild  anim als
hAnt f * k s
v<? sm^nts-- 
ahakes, etc*-
h/lnt ^ ks J  z
5* g re i s k w ^ lz
6 . a ) f4k$ft>9kw£T3lz
b) grat/nd 
skwr^ls
8* D oesn't know
Imt skwar^l 
g r e i  skwy^ 1
faks Jkwa'al 
r e d  slew T 9 1
grd^n skw^tel 
t / l p  mvf^k
Doean*t know
grex skwr <? X 
red slew ¥ s>1 
t f  i p m/ipk
Loesn't know




1* a) hard, clan 
coho^’ ‘
b) oyotera
a s n f t  h e a rd
otOfcsa
2 # a )  b o l l  f r o g  b u l  f r o g
paddocka









^ a © t e a 
bul fr^g
fcri frog 












5* a) Parties t  31 1 7
b) terrapin
G* a )  nofch*
©angle f l y
b } mothB
7# a ) f i r e f l y
lightningdug







r,- ask x t a hak
h ojn i ta
G# a ) was pa





U/\ as ;.: t L
■a





13.x tn an  bAg fa*s flax 
hand? bAg 












l b ______    Zb
1# a) Doesn’t know Doesn’t know
b) ojst^z orsfc-s* z
2* a) bt/l fr^g bui fr^g
b) Doesn’t know sprz>^ Pvjq
3. to«a
tO^& fP3g















































Doesn* t know 
m  dv0
m ou5 s
lax t m n  b/\ag
Doesn’t know










3* a) spiderweb/ 
In house
b) spiderw eb/





V* sugar maple 
button wood

















































r \  ■■■esn’t. know
Doesn*t know
e) fencing Doesn't know fintex Doesn*t know
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lb


















spa* da w ej^b 
k«.b web 
spaid m  tb kcob w Lb
4* ru ts  
5. fclai
6m Slk 38133
7* X>oaan, t  know 
0# a ) mejpal g^o^v 











saei p a l  ^ ro ^ v  
Ucasn,ts know
e ) Dows n * t  know ft n t  a I f ent® xn
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1* ch e rry  tre e
2# a) sumach
b) poison iv y  
poison vine
3* strawberries
4« stem/of straws 








la u re l
9* cucumber tre e  
/a  magnolia/ 
cowcumber
la
t / e n  t r i
fuLm&te
p3t % ■-} 
arVJ
s tryb e r js
k?ep
r ^ s b e r j
potin
ro<Jd3 0?endrs> n 
Hasnft beard
msegno Ulj —
o n ly  tar®
0a







m b t iu a  
poi ansa
ro^0<s de ndrs>n
sa^uR lo r  s i
»8?gnou 1 J« 

















1 # tf&rl tri
2* a) i/*u.mae-k
s u  t a s & c
b) p d i an 4 jV i
3# s t r o b s n s  
4* stem










s te a »v









8* Doesn*t know IH-seutr) X^jCal Doesn't know
9. raasgnoulja 
be-itrl
paspi ® ^ n o u l | 9
maegno uij a m^egnouij a
161 m
la 2m
» my Liuoband ma.r hASba
i ta r i |  the




W ' U 1 . W ~ \  w )
o m ^
5* father
6* usual te r  ai 










®  a  c T s
Jus husband*** 
usual 
mjtn $ 3* mi& w 
me owl 
ha® h e a rd
nia hAni«M»uausl 
term  
wa-i-f g afd t * a ® t 
mxzsjs 








te r m s  o f  
a ffe c tio n





cT* oul I d  t f l* *
lias heard
wrdo







! •  ssar hA«ban hAOband
I owl siacan tnaeĵ n
2* maj wai-P *rat£ wa%-f
^  ® t» is I o^lt ex di w^5ii
s*atdan
3*3 T?lI3a5S
4# Wido «rd9 widowtdo w (/idn
-pood's
6# pa-pa p-3 d*dt
a
-fa- S's
7# majn a m:? m a
3* p*rLra n ts P«t P^nts p £t* an to
163
64
1 , usual term  
fo r  grand­
fa th e r
terms of 
a ffe c t io n
2« usual term  
fo r  grand­
mother
terms of 
a ffe c t io n
la
ptrpc^





t j i  Id ra n
3a
O'








(th e  baby
5* the grown- 
npest
6• a ) daught er
b) s is te r  
t e t t l e
7 . a ) g i r l
o) pet name 
basket name
C* pet names fo r )  
c h ild ,-  t o t ,  
tyke
9* y a rd -c h ild ,  
yard -ao n / 
d e f in e /
b e i b r  b A g  x
rool
be.xbx
h iz  ^  mows 
groon Ap
d̂ >t 9
Doesn1t  use 
&3*1
Doesn't use










Hasn't heard  
g*i
pet naiiii
t« .t , kxd, 
axsx, bAbX 
If o I SMnx )jr
bAgr
kaerrd
ro^l ^  bcibx 
/a 11 bexoi
h iz  ^ m o u a t  







1st \ WA/n 
I x t l  bx^t
■ i a an * t  heard  Doe sn11 know
64
lb________________ 2 b ___________   5b
1 . gr<*np3 gr^enp z gr^enf * "3 a
graenpo




3 Axst^z— T m ight 
bemused for 
others 1 
4 * a ) b e ib ib  Agi 
bciibxkserzd
b)y»iil bepbx
5 . mo ust
groun ap
6* a ) dot a
b) Has**11 heard




bcxbx 1c er x d "2. 
bexbx bAgX ^
a\±1 ^  be-ib x 
ro o l boib-r
"3a groon^r
^ El bOISS 
dot S-
Hasnft  heard
te r Id r^  n 
kxds
b eibx b Agx 
berbx k€_rxd^
/A / 1 ^ 9 lo d  bi
dafc ̂
Hasnf t  heard
7 . a) &3:1 £ 3 :1  £3 :1
b) p£t ne-xm pet neim pet nerm
8* taed t  «-t Y c i v 3
kxd kx^d ^snxt.
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8* Doesn*t know Doesn1t  know Doean’t know
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la
1* pix/gnent/naod pregnant 
oy wijcion/wl v. h 
child
2* nldcrlfe
r ^ m n r v ^
5* roscmblca 
t a k e ©  a f & e r  
f a v o r s
:jt ci v? d-i| 
I t ^ K O  l i l k
r a i d a d  
b r o a ^ t  u p
f  %z r ej& er.i 
' ^xldrsn
8* a) Icn.-k after &e.nd ta
i  t h e  5
m l  . n d
t, g iF 'sd
i>) pa elf lor
0 #  p i p p i n g  
/ t o  d l l  I d /
licking
t<=x k ? £ s y
/a i:> e j i) r
p ^  a l 3 1 ̂  
L z v )
A * .  s >  ?:, r
1 pi n 
opaern', in
x &  r a n m  
C a e n  i n  
frlxou a rm
7# nob re®
; sI » O C C ? d
1, irou'vc grown, 
y . p o w e d
0. /an Illegible 
r i e t e  c h i l d /  
woocio-colt 
b a a t a r d
, T" i
r o L ' x i
■eEmH ‘ sc
r  id  tsr a_i ^
pe i  v 3*i 
l A k a  l ^ x k  
t e j k a  > ? j t  a  
I  / a  a p i  t ' p  
i  o  i  
r  i r d  
A p
n^o h «■■*£} x 
M y
t & r U i  6  V  a v
a  . £  l i d  t  a
P£3 3 j &Z -9 
u l p )
£
/ h  i p r
s nut 
l£ rapi 
l i k  j  
b*r» i
r a m
& r o u ® .
i
w u < x %
I ' Q u i t
p r e g n a n t  
t s r i e  i X d
at^-nd^ blha.i*3&
o  i n  
r e a d
i n a faetc2x *n*«*
ivocd In  country
f
i> i k a =1
1 u k s  K m  
•̂s i raid j fl-v 




n i i  n d  b ® 1 ! ) 1
t i a d  ,
s t “  w  i  6  o e * b r  
I erk  s e. 3 
p * { j  ^  j  S i r  s
a p ^ ^ ' 4 : 1  ^  
p^dli gj  ̂
a w i l / F ' n  
b * r Y ^  f  
nix Sw 
l a r s p  
t r < t  x y  n t o x
r r u






£ kspdkt ant skac)* 
at©z^ in  
t $ai M
9 iaeisilr w c  I «**
need bp colored









vi se?ba;ter 1̂ 0 <#■/£ a
Xak0 Xaik  
3r3 spit i: rd<g
. . , . _  5 b   _
pregnant





luks ia i k 
fcaifeS ae-fts
4 *fe x£d bi" o u t a p retsd
iwx @d
br jt Ap
5* 6} XeTiu £d v Iv k  aefta - JSS berb x
k i p  da b e x u  I s a t n i > 3  b e t u E  i::-ai n d
v meL 
^etk££d
b) r>*ea-fata paeeafaia p*sa£axa
nTpi nxpl
JA 3 J«/£3 ‘ 19 t
u +*t2pxd> ^a xp in ^  rp la
swixj-r^ $ x* ac ri n ap* j>k in
b it i j ,  XbPa rn
DFAjr^ ■fcstnifj
llkj^. 3c*3haicli^
7# nra (ppoud &ru
8* (t o *^ £s»o t»d £po un
9 *  l l s i l j i f c a n s t ;  t j a i i  j l r c . i t  s d ^
wod& kovilt w^&s ico^Xt dr at ̂ at
bate tad bats tad bate t ad
167






r/i o s> *av t
a ̂ ffg
:> sfa *. v\
gau : t ar
5* m } V-C& Fcll&folwe oIaci is to 
iOp&€> ::iB fouk©
■folk
noo U i n ­
ta &3#
i&e ni T o u m





7% he I© -he) 
beatln1a0t
• a) ab»nr©r 
hi Carl
;’ -4. I?* isT d 






n  £ f  ̂ a.
© i f  a  s :j
a? ia
k^&9£ ts& i v;
a m  -pDOta 
k in. 
k lB W j
nou k m
*t<3 1,3’'









u  o ̂ X %$&>


















Xm 9 ESDS Q 3S03
lAVJ^ XaVT/ij kj”arl&
2# nfvj* ncfju.
3* oS-faB d {f^B
4#
S* ®) rjXtsif^ns 
kinfolks 
rsXxbivs














7# h i *  ̂  a blt£gl38t M s  ^  9 ul&»I0i
jf eXo -f 3 Xo
8* a) sti*erndi3 a^rfizndU 3
-foJPsBa a fST9B3 *
b) kct*X kcLrl
5b
-*V'•*vv-i»r'-'Wrt-j-*ai*ett««r«eti'»MxrTT*ir.-.v , • . i -
3 £':' 'DS

















lie 11 y 
B i l ly  
Mathew
3* Daniel
d; £ n t , t o ,n
xneirrin a 80s
n s ii  
b x \  
m sePja
d3enj*l
4* a} Mrs* Sooper mzziz kvp$
d̂  £ n Ini an
merj 
rad x0& 
mi  i 
bi^ i
lasejja
d aen j s 1 
mjsrz kt/p3
i nta man
me J r  i
n i s ^




Krz xz k^/p 3
b) Mrs* Brown m iarz brs^n
5* a) Miss brown nns br^un
b)/more f e n i l -  bus mezpz 
:tar fo rm /
Miss Mary
mis tz 'or&un 
m-ra brsewa 
mrs m e n
m rz iz brs^un 
mis br^un 
mis m B n
6* a) Reverend 
Simpson 
1 th e ) 
Reverend 
Mr# S.
b) /a  make­
s h if t  
p reach er/ 
yard-axc 
ja c k -le g
c) c irc u it  
r id e r
7 • woman tea c5?.©r 
school n a ’ ani
G * a ) your aunt
b) Arthur
Loesn1t know 
(Belongs to  
C ath o lic  
Church)
Doesn’ t  know
hoesnTt  know 
si:wl t i t [d 
j  us aeat
a i 03
r  £vrw?nt 
stmp8 3n
fox t  w e it
re v rs n  
snapssn
s^kat rs-ido
skal t > t / 5 
akal misfcis
j ua afent
a s 0 a
i'oesn’ t  know
s^ket rax da
ska l ffiajffi 
Yft/meti tifc fa








b i 4 * 
mse 0 1/
S* damjal
4# a ) mist kupp
b) EilsrSf orseun
&* a ) wcs brseen
b )  r:;xa  s e i y r * *  
rather shocked 
a t  nelng f i r s t  
n a re e  alone
0 #  a )  r  v r z n t e u n t p s e n  
^ a r  evrsnt 
mxBta Sxmea«h
K e r f r  
S3 C 5̂ ̂  




it xEi Itupe^-uaCMSl 1
mi a braeun
is na  bitei/n
U tB IterJPr
r *vranfc 
a trip & ©in 
^ a re vi’o11; 
;«rSt a
b) doack leg— 'ans <k<#k Xe j g
m s r d  with 
la w y e r* not
preacher
s e i r in




iz ts rs ktpo> 
lexer's uv<#oti 
n to b r ^ n  
iata &f i j r r «•**{*o acat©*»
one nueh older then peraon speaking
revrant axsapapn
Josd sgks*
cl̂ sek l e i k ^  inferior cetrpant ex* * ©■ te » *,not nrel-olier
e) axtriisra  n t s^kafe rax cl a hoc? to  * 1. know
©3JkaL rard  s>
7# letdx t ‘tja skt>X roam laid tibjp
dkul mars
B* ©) Jl;i* 3'9nt 
b)
Jo© sent.
Cl t & 9




1# Aui't iVa rail «.nt a<2i r«s 3*-nt aers at at se>J?i
a* '(■"ncle Willi**n Aji4 wiljam A^k wiljara a ̂ kl wiljsm
onole â  |o:l Cl̂.041 A-̂ ki ^joAn /v̂ kl aj-a-ĵ n
3# oanersl d^cnral tijt nral d^tnaraX
4'# colonel
iVaromx
Ixsfnal ora.Lun Is 3 nidi Ui4j’ in 1 tar*^
6# Captain (Steal Mi k«ptan katptin kaeptan ®  1 G
o # Judge}o&rsliaXX <l(JjAd̂ OfeSjaX d^*- a g <1̂ *3̂ , mOLt̂ sl
ft * * aehel&r at 3 Yant­ai oJL 9 j ■.> J u.a ant soil a
p3<p*x
1
s^ueUntakô X a pjupsl
Qo# secretary aetea ttri aekri&tr / atteTrtLv i
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lb
X# atttt aejpst 
£» A^teat WJrXjjm
3* ^ e n w d l








A  "OjUdX iijoua 
fijinr?!
opaeOn;
katptan anx0 Isx&tan eox^
6«




VJ jJ  ^ X




1* m) Juat&e© of <=>
th© poae© plo
to) fch© eoun&^r ^  P&**3 f
o f f ic ia ls











d a A 0 t*a  a
#d pis
pe r * 5 
a f* ̂ d la













oesn * t know n &<3 a g an y o a
4* a) an -ni-erle&n aj *m t r ak an
to) ouXlah
/ d i a l e c t  9 





x.h am Lp xHzn
i.eesrlt know
ae» s t aelJ an 
u <=/»-q
ac^ndm^r^k^n
; o e c r /t  know
ae** > ta c ljan
c.ejv ©
Wa*p
to# ntckmii?.©© lor . oearlt know 
1 Irlaixa&n*
/* nicknames for e o o s n H  know


















S* t m a  
3* a)«e.kti*is
b} lo e a n 31 know
4* a) gin n
b) b oeanH know
S#>t XtaeX4 ?**
deigo
€« hoc an* t  know 
7* kark
&bw->^-4Wifrwv<>9W *^ - ■*. . a*
£î A0tSt a  ̂<̂ 3
pis









?. cess* t k- ow
*»*. ĉi tael fen 
d<S 1 .'.;:o 
Wcl£>
■span I i t  3 
i ; .cuXxk otitis
px&i
kaxk
kraa s ki is
3b
tW*-*VHWWi,i>,i.^;'.'WYURa.^*w if-riV- w-iiwrnr “i -̂ fT-r-.- r-
d ^ s t i s  s' 5a pig 
3 L jatonti 3 ̂ b
















1* m) B#'rro/n&vu 
r a l  t e r n /  
/doro&&u~
o r:/
b) negr o 
a « s ^
ni pro 
i'UL; 3kun**~ hia© when î’O ,r sad andwant to low 
rate iiiaa obo nuf
Mag;.. 2**** * uonT t
need to  p u t 
wc i ^ e r w on 
It«""
0a




n i&  pkun
3a
mtoiffltr Tumdimmiw <m h i h m '
daslir 
n ig ra  u 







) naeter ClKWfĉ d :j4A
b) oqulre
3# a) a rustic
/neutral




©} poor whites 
/White man*a 








k A n t n ^ n
b&k w d im B n  
3^ftu«M»hao 












bll h i l l  l i t  $ 9k
ao a 111 v &f i*£k w e d m a n


















b) nigra m m i bl^is jstaJ 
asaaar
29 a) d^an**-*
Negroes refer bo 
ana 11 bo^ or 
owner of plant** 




3# a} rA S tik
k A n t m r a n
«ls® a n«M» * usoCl
negroes 
k; rat*> d j a n ^  
ppcooit daj' usage
akwas«M»s©ldaxa u eed
in b liia QOim^v'j
liAntvtws&n
m a ?at (^law-used
^  colored people
2)oM»f b ta<
HOsit M l  t©3^u
b a b i X L  
hex a id
k/vntrn 
kAjatrr rub  






c } pt»3. >*iarfc: r<£|~ 
pu'a zffat̂ ®
:.r*k ****c':iddlc class
Tar era la ■a




sv)c&:> s ra£-f 
u^snbrs?/ 
v u3 4/iar ; rtf/ 
titogro t  ©ro
177 70
&) red bone 
(nai^ro white 
or negro
‘̂t 4U*-t ̂rtf <V. **L >DA.





f a l l e n /  
fell aown
6* f a r  o f f  
/©<* ■. ̂ 3 
near3W
right/
0# juat a 
minute
7* how f a r  
( is  i t













h 91* fa % 
lz It






red toô n**** 
Indian**
H<>CXO
o I mourn mid nar
a r  l a i k  t?v 
f?ln da**vn












d ^ t m
net for *f
a y  ai ? m m i t  





d ) nenro* isalftfc
and Milt® 
rfed boun-
necs*© & Indian r*j& b©»m
„3b
t  know
4* ft) ^teowat rcrdnatt. nj&nai is
viraXmidnait klou.0 %-* m & k z ax 
a t j p l i  m r d m i  t
to) ax x^ik ttc av ailaxls a v 
v fslan cb-^n fel da-Vn
Xaxk tu  av 
foism daet/m
6# n<j_t ^ nat 17u* ^ Ju W4 Ed tit -fa*
6* d^/iat > r i m a at; ft- sxnik ii o ft- . m i s“3
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d h u w  people outgrowine M m
f y e » *  i »  l * « i  court eouaS IfiLt 





7* ho) purely (dreaded it
8* them1 a real (dogs rale
alitr hdi 
W£l











01 2 3 0
lb   8b___  St
1* mi Ju bet /ou Jt® xndid
iu&Xd mi du j£8t it rud
«3ft^nXx Ju b€.t Ja I® if
a y  k o  a®
b) ®i juXx k«n ax fe^ R&̂ sa. ar /ua teaejan
B* a) w r  Jem vmx « m&i JtJ*®
b) Je® ou e®
3es m*m* Jtp
5* use® ^ & a “




4# a) a gyeifc mtBi
loads n Xouda
a IcLt sv m
^hip m
v ^ s lto  av n  /







3 Xa& aV m  












ea& 5̂use® both mrith 
older people
or a&rangow
d hool slu 
p l t n t r  













blasae it I 
Adgegone
^  d t v a i  
god 3L d «A 
00  i ^ t d  
/exprea lottii bl<?i*» it
o n
3# fojp t l io j
la&b * a aakel 
land sakoaI 
/u a o d  b y  menty
s©ik almiv 
X*jb 0<sik 
not used by 
m m
4 * a b reks | f*U.$
botliowti<mi b** zreifa
g<M&t <*m
ba*x gad  
& * m  it 
d o g *
ba.i gtffc/' ̂ 0 
b&l gal 10 
<l3sn
•exfc* alifcjw 
o e x k a
u««& bgr ami &
j^ k a
b^sap^xrn









stfix 3i ^ o
max g c u d s  a i d
1 *Jsa fteiki 
aexk <9 la i0 




7 #  & 0 t t f  fe C U W 0C
0* flow are 
y o v it
a i d  l a  
wax
d o m t  lore 
Iwu at 3 a
& i & x £ ia  








m a x  d m 1 use It 












U 8 £ * i
by ismx
4# ?s ^ k s
0# 3rl ftZdl^ 
0 # W S I
7# k3»a




QaM B 3?Hi 
0 W h t l  kart f *v>n 
O l  e x'm 
d o g  t#ea-k  




^ad m i t t  
m a x  
d* Jata 
d  < u n  
h d
^'5S> l*JsH 
* e x |6  
«ei|i dSt-V





bate/ as J «=>
l * m  s&xke
f dO &  i s k
not used b̂ r 
m m
/ ^ k s








\+ I% m  do | «
aot/^d
a* %ood D^il 









o* &e»*t ©not** ton it I
luiu Aa Jtt <S»
fpA tmrmm 




© opi . &trx«na«










d s m r
tuemfsa zt
bmu fla ju te
guA l>ai«**»




nor* k r t a n i  tooui fisf
io» iyppx- »J« |r̂> luqpx nj« Jra .fcaepi m Jxa
m m  -itf 






X# hmu && du
t l i 3b
litfy dc? ju dut
0# gi/ foax ̂^Xorig
or short
a* iba»  g g m
4# taro








3* isgrx tenant?* 
krxwasa s^erx krxm&sa krxMu?a Qjf
m e v x terxtitmaa
Uvzm&d® £ u f
6# htfprm Jxa gX^ed m
7* ®At/ d&Xaxd^
8* douiifc aen&fon 
it
h*px mi Jr& 
m  Jxb gxr




hxpr im 3 «









a t or# C^fovflffi utou &momti #t?d 
/a p m





















7* «) gall) »t3 Ofei'talou 
m lot# Ud&
bo&or coot
O) it) 60*#* *fc $&:>* tu
%
tP*?2
grow a n  &%&U3 
/ctpiy
fci txpt it /ip 
ai /or>>pfc it ot Anr^pt it
,hl rep# ./fe 
/Ap JO  pejp^
hay UA%j 4a -̂i/\ to p m x *  
Ja t/A frr jt o>r £z«
sesk it 
itettt fs> r fc
^s>t w j I Jo  
tkeifc fa 
#90 Ju 





a el balou Udu*%
ael at












-trejdî -*«tKjatry ta? «<J»*~«*u8v.aX terns people use
4* •) M  isept jt v x p t







5* /M/i tf ib £a ŝ a% t$u Ju i .AtJ da ju
pr&ja gztf<? ^j .s




$ «  ^ i / t t  « ru&  J u  w x X  ^ A t  d u  J u  * n to k
t̂ rk f  ?% it terk f d  *  % -/a it
7# a) gzl bilo UoB% Btl <?t b«i v,-s»Xô loa
b) zt k^ai 
XMtf
t u it kj>va
33At /
xta tu
t u J. t a nA-fc/
Q* Id bxX i&
1» pay)tke dues
a* b a m w t
3. •) rao»«y lid 
senses
b) z e a u U )  
searsl?(«ec Ms>
4« bosa) coast (down bill slide
&* coast ijflsg downbelly*ofXop
6* somersault 
■on urwt
7, Z n w n  
across ■wins















slaid i aimboi/st dau&




















3* a) ek£a« 
b) tfceali
4« a la x d s  aw n
8* Docan’t knew 
6* a* m^s^lc
8* U-SBCft
7« aw&a jkJP^a 
0« daxw 5 x n
03
fib








d J ^ r  ?  f *  « • * * * £  o ^ i n  *  t  u t o j  
comldera it a.
*^a<pk^ rapro&aian* 














1* he m m  GmuvA
dpmadtod
&* tefcyjcmerl** krslM 
e r m p m
4« be) cltafced up
dltjm* eXte
fetaxttrt
6# X feftv* e£fce$ ^ft^n 
elimbed up klmxn&& Ap
d* erdueti ncrooch ®tup
Apatova <tB#tra&
krslm










7* ab«)knefuled nflfc Ofi/B (dees*
k M l t
a* H e  dovm
l e y  d « m
lau dari/n
» £ it  datov
let detot
a£lfc d a W












k r ^ i e
5*
kli»2^y4
















JU Im)%mt (to laid
2* itoe&snad 
dremt
8* X woke up 
Vttkextidi










7# X} taka 
jyrni basnet 












<? h a mif̂ xs
at̂ )129p <£o 
£%Ou
vtJk hornW-T* 3 3
rai4houm
texk 3-3 bom
ler«| m  toed
a<?xkt Ap wô k Ap
pxtf Jtt
toxk'd h«VoifdXd^ fc*k 
^ rjftxt 





lex m  b£ft
4k h«tfvSntt
3 »erlEJ*»ft Wexjfcb /tp OOufc Ap
pjftj zn




Oroxv 33 born 
M i d  Ss i m m
teik J a hovm 
•1 Ja bous
8* pull p*l pul
07 232
■...JffiL. _
1, lerd m  bed
S# w&iUt Ap 
PWeiksttd
4* pxfc/ in 
get; bx«i 
teaitf J-o fulx*
6# «a Xaik s&is 








PXfc/ 10 lait in
fesm 10
r * n  l a r k  h « l  
l a r k  2 q  & £ v b X  
Xark 9 tixm gfmio laik axkatx
stomp
k £ r $9 b o m
k J-s>' houm «i J5 bourn
8 *  p u l
teeri $9 bourn 
teek J3 b o m
p u l
  3b




l&xk waiX far,? X&rXc Xi£<?X Xaik h*v& afai5> 
t5 bit axkafcx
trok boim trx<̂ |s> 
t, r*A t  h o  urn x u #  $ 3
<teaxv 3 s> bourn 
m x  el J 5? bourn 
&:xv ^ Xxaf't 









to»<=2fe «£-!«! •Mlltt AjpM»
' n e w  aaft— tt*
I*"/
tW<srk »  d « %  
• M a d  ̂ 9
8* 3t»e;;;ed Kid
S* doo*t you 
M u s k  its!





/in g a m /  
goal
o* oafeoto ftbe ball 
ttvicb
3Uj$&Ŝekfe
dOw»Si Jt* fi/V%/ Jfc.
ariptm 
11 »£!





dotioat a a/ /t
VIPISfxlW mad 





































t A t/ it








dovnt /a  W&J i t
m p t w  
f rks 
£&&&&







b j go b rin g  brivg
th© tj/iii &Am
e M o k e n *  f&A
©om© #©@4
2* -I to*¥# n W W  ©J1F n£V3
eottgbt (it kJt it
3* «*afei&g fcto# X&vfisy on 
■ Ood&ltSg £3 d^ab
pJdir^
4* omit}#©** you trext fs ju 
mi you
3* gltro iso gj mi am* £<?
• m t t i r  ©hano© ©pent*
7* in good) 
Imwtoy 
in m g&oe
0* got rid of




















byi/g £*© ftfil6&r*i 
*3& fid















b) ter^i sas i m  £ 3 fid
fp ̂  t/jkinB tapj/*j $s> fid
gxfc t frkin 
fid
2* ©x neir^ 
k ^ t  it
$# l0t?fxB






ai t o  n e w  
kpyt it
X© uf zn
prdlisi 3%i?ex t a i m
wej&tm tuxm
4* wait fbt J
0# gitr mi an* 5a 
tjjf&fcft
7* ktfasaa
wait j u  J3 
wait £oS 3 3
mi sita $a 
fe /f Ht ft
$nm 9
fcrext £s j a
g i W  m &  3tkA £ 3
t j^ntft
imd
8* git rid grfc wid s>v 
j*d 3tr
n d  s?t? 
git (£ a 3v
237 u r n
mmmrn
. ?*'«
** % f m fa# &&a#










xttk+A am it 
m&j& ufut 3 * M  
pl^-rA l* x k
matt/%
•Wftjpfe
S* «) I 3C«!S*STtb«P 






4 *  m o f f i l M
8*. alee gnou
6 *  ofaafc, o h laifrfogna fill#
. 3T#S
7* a) I imf«) 
w i t t a awot#
t>) la# wrote# toMt
&m *tn) mmw®&
0 * a ) .edSree#
{tfae 
l#tst or# keek





















dJWJ»£«gbae» its### is# 
Megpo««*
TiU?&n*s.B










§* •) m m a t b a 9rimait8i&






















m & M . *et% 2 & x U  
j e k M M  '%&jU
m m i p t
iw k&
&» autt poop*!
% Ap »J* £r£&
m  mam-3
W e U z m i ®  









2* n) latent (tO g0 fixing mean
fc ot







U) if you**#a isslnd to
3# ho queered (himself with**—  got in
tnpong
4* d o n * t) t e l l  
o n  ( t m  /used hgr 
adults//hr oMX&ren/
s^m al on«
3* children *s niek«nam© 
f o r  one I«ho 
ta t  t ie s
6* pick flowers 
p u l l  pluck
x:!oeen#t us®
g a t t» 
T y y





gat i» foa?̂ & kWr^d hr3&S*lf 
gat ill <3Ut/
t cl PS 







g<*t m  gat m  r ^  
gat rn dk%f
t si =n tot I skwil
SSuYchildren and
adults
totl t<=2jd tofcl toJj<=>l tot
pxk fXaJi/W<?S
a toy a play-pretty
a* 1 knew its 
I Just? 








pis j ^ a
to njn it
3.03. 2 4 0
3ft 2b 3>
U  tpt t?t t=> t
&* ml xkapekt;rnt£&d
b) Doc&nft u#e
$# gilt J» & a V  WJ^






Ji; k*m xf |n 
<*s s> m m  tu
gat m  Toy 









5# wfcl t & f X
t&ta te-J X
t «-X jO 








6* SX& ttm1v*'9 zkAt
X£ yard
p2k***4X i» wco&a
pjk flaed/^E kiit jjj/ JUa t  pul
¥* plei prxti pl^T p n t i pier pTzfcJ
S« ax j£$n it ax iioud rt ai a|u it m  jt
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3In
1* m m m
&* he) ran 
(ftfthOr®
4* ho) came 
(over
5« he) m m






7# he )done it did it 
/peet tenae/ did it
B# a) pit it)
ota
b) on (the table

























4# k <22 351
% ? m  Ap 
?* 4i4 xt





















$• such s (.good <mm
4* &lMt whole (thing
0* sines
7# bft did It) 
on purpose
8* a) s&flrastti* 
leu '
b) negation 
9# X think SO
&A0n 








O a 0J/jj u a Bi n





d id  it jH d id  I t  PSp*pp» IMP*#
Jf1! 3*Js*
not/ S30</
ex 0i^U'aou *1 ^j^k'es*/
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: M .... ..... - ............. ftft a b
ft, S M B ®  0 1 ^ a m p B r n a / i a p ^ m
a »  • » * ;  s • a «  fa * M t /  3
4 # 5 a h O u l 2 a feovl 5 s h e u l
ft, a3bfterft y l m e z m = 2 w e x *
ft* «jaft« • r a t s •rzsta
9 * 3ft 3 »  p z p a a  
3 | W P 3 »
fti/a p^-'psa
ft* •) 1* * j f a ? m J f 3*
ft) s e v OSl/IB O B U









lit Hu4 M  tup Aiatxt $e%
m * usmm a n




i maittn̂  &
l. U*H Vi®€£ ua#
f:& t«
ti® &&<'& jsst ts> It /i m  xa d?®kt 
ml
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mViTmrK - ‘fff i m '






H) «X 3emU $u 
<$u
aj: <?e *&& i© Hr c/d 
1 &0"
0o#©a*fc as#
u i i  hi .tod M  lua . M  tod M  lua
J itS  ̂vi t#x/ ̂  £.t







i© to lib© j© tetoc/©
r>o#s&*t u mm aeak dtt <̂ er Want
ax isau© &  ax u«©
jo<mXar
fed tOu%d i»f 1x1 to^S. srJu to km>^ 




hi &o^M mi to 
©  ©eakfc .m:
wtd Ju
docafe / u  g to  dtoati Ju gdo «sa clou a t  ja  g,ou
a da / ^ t  da iae t ’ l i d i  <snt
M  Wo&t* to &1 Was*©* to n&u I>oo0n#t a©-©
*w&u &@t/ ju toec/Ju to a
















7m im* 11 o m m  pretty ooon 
dlpecttly
8.# to o  mm$x 
in f  I t  
into
0* i t *m ©) 
galoot
H o m n $b um










111 lift Q& %& 
j d v v u
item ju 
















pnti sun Mi  t mm  
*4s>l m m  
d^rxktlx



















m i t  mm
£# t m m A t J  
zm it
%u mA %/ 




Tabulation of Data 
A tabulation of data under phoneme headings is given in 
this chapter for the purpose of presenting a phonemic 
analysis of the speech of the ©l3C Informants* As in the work 
book listing, the recordings on the left hand page represent 
the speech of three generations of on© family% la referring 
to the oldest member, 2a to the middle-aged member and 3a to 
the youngest member* In like manner, the recordings on the 
right hand page represent the speech of Individuals of 
different families, but of generations corresponding to 
those of the *&n group*
Phoneme lists compiled by Dr* Hans Kurath form th© 
basis of this tabulation* Other words have been added in 
order to show specific points of variation* The chief ad­
ditions are the group Including diphthongs and triphthongs 
and the group for the study of the use of (/>j >-* This list, 
even with the additions, by no means includes all of the' 







4*1 week wlk wlk wlk
16*1 field f lid 1 11 flsl
24*1 greasy grlai grlzi grlsi
45*7 yeast 18 jist Jist
47*1 cheese t Jlss t j la t Jl*
56*1 bean bln bln bl^ an
71.7 oar V * 1 s ir
80*2 tuberculosis ti bl ti bi tit bi t
82*5 chivaree /lV«5>Pl /1 vari
































1*1 **1 ftpl erl
4*1 wlk wlk wlk
1 6 * 1 fiia n i  f lei
24*1 grlei griai grizi
45*7 Ji*t jlst Jistf
47*1 t/ia tj la t/la
56*1 bln bln bln
71*1 '1-9 IB rB
80*2 ti bl ti bt ti: bl
82*5 fiv&r 1 jxvarl
91*9 rtl rial rial
Ce)
1*2 ext ext ezt
15*5 deiri deir dexri
17*3 pexj^l peijal
17*8 vers vexs veis
28*3 bvezslit breislit breislit
30*1 dpini^ dreinl^ dreinin













































































- ...... ,3A-,. .... . ....g.b..,..— ..,        ■ .
(e) contfa*
44*7 kexk keik kezk
63#8 pseirsnts peir^nts p£rants
67*2 msxri merr raern
74*3 afrsid afrezd afrsid
(u)
1*1 tu tu tu
7*7 rum rum rum
11*6 ruf ruf ruf
12*7 du du du
20*3 hi/ps hups hups
28*4 $M% /uz /uz
58*7 kul kul kul
61*4 rut rut rut
94*8 dju dju dju
(3^)







________  la  2a_______________3a
(ju) cont*d.
9#3 bureau
27*4 new suit nju eut nju sut nju sut
50*2 chew t/u tfu t) u
66*2 nephew nz vj s> n 2 f ju m  f Ju
68*7 student atjudan* stjudant stjud^nt
74.4 used to just 3 justa Just a
79*1 funeral f junr al fjunr^l f Junar al
8 9 .8  beautiful bjutaful bjutrful bjut^f^l
89*8  music mjuzik mjuzrk mjuzrk
91*1 sure Jo o / u a
96*1 dues d Juz dju® d Juz
99*7 hutnor juma juras juma
(o)
1*1 four f o o s f O v * 3
4*2 tomorrow tamars tumar 5 tsm&rs
5*3 ago JgO\J 3gOu
*CO smoke amovk smouk smouk
11*1 door dou douw ̂ douw ̂
16*6 post pouot pou s pous
23*2 wheelbarrow /^llbrr^ /nllb^r 3 ^llbaer©
to < • jlpj coat kout kout kout






























neij U  
stJudant 
just a 





































32.2 home ho urn hoom hoi/m
33*6 yoke Joi>k Jo<Jk jouk
54*2 stone stoi/n atoun stoun
72.5 shoulder / o uld 3 / OUld5> JouId 9
95*2 borrow bar <3 bar 5 baro
(I)
3.7 ashes z z
9.8 kitchen krtji n krtf1 n kxt Jm
14*3 corn crib kD^n krlb ko*n krr3b
17.6 kettle kit 3l kitl:a kstl»
18*1 dishes d rjt z drjt Z di/is
18*2 rinses r mtjT ® r m t j r z r rnsia
19*3 sifter srfts sift 9 s xf t 9
30*8 hill hTl hi I hil
32*3 milk milk mi 9 Ik
42*6 him him him hij^m
51*6 glT?e me gt mi gi mi giv mi
55*2 oranges onnd^a % or i n d ^ a & n n d ^ 3 ®
58*6 wish w rj W rj w x f








































dl f l z










k i t / m
k i t l  











___________________    l a  2a___________  5a
(I) cont*d*
70*6 minute raimt m m t t  mirnt
7 0 *b her© h i s 1 hjis his
71*8 heard toiad bisd bird
72*3 skin akin 8 k m  ekisn



















































l i t  la  
d^i nsrsl 
sikr i t i n  
awat 







70*6 raimt mrnrt mrnrt
70*8 bra bra hr a
71*8 brad brrd brad
72*5 skxn skran skin















































































































































k ^ n t
ê3 a nt






















57*5 W i j  
57*7 tent 
67*8 s^nt 


















k e m t
sent 





























14*2 barn baan basn basn
15*6 barnyard batn Jasd bcun j£*d bcitn J^ad
22*7 cartridge k&ttrrd k as trx &£ katr id^
23#5 oar k4* k at kaa
50*3 garden gaadsn gtiadn gcudn
63*5 father f(L ̂  ̂ f a ^ 9 f s>
72*2 palm p&m pctm P^_m
75*5 calm k^tn k<xtn kcon
U >
17*7 pota pat pat
22*6 strop Streep St rap atrcLp
32*1 rock rak r̂ Jte r^k
33*6 ox «_ksp aks^n aksn<
68*2 John d ^ n d q
83*8 college ko.lid^_ k CL i d ̂ kalTd^
87*5 rod rcLd r<id
V
r<̂ d
102*8 on on on on
263



















































1*5 forty f oati f orti foot 3
2*4 morning mot m n moni^ mosnr/jj
4*2 tomorrow tom&r ̂ turn or 9 t sub or 9
6«2 storm stotm at asm
6*7 foggy tOQJ f ogo fag i
7*5 frost fP38 frost froust
8*5 log l^ug lag l^g
@•6 closet klo z 11 klousit klo-zi t
20*4 cork kosk k oak kook
33 *1 dog dog dog dog
34*3 horse hoaa has 8 ho as
55*2 oranges o r m d ^ a or i n d ^ s ar m d ^ ? z
60*2 frog frag (JfP3S f roag
60*6 moth m o b mo g m 0(9
66*3 orphan osf on o*f on otf^n
79*1 coffin kofn ko>fn kowfin
94*7 cost kos kost koust
94*7 loss 1.0 3




1*3 fotr fo fcX
2*4 ffljjn m p m j  y mojnin
4*2 tamtfro turner a tara^ra
5*2 StD3TCl © t o 3 IB St»Osm
6,7 farfel fagi f*gX
7*5 frost froast frot/st
8*3 log l^g lo og
9*3 kltfzrt kloait kl^asifc
20*4 koak koak k o ^ i c
33*1 d̂ ?g doa*g doc^g
34*3 hoas bo: ® hoas
55*2 orxndjaz ^rindji2 o:mdj dz
60*2 frog frog frog
60*6 mo <2 a o
66*3 o:fan o:fan otfmi
79*1 kofxn kofin k of an
94*7 kost ko^s k o ©
94*7 loi^s
























































































































la  2a 3a
1*5 hundred h/\ndrsd
(A)
hAndr^d h A n d r s d
17*2 buckot bAki t bAk^t bAkxt
20*8 tongue t t A  svff t A^g
27*5 bulge bvia^, buld -y bt^ld^
30*5 gully g/\ii gA I1 gA ll
50*5 mush «A$ fflA( mA j
68*2 uncle A^kl A^kl
68* 6 Judge *h * dr d2
93*3 touch
t'




35*2 wool Wtrl wul WT/ si
46*7 butcher but but b^tj-s
70*8 look here luk hi^ luk b^‘j» luk his
77*1 took t ^ k tuk t U k
86*8 Missouri IH3ZUP3 m^»z ur i






27*5 b u  Id^ 
30*5 £a!t 





i i A n d r a d
bAkit
t  A ✓Vj
bt/ld j





































































































































f 3 1 St























f stab  
&sr%&l 


















sef ta i:mo 












































































1*2 faiv fa iv faiv
1*7 twajs twais twa is
4*3 taira feaim tarns
8*7 /̂ iait ^ a i t ^ a x t
17*6 frali1 n fraii*^
21*1 tais> tai^ bai^
92*6 wai wa i wax
93*2 gud bai gud bai gud bai
(oi)
24*2 diI D Jl dj!
46*1 bDild b d jld
46*3 spDild apoild spDild
62*6 pDJaanas psi &ns>a " pjjs^ns®
72*3 d^sint d^Dxnt 6j Dint
77*6 boil b=?xl b^Jl
(ao)
7*1 drau$ dr $zu0 6TB1u t







31*1 mountain raauntn* m^&utn nâ î tp
32*3 without wi<̂  au t w j & axu? wi£ axut
33.3 cow ka&v k3SLT tejaat/
49.6 down dat/n d a V  n daUn
59*1 owl , a1 u 1 aAul "*U1
78*2 proud praud praud
83*3 out aut R ^ t aut
86.7 South sa^D- 9aU^ sa1 ue














t j a m ©  
bAkit 





aif s z 
SOVfB



































m o n t a n e
ft
kat* 
d ^ n  
as^ala 
praJi> 6 
a1^ t  
saV^ 
f laJ</



















( a , x )





b A k x t
rxneiz
t a u ^ l
prrti




















26*7 prattler pritTar prx t rs part* 3
31*1 mountain mauntni ma^tn\ maufcrr
43*5 farthest f d.t&’a st f ST ̂ a> far ̂  3
46*6 sausage 90LBt&^ 33 Sld^. a os* d^.
48*7 coffee kofi kofi ko^fi
55*2 oranges orrndjsz Drind^s z Arind^5>«
55*7 cabbage kaebid^i z teiCbi&jjzz k^bid^sa
56*2 lettuce lstis IZtTB 12 tl S
63*2 Mr a • mi z?z mizaz
70*6 minute a i m  t m m  it m r m t
72*6 haunches hont jtz hont/i z hoantj3 z
74*6 careless kf l^s kzl^s ki:3lis
•oCD stomach atArask atAmsk stAm^k
85*8 government g / w r a m t gAvam^nt gAv^rm^nt
.80*5 Uas sachuse11a m»sat/uaste mses^tus^a m^satu/d s
86.7 Georgia d^oa&gs d^ d s d ̂  ̂
86*8 Missouri m assure rasai/r s> rasziypi
86*8 California kelaf o:nJs kaelafs snja k*la f d j n J a
87*1 Aahvllle aej" vil ^e/v q1 a?jvil
87*1 Cincinnati sjnain^ti sxna^n^ti sinsanaeti
to•oo haunted hontTC hDntid h3untia
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lb 2b 3b
(a , £ ) c o n t8 <3*
26*7 prxfcxsr prifciar p n d ia r
91*1 mtfbnfcan* rajft/fcn
43*5 for^srast f*̂  s3tasfc r/\3as?ast
46*6 aasxd^ s^sxd^ a^eid^
43.7 k ^ f r k s a f l k u u fi
55*2 orxnd^afc clv m d j x  s ^indja a
55*7 k<£b3rd^a« kafbid^ k^brdjXK
56*2 l£fcl® xetJs l£ tx s
63*2 nisi2 mi&az
70*6 minit mxnrb minxt
72*6 hont/x® b>nb|x a
74.6 k<ralxs koalas k£a>lis
30*4 stAmak st/imik a t a mak
85*8 gATranmant; gATmant g/r^taanfc
>86*5 ra^st/usxts ns^st/tasat m^sabtajas
86*7 djasd^S djosdj a 6j s>2&̂ 3
86*3 &as\a2?x msEwra mag; (/ra
86*3 k^lafasnja snJ5 k^fl^ fasn j
87*1 aejvil ae/vsi i/vxl
87*1 sjnamaetx sxnspnaPtar S in s a n ^ tl




15*4 pen pin pen pen
51*5 pepper P£PS> pips p*ps>
60*8 waap(s) WOS woapa wossps
61*5 spiderweb spai dU wib spaidd wrb spaxdd w*b
93*6 happy h*pT h*tp r h*pi
(t)
1*3 ten t m tin tin
1*3 twelve twilv tW £ 1W twslv
1*4 twurity-seven twsntx a x v m fcwmti ax van twnntx 8£?9n
1*6 first fsfat f 3 J S f fsfst
2*1 Tuesday tjuasdr tJuadx tjuzdr
2*1 Saturday saed^di saetsrdi aset^rdi
10*6 rent Tinted rtnti6 vt ntid
14*7 stack st&k stxk ataek
16*2 fence finta f m t s faints
16*6 posts pous povata poua
17.7 kettle ki tal kit^l kitli
25*8 plenty pl£ ntx plxntr plxnt x
31*1 moutaln mauntn maeiftn magtftn
36*7 setting hen S£tn toun Bitr/^ Uzn hen































f3 t at 













p t p &
























t i n  
twelv 
tw in : s evn 
if J S S t  
t jnadi 
s ^ t^ rd i 











47*4 cottage cheese k*trd^ tji 

















k a t o  
klxs 






































47*4 k*tj&j t/la 











16*1 n i a  
49*1 d r ^ k  
76*6 koul
2b_________
(t ) confc * d •
k^fcjd^ t/i» 
b£s ffl^n
aen Ts  a
(k)










































19#2 glass gl<*s glap^s gla^s
24*8 gas £«9 g^s &3^S3m
24*3 gallon gj^l^n g*OUn gjaelsn
60*8 garden g^td^n g<Judn ĝ sdiji
64*7 girl g3*l £3T 1 g ^ s l
(5)
1*1 three <9rl &vX #vt
1*5 thirty <93tr <931 tz m i
2.1 Thursday ^ z d r  asfadi <93sadr
8.2 hearth h a a 0  har0 hoLsfi
18*6 bath baafl .b̂ e & bae#






















































1*2 seven s£vm\ savn as V3>n
3 * 7 yesterday y2St^d3 j sot^dei y^stsdei
16*2 fence f Ents f rnts f £jnta
18*2 rinse r m t /r a rxnsr z
48 «8 glass £1*8, glae1* glse^as
56*2 lettuce
{*
l£.tlS Ittrs 1? txs
100*5 miss you mis j 3 mxs J s mrs j M.
</>
8*7 ashes aejsz aejaz aejr z
27*7 shrank /r/^k sr^Vk
72*5 shoulders Jo UId 3 z
U
jouIdoa jould^z
75*2 natured Y iert|^ d n e it J® d ncity^ d
(h)
12*5 heard h^d h3:d hsfd
20*6 hammer hiems hxms hsem^
21*7 harrow h^r s haro h*r




16*2 f Exits 








































p x g a
£86
la 2a 3a
4*5 what time m Atsalm
(hw)
m  a ttarm m  a tsatm
4*7 while A\axl Maxi /Aa 11
25*2 wheelbarrow Mllbaer d Mllb*r o AAllb^er^
31*3 wharf w^rf WDtf Wot f
38*2 whoa 1 fOu VgQ U wo y
92*6 why I wai wai Mar
1*3 two lire tw £ IV
(w)
twslv twrlv
1.4 twenty twanti twEnt j twrnti
4*4 watch w<?,t f WatJ w<xt j
4*6 quarter ICWDJ t 3 kwott s>
13*3 work W3lk W3lk w^k
35 *2 wool wul wul W U S1
57.3 swallow ew^lor ®W«.ls> swalo
60*8 wasp W3S vV jsps wooapa































t w m t  i 



























































 ̂ is ■a*- ^ a
<Ji a ^13 ^ia












1*2 acvn sevn asvn
1 J
1*3 ?l£vn ll&vn l^vn
2*7 lvnijz l v m ^  Ivnin^
51*6 giv mi g rv tB2 giv ml
80*3 kiv /\p
90*1 d£V3l d£V5>l dev^l
90*7 v iri
3#4 ^
4*8 51s <2ia §rtm
25*7 ^oo'e ^oun
32*3 wi<^ fi5
32*3 wj^axut w i ^ ^ t  w j ^ f c
63*5 fa<?> tCL&a fci^s
(1-)
8*5 Ijg lpg l ^ g
9*6 kl:>Brfc kl^art kl#B rt
la 2a 5a
21.5 plow pla u
(1~) cont'd.
plaeu plaL̂
39*3 little IT tS>l H  tl litl
43.3 glass glaes glae^s glae^as
57*5 laughing l*jfr^ l̂ ef 2 ^ laejf I/g.




30.5 gully g/\l J e a l,i gAll
34.1 stallion stasl jsn staeljan
5 0 • 6 salad S«lst aa^l^d 8a? 1,1 d
57.3 swallow swal^r 8W<Jl3 m / o
64*3 children t JaIdran t/xIdran ldnn
67*2 Billy bi^r hxljT hili
6'/ *2 «:el ly n t . \ i n t l i n t h














































1*3 twelve twilv tW^JLV twilv
16.1 field fil fil fil
iv.3 pall peil peil
18.4 towel ta u *01 o wz>l t**!
19.4 funnel f a n^l f a nsl fAns>i
23.2 wheelbarrow /^ilbaera Wilber a -Milb^rs
30.8 hill hil hil hil
33.4 bull bul bt̂ l b^l
49.7 help yourself hslp Jussslf hip Ju^sslf h?(p Juss&'lf
51.5 salt solt solt S 3lt
61.5 elm rim ilm rim
103.5 always olwia olwei z olwei z
{*•-)
1.1 three £ri 811 art
10*4 broom bri/m brum brux m
11*6 roof ruf ruf ruf
14*3 corn crib k o$n kr^b kos>n k n b k^on krib
IQ.2 rinses rmt) * z r m s i z
26.8 apron eipr^n exprsn eipr^n




( * *1 )






















pox J si 




































59*1 screech skrltj skrlt/ skrlt/
62*3 strawberry str^bin strobLri otr?bsri
64*3 children t/aldr<?n t/i ldrs>n t ji Idinn
96*1 drown draun dra^ u n dr»on
(-r-)
9*3 bureau bjuro bjuro
2X*7 harrow haer s> haero h*r a
57*4 cigarette STgsrZtB STQ^TttB sigar£ts
62*1 cherry tree tjirr trl tjsn trl tjh ri trl
62.3 strawberry str^bin str^b^r^ str^bsri
65*8 parents peirsnta pEr^nts pxrsnts
69.4 A-aerloan a-tfur^kan ^ m r i k a n anur^k^n
32*6 married vnxvi d m e n  d m^rrd
34*1 library laibrsri lai b 3*1 laibrzri
85*8 government g/wrnsnt gAvam^nt BAv^rmsnt
(-r)
l*l four fo ̂ f O 0 0 5






































































14*2 barn b^sn basn
14*3 corn ksan It ozn koon
23*5 car kat kAS kat
67*3 ycrar aunt ju^xnt Ju^ dent juv ^ 3  !
70*© far off fa.r d £ fa: of far of
70*7 far 13 fas i* far iz far
71.7 car Jib I o ir
71,3 bear© bisd bi^d bird
74*3 scared 3k23d skLrd ak£3d
8G.1 war W 3 9 w o o w o o
( r)
,9 .1  sofa souf O SOllf 3 soaf s
18*5 wash . waj w a j wo_J
28*9 pillow prls pxl 3 pilo
3 2 .7  a f te r <£f t 3 sef t a deft 3
55.4 potatoes pstei1 3 p 31 e 11 3 pates to
57*3 sv/allow swalor swa-ls awalo
58.3 ought ot Ot ot
60*1 oysters otoz ^ist^a osstsa






70*5 tax. at 








k ^ a  
Jw> <£nt 






















86*2 1 a n
ao t/f a
























24*6 going g o u m
30.1 draining drernin
36.7 setting s£tn •
37.4 feeding f i dt/vj'
39*7 feeling ti\ i n





77.2 hearing h m n
81.9 klo&lng kiai^
94.3 shopping fa#
103.1 nothing n/\0r. a
2a 3 a
a obg i/ŷ




drexnx/^ d r e m r y
B £t I/Vj/' S €.t X
f idx f idlojz




S X./Ŷ x/y “^ T












2*4  a ^ tn r/^ ra^sniB
6*5 d rx a ii/ij d n a lm d n a ln
10*5 w o/ j n
15*4 t^kx/g. fcokrn t^>uk in
15*5 0r/jki*j.
84*6 got/2^. g©ui/j. gourn
30*1 d r a in r ^ drem r/h dr«x»r»
56*7 s s t i^
V
a E.tn aztn
3 7 .4  r id r^ . f  Idx ^ ft 6n
39.7  f r l i ^ f i l m f i l m
43.6  kAtnr ^ knmin k/imm
57*5 a T"jin
57*5 l « f r ^ laef 2 n Iserfa n
60*7 laifcnx/»j. latfcm n la x tn fn
V
65*6 Aiipr/^ Mipnn w p i n
7 7 .8  bin*^ h rr x-̂ . h rr  m
81*9 k iax^ . kJam kiaa IB
94*3 jcupr̂ . / a p r ^ Jo. p m
103*1 n a£j» n n&m
Added
Diphthongs and Triphthongs
1*4 thirteen 03xtin <^tin ^3itln
1*5 thirty <93: tr 63 & 3 i t J
1*6 first f3sst farst Z3: at
1*6 ra n m^n mae3n maf^sn
1*7 good g^d gi^ad gc^d
3.8 hefore b<3f O U blfo<3 bifoa
4*5 pest p ^ t P̂ ea p.̂ 'st
5*5 had b^d baCJ^d
6*8 burned band b^hd b^hd
8*5 log 1 l=»g 1=>6
10*1 pantry p^ntn p^entrr p^ntn
11*2 hell bei b£l b£l
11.4 nail nexl nexl nexl
13*4 talking t^kin t^kin tokx^
16*5 fenoe f£nts f£nta f£nt
19*5 can k̂ ?n k^n kfjsn
27*1 pants Papin rs ptfnta pafj^nts
35.1 lamb X£m ltfjw
44*5 pan P$n P^n ptfjn
48.7 coffee kofx kofi koW.fx
48*8 water WjtS wots w oMts
57*5 laughing U f l s V J I g f l s Y j i / y j
59*2 cat ktf3t kaet k#t
60*3 frog frog frog fro^g




1*4 ^ t l n & 3 z t m ^ t i n
1*5 &2Tt 2 d S l t T ^fex
1*6 Is 3t f 3 1 B t f>st
1*6 ma? m&n ra^Jn
1*"7 g^d g^d gud
3*8 bifoa bif bifo*
4*5 pees p^5s paejas
5*5 baed bo^d bsejad
6*8 b?;nd b^nd bixnt
8*5 log log low g
10*1 psmtri p^5»ntri pa?*antr j
11.S b£l b**l b£jal
11*4 n©xl no i J 51 n«rjl
13*4 t j t o k m to ukjn
16*5 f^nts fcJants f£ 3^nts
17*5 kae^n ka?jan
27*1 p<#nts plants plants
35*1 î SBl l^jaro
44*5 p#n psean pa^Jan
48.7 Iw-ifi kofi kouf i
48*8 wota Wota Wo b
57*5 l#?iy laef in l^jTsn
59*2 kapt k̂ efc kjseat
60*3 frog fr^g frog
61*3 «£-b wsb w£jab
Chapter V 
Analyst* of Pronunciation
Th* purpoae of m o  chapter la to dlaeuae the factor# 
revealed through a detailed atudy of the phonetic tron#- 
erlptten# in th# work book recording# of the speech of the 
tlx informant#♦ The method of approach aholl bo an enol** 
yolo of pronunciation# observing* Cl) comparison# and dlf~ 
fereneea of th# pronunciation# of the at# Informant#, (a) 
change# or lik# pronunciation# in th# different generation# 
of on# family (represented by la#tot on# to)# (3) relation* 
chip of pronunciation# of individual# of th# t m  generation 
hut not in th# aam# family (comparing th# speech of 1# on# lb* 
to atl on# to on# $h)# (4) ua# of General American on# 
South#*# American dialect* on# (5) deviation# from standard 
English.
4# o moon# of organ! notion# thooo observation# eholl 
h# mo#o for th# moat port of the representative mo*## in* 
eluded in th# foregoing H a t  in Chop tor fy# th# word#
•hall h# dioou#### in th# earn# phoneme order that they or# 
Ha t e d  In Chapter IV, also.
A oummory of th# oonelualon# aholl he given at th# end 
of th# chapter*
b03
(i) was lengthened occasionally by all of the infor­
mants except la, whose speech was more brisk than the others. 
However, this lengthening was observed most frequently in 
the speech of 3a and 3b* In the pronunciation of T*B*, re­
ferring to tuberculosis, 3a and 3b lengthened the (1) sound 
thus* (tis bit)* More frequently an off-glide to (s>) was 
observed a rtf this was found most often in the speech of 3a 
and 3b* However this was used by 2a and 2b a great deal
also* For example, (rl^l) for real* la unstressed rather
than stressed, so that while the other Informants pronounc­
ing charivari, used (fjvari); she used (jivsrx)*
(e) was usually found in the expected (ex ) diphthong 
situations* However, there was some variation* Mary was 
pronounced (mexrx) by all except 2a, who said (tntrj) and 3a, 
who said (m&ri)* The pronunciation of parents by la and 2b 
was (pe/rdnts), 2a substituted (£) for (ex); 3a used (^)$ 
lb used and 3b used {&)• In the pronunciation of dairy
all used (dexrr) except 2a, who used (dtri). These serve as
examples of the faet that la and 2b were quite consistent in 
the use of (e i), but the other Informants used substitutions* 
la and 2a pronounced egg (eig), while using the customary pro­
nunciation of (hed) for head* However,3a and 3b also said 
(e*g) for egg, 2a, who is most consistent in the general ten­
dency to use (e) Instead of (ei) uses (Jei^s) for yea many 
times In casual conversation*
b04
(u) m s  not consistently used in the expected posi­
tions by any of the Informants* The chief substitution 
m s  that of (u) as (hups) for hoops and (rum) for room*
3a* 2b and 3b used substitutions most frequently*
(ju) m e  reduced to (u) in some words and in others 
the (j) m s  used with (a)* All of the informants used (ju) 
after (t)* (d), (m}# (b)* (f)f and (n), as In Tuesday 
(tjuzdi), dues (djus), music (rajuzik), and new (nju)* How* 
ever* la,although using (nju), said (d^njseri ) for January* 
Perhaps the reason for this m s  because of stressing the 
first syllable in January* la and lb (the two representatives 
of the older generation) pronounced nephew {n£vja)« 3a pro* 
nounced due (du) and dues (djus)* All used (u) after (a) as 
la suit (sut).
(o) In an unstressed final position was frequently re* 
dueed to (s>) by all six informants as (t^mo-ra) for tomorrow*
In stressed positions the customary diphthong (o )was usually 
employed as in smoke (smouk), medially* and In ago (agou), 
finally* In words such as four and door there was much in­
consistency* la used (fowa ) and (dou)* 2a used (fo^s) and 
(douwa)* 3a used (fouwa) and do^v^a), lb used (foua) and (d^^), 
2b used (f^a) and (d©u),3b used (fou^a) and (do^^a)* The 
most extreme variation of these is that of lb and 2b in using
(o) in one and {ou)in the other* This was least expected in
305
the ease of la aa the speech of this informant gave one 
the impression of being usually consistent*
(i) m s  usually pronounced in the accepted manner*
The raising of the tongue for its production sometimes in- 
dueed palatalisation* For example, 2a used (hjis) for here* 
2a also used an off •glide in the word crib, saying (kri^b)*
2b pronounced crib (kri*b), too*
(l) m s  raised to (i} by 3b who pronounced ten (tm), 
general (d^rnrsl), etc* It was surprising to find only one 
of the Informants making this substitution, in view of the 
fact that it is heard so often in this section* I am con­
sidering the word kettle an exception, as it is so often pro­
nounced (kitl) in sections In which we do not hear other sub­
stitutions of Ci) for It}* 2b made the reverse substitutions 
in one word which was observed in oasual conversation* He 
pronounced ginning as ( d Egg was pronounced (eig) by 
la, 3a, 2b, and 3b* Using this same substitution, 2a used 
(jeis) for yes many times, but he did not make the substitu­
tion in egg*mmmmm
(se) before a nasal consonant was sometimes nasalised, 
raised and diphthongised* The nasalization was observed more 
frequently in the speech of 2b, who used (bp£nt ) for branch* 
(r£i*te) for rank* and (d^nts) for dance * 2a used (fronts) for
30b
Franco« 3b use<3 (smt) for aunt* Raising and diphthong­
ising was used by la In (dernts) for dance * 2a used (tj^nts) 
*or chanoe, and ( k ^ m t )  for o a n H , 8b used (keint) for canyt» 
3a and 3b used (ra^j^n) for man*
(^} preceding (r) was changed to (e) by aome of the in­
formants . Harrow and barroll became (hero) and (b^ral) In 
the speech of la and 2b*
(se) preceding a stop or an aspirate was sometimes raised 
and diphthongised or double diphthongised* 3a and 3b diph­
thongised much more frequently than the other informants*
For esas^le# casket was (k^skJt), gas {gj^j^s)* 2b# In addi­
tion to 3a and 3b, used class (kla^s), half (ha^f), and tag 
(t^g). lb pronounced tag as (ts^g)* 2b and 3b said (kl&?s)
elaas« (^) before ) became ( O  In catch* as (ketj) In
the speech of la, 2a, 2b and 3b*
(a.) was lengthened in most cases In stressed positions,,
by all of the Informants to take the place of the omitted (r)
as (bo-sn) for barn and {gajdn) for garden* lb, 2b, and 3b In­
cluded (s) as an off-glide* as In (b^n) for barn* and (k^) 
for SSL* In the pronunciation of cartridge by 3a and 2b, the 
omission of (r) did not q&ffect the (<£>)• It became
Even In words In which the spelling Included no (x j , the 
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It at times, too* For example, cost was pronounced 
(k^st). Of the words in the selected list, the slide 
and diphthong In connection with (o) were used four tinea 
by la and the same number of tinea by lb. 2a need them 
three timea and 2b, seven* they were need thirteen times 
by 3a and eleven times by 3b* Perhaps a growing tendency 
to use the off-glide of (:>s), rather than the lengthening 
of {:>), In the words In which (r) is omitted In speaking, 
has some influence toward Inducing the (u) to accompany the 
(:>) in words In which no (r) appears in the spelling* (a.) 
was used instead of (s) by all informants in the words bor­
row* tomorrow* and swallow* These were pronounced as (bay a)# 
(tdmaya) and (ewaia)* Oranges was pronounced (a-rrod ̂ as) by 
lb and 2b. Fogyr was pronounced (fag*) by 3a, 2b and 3b* 
Wash was pronounced (waj) by all except 3b. la and 3b pro­
nounced sausage as (sasJd^). There was only one instance 
of substituting (a) for (3). This was in the word haunted, 
Which 2b pronounced (hcmtid)#
(a ) was generally pronounced in the usual manner* In 
one instance 2a used (dgA*"d^) for judge * The word bulge 
was pronounced (buld^) by all except 3b, who used (bAld^)#
(o) had few variations In the position in which the 
sound is expected. Missouri was pronounced (aasurs) by la
and lb, but (masur^) by all others* Perhaps the former 
pronunciation m s  more prevalent three generations ago*
An off-glide with <u) m s  used by 3a and 2b# who used 
(wu^i) for wool# 9b pronounced push as (pAj)*.
(r) in an accented syllable before eonsonants and 
finally when the spelling is either ear* or* ir, or ur# 
is represented by (3) in general American speech and (3 s) 
in southern American speech*3* It should also be added 
that the spelling combinations must represent just one sound* 
Heard may be (h£d) and hear (hir>*
this is an aspect in which there m s  variation in the 
speech of each of the informants* Furrow and squirrel were 
the only two words in the selected group which all pro­
nounced in the same manner » i*e*# (f^a) and (sfew^al)* lb 
m s  most consistent in using the southern (3 *)• She used 
it in all but two of the selected group of words* Xn the 
three representatives of one family, (sf) m s  used more than 
(3*) but there m s  a gradual Increase in the frequency of 
the use of (3) from the representative of the oldest gener­
ation to the youngest* 2b used {^) much more often than 
( 3 * ), and 3b used one as much as the other* The inclusion 
of (1 ), instead of lengthening (3)# observed In the
i See Sound Systems - Appendix
m o
speech of la, who pronounoed worm as (w3im), and 8h, who 
pronounced first as (f3ist). 8a pronounoed girl as (g3‘si) 
tnd ooloasl as ( k ^ m  1).
(r) In final, nnstrssssd positions was always omitted, 
(r) was Included in Saturday as (satsrdi) by all Informants 
exeept la,
(ai) bad few deviations. Occasionally ab omitted the 
(;)• os In time (tam) and while (Mai), Frying was pro*
{oi ) was prononneed In the aoeepted manner by all six 
of the Informants*
(au) was very often changed to (au) or (a1 u). 8b and 
3b used (so) most consistently. Of the words chosen as ex­
amples , they used (au) In all but one. 3b said (ka1̂ ) for 
cow, and 3b used (draxut) for drought, la was most consis­
tent In the mss of (au), using It in seven words, (axu) in 
three, and (»u) m  two, 3a used (axu) an Increasing number 
of times over la, while 3a used (*u) an Increasing number of 
times over 3a, There may be no general significance In this 
fast, but at least In this family there was a gradual change 
from the predominating use of (au) by the representative of 
the older generation to (axu) by the second generation and 
(»u) by the representative of Ifee youngest generation.
4 U
In « M  use of {i) aid (3 ) In positions In a b l A  a l t h w  
night be n p M M ,  ttt g n M  totfleney d m  bo « m  (1 ), u  
to M r t  prevalent In southern Asterlean apeeetu Fop example* 
latteso m  t m m w rna (lt-tio) by oil of the informants*
Aloe n l s u f  m b  bannted wore (taimb) tua (hantid)* Kxeep- 
t t a u  m m  Peund in tbs pronunciation of ashes no (*fan) 
by la and 8a, and oraaasa ao (orradjds) by all exempt 8b* 
ttma «a sao H a t  although the predominant usage nao of the 
(r), still all informants used (a) at tines. s o n t l s H  (a) 
nas omitted^ taking a  syllable eat of one eonsonsnt* as In 
fountain (me^ntn), or a n a t n g  tbs omission of an entire syl­
lable* as in (gAvmant) for nowrasaat* as used by la* In 
tbs nerd clnclimaftl. tts final (x) was raised to (1) by as 
and 8b* producing (sinSdnxti)* 8b used (alnoanatsp)*
(p) mao usually board In tbe ordinary manner and posi­
tions of standard spsaeb* It was seldom omitted, However*
It nas omitted by la In one nerd* oasn besoming («:>«).
<t) following (s) nas sonetlmss omitted or barely au­
dible* as la best* will ah la* 8a» and 8b pronounced (h£*)* 
and lb aad 8b proaounsod (b*aT )• Posts nas pronounoed (pous) 
by la* Ss, 8b and 8b* Between (n) and (a) eomsttmea a (t> 
nas barely audible* ao In the pronunciation of answer by 8b 
as («nrs3>* lbs tondeney to voles (t) in medial positions
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ms  observed in fctas pronunciation at Saturday by la os 
Ml in tts « m  of 0 <r*u'i) by sbi 
(It) MM »»* M l t M ,  avan in final post ft tons, nor m m  
i* ataansod in sny m n » «
(4) mis faoausatly asAtbsd in final positions* Sa was 
tbs only infMNui itw always I m I s M  it, Cold was pro- 
aaanasd (k*"l) by 8a, lb, and 8b. Plaid banana (fll), as 
n*s4 by la, 8a, 8b and Sb. Prlond was proneunood (fr̂ n) by 
8a and Sb,
(i) m m  asliM la saaaanlBo by lafMMato la, 8b and 
8b, who said (s£knaî a>,
(»J m m  aaad in *bs pronunciation tf with by 8a, 8a 
and 8b, Sa and Sb alas usad {«) in with ant.
(a) naa wslssd oaaasianally, as la tbs pronunciation 
of 2ag£ by 8a, who said (veisJi and tbs promnalation of Mla- 
jl£ by la, Sa, lb and 8b was (n̂ ŝ a), whteh was soastiaoa 
radnaad to (ata) la tba speech of 8b,
(f) was anlfetad frota tbs {*/) eswfetnation by 8a, 3a 
and 8b in Maaaashmsatta, tbs prersuneiattoi* of tbs three, 
respectively, waaa (axastnass), (wis^i), and (saW>»). 
X* was os&ttsd entirely by 8a and included aftsr tto (a) re­
placing (s) by 8a and Sb,
(h), when no* in ths (hw) cobblnotion, was pronounoed 
In the usnsl wanner, neither ltttrullng nor being excluded.
U )  was usually used In the expected positions. How* 
ever, there were a few variations. Wharf waa pronounced 
(w=>rf), and (woof)* Ihe expletive shy was pronounced (wax) 
by li» 2a, lb and Sb# ®i$ two of the youngest generation 
said (A\ax)« Sb need (wa*l) foe while*
(w) appeared ae an Infix In towel, as (tau*vl). (tatarei), 
(te^l) and (t«w€ i)g Also In four (fow©) It was observed.
Ae a rule, (w) appeared regular In the usual positions.
(v) was omitted by la and Sa In give me (gr mi).
(^) was an interesting study in the speech of la. be~ 
cause of the frequent substitution of (£) for Rr) • This 
represented the only trace of French Influence, (except for 
a very few French words). In the speech of this Informant, 
who had used French In conversation as a child, ^he symbol 
{£) Is used to represent a sound which has the elements of 
both (^) and (d)« la often pronounced the as (<?a), with as 
(ui), this as tfts), etc. (<?) was observed in the speech 
of 2a (son of la) only a very few times, and not at all In 
the speech of 3a nor any of the others.
(I) was often clear In a medial position, as in B l U X  
(l>x£r), rollT (g-i/i) and skilist (ski^lt). it was newer an 
exaggerated dark (J). (J) was omlfeted In help (Igp) by 2a 
and la, bat Included In yourself (Ju-astlf) by 2a. It was
omitted in yourself (jv^ssf) toy lb. it m s  barely audible 
and yourself in the pronunciation of Sto, ae (h*1 p) 
and (J^s^f).
(r) was omitted in government a a (gAvmant). (gAV^mant), 
and (gAV^nmant) toy la. 2a. Ito and 2to« Also 2b pronounoed 
library (laitoen }. (g) m e  omitted nearly always before
consonanta and finally. For example, corn was pronounced 
(k^n) and chair waa (tfeO* The linking (r) was used con­
sistently toy 3a. aa in your aunt (jo* sejant), fag off (fa-g 
>̂f). and fag la (fag re). All of the other Informants used 
it at times only, except 3b. who used the glottal stop In­
stead or lengthened the rowel and produced a kind of off* 
glide. 3to pronounced year aunt as *nt) and far off as
(fas of). Occasionally 2a used a one-tap trill U ), as In 
three (Ifl). Excrescent (r) waa used toy la. 2b and 3b in 
swallow (swaldg). 2b pronounced Cincinnati (sxnsdn^t^r).
(^) in a final position waa used consistently toy lb 
only and the substitution of (n) was used consistently toy 
3b only. 2to used one about as mudh as the other. In the 
family group there was an Increasing tendency toward the 
use of (^) from the oldest to the youngest* In the represen­
ts tire words chosen, la used (n) fifteen times and (^) only 
four times j 3a used (n) twice and (y) seventeen times $ and 
3a used (n) only and (/y) eighteen times. While the oldest
newtsv of «*e *b* group m  most consistent in u M n g  ty), 
it was the youngest vnam'bav of tbs "a" group which was Boats 
consistent in using it*
Diphthongise til on and triphbhongisatlea afford* one of 
th* w * t  Interesting s t w o t *  of this study. t t  la often 
supposed that the southern a m i  is merely l i a m n a  of 
speech. Ae M a t t m a d  in the Haas* of Bnesoh. by Gray and 
Vice* "It to a dlphthonglsatlon, fcr iphftfaongieatslon and dou- 
ble diphthong!aatlon of vowels* m u i t i n g  from slowness.*1 
A  discussion of thfai aspect required eonsiteration of 
what i* meant by the teralnology used. Daniel Jones s o m i d *  
eve a diphthong* *«M»twe vowel* to plaaed and ao pronounoed 
that there le no a i e i m t i m  of sonority between then (l.s«, 
that they do net form wove than one syllable)**® In regard 
to triphthongs* he states* "when in a group of three consee • 
otlve vowels which are not separated by any diminution in the 
fore* of the breath, the second is move sonorous than either 
of the otters, ws have a true triphthong,*8 In deaerlbing 
the diphthong, Kenyon states that "the fares of utterance is 
etvoftceet at the first end decreases at a uniform rate through
1 a. w, orey ant c. u. wise, The Bases of Speech, pp. 288.
8 Daniel denes, An Outline of English Phoneties, pp. 23.











































































* i si 1
Of twenty-five y t p w w n t t H n  wards 
forwent la diphthongised two* t b o N  words being lag, which 
she pronounced (1^ g) and pants (p^cnka). informant an 
diphthongised on* word, pronouncing goad (s=>d), and fcrlph- 
thenglsed Jy|^ aa (bxjsd)* Xnforwent Sa diphthongised flvo 
worda and triphthongIsed six. D m  f a r a w  Included ntlne
BBSS. U “**b Hlfe m  <P*Jn> JfflSESS. and saggr
(w=j tea), m o  terlphfchanglalng waa obecrved tn \«he uaa of
ttlrtwa («3>*tw#, aaa (w*J«n)* bgd (b*3*d), ea^ (*»$•*>)*
pants ( p ^ n t s ) ,  and teoahiaat lb did note diph­
thongise or trt^tbo a g l M <  8b ttpbttaagtad seven words, 
thirteen ( thirty C 831 ter ), flret (fs* ate), pantry
(p»»ntn|, wants (pxeiaba}, laWb (la*a) and aan (p^n), m i  a 
infeewant trlphthonglaed one word, using (feints) for fence. 
Sb diphthongised eight wards pronouncing wan (nagn), burnt 
(b^inte), lag (l^g), talking gantea (pontes), coffee
(k=»fi), water (w=vtea), and laafihtag (l**f»n)* Sb alaa triph- 
tfeaugised nine words* These ware aaat (p%j»*)« bell ( bs|?l), 
sail (n© ijl), fence (fejsnta), jjon (Scsjan), lawb (l*j»w), pan 
(p^»n)i sat (kj«at) and wsb (wejab)*
m a s ,  ws observe that the uaa of diphthongisetion and 
trlphthOBglsafclon (or drawl) la nueh wore evident in the 
speech of the two representative of the younger generation 































“•XWF* «» jo mm.%%vnu0Mi&»& oa« ku. •wmv%m*b»9 9u'
apaeeh of saw* of tbs Informant*, still the majority of 
the 4rrtttl«ot were those which are usually h o w #  In son* 
neotion with louthtrn speech*
Comparing on# non W o o  ting proimnoleftione of those of 
tho m a o  generation, I wool# say that the apaeeh of la an# 
lb waa alalia* tn roapaofe to the foot that there wava eow- 
paratlveiy fow of tba usual deviations from standard south* 
•rn speech. lb ana wore consciously careful of i m  pronun* 
atattana. 8ha la interested tn @00# apaaoh. She observes 
tha apaaoh of ha* grandchildren and la quite "shocked” at 
that* pronunala tlona* la assets ta ash* no definite effort 
to be eerreet* Whatever proaioaiattm ta he* habitual usage, 
aha take* fa* granted aa ggod enough. A* long aa alia nan 
be understood, that ta all that** neeaaaary* aha had a fair* 
ly good education of the type tha wahoola of he* dap offered, 
bat perhaps the spaaett Influence of an eduaatad young** goo* 
oration tn ha* family has born of aowe significance to her* 
lb has had tha advantage* owe* la ta opportunity for more 
trowel and aim ha* probably bsen more interested in a social 
life than la* lb reads eat*naively and heaps tn touch with 
national and local event* of tha day*
The pronunciation of 3a and 8b probably differed more 
than did those of either of the other generations* There 
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f w  1» «»• f M t  that the apeeoh of Sa might be influenced 
by «b« general Amor loon speech of hop husband and in the 
faet that ahe boo lived fop a short tin In a general Ainer- 
loon area* Bowwr, if this to tamo, then it lo signifl- 
oont that taw general American <®> lo the only general Amer* 
lean speech tendency which predominates m  hop speech* It 
lo especially Interesting to observe that although taw too 
repreeentetivee of the younger gone rati on have boon educated 
In ptlta different typee of lnetltuttone and have not had 
taw ease aoaoelatlone tn Monroe, they both employ taw south- 
era drawl fpooly (taw diphthong! action and trlphthongiaatlon)t 
bat Sb fpooly ewploye otawr frequent deviations fpoa standard 
southern Aaerioan apeoeh, such ao (I) for (£), (DU) fop (:>), 
(so) fop (au), ete«* while Sa dooo not*
AO to the relationship of the speech of one generation 
to the other generations, a few ebearvatlono nay be elgnlfl- 
oant* With regard to the eoaolotent uoe of standard Anor&oan 
pronunciations within taw foally group, it woo observed tawt 
la probably enpleyed fewor general deviations, and that frost 
older to younger lnforaanto there was a gradual increase tn 
the anadwr of deviations from standard southern speech, 
there was alee an increasing tendency from taw oldest to taw 
youngest Informant in taste family group towards using the 














































fron the apMab of both representatives that tins inclination 
to to«u4 the m m  frequent use of the southern drawl* At* 
oo ae compared with the older generation, the younger ginw* 
•felon enployed nan? more deviations from the standard south* 
ern* The younger generation also Included more general Amor- 
lean speech eharaofesrlettoe than did the oldest generation*
r>
Chapter VI 
Analysis of Vocabulary 
A consistent, definite endeavor has been made in this 
study to secure as many as possible different words and ex­
pressions from the informants*
A oheole of the work book listings shows that fifty-one 
pages contain inquiries for more than one word to refer to 
the same object or idea* 2?hese words used by each of the 
Informants in reference to this selected group were counted* 
If the results of such a check can be considered an indi­
cation of the extent of the vocabularies> then the following 
tabulation has some significance in this study*
Number of words used by la —  378
Number of words used by 3a —  358
Number of words used by 3a —  523
Number of words used by lb —  463
Number of words used by 2b ~  501
Number of words used by 3b —  416
Hank
First mum 2a 559 words
Second mum* 3a 523 words
Tfhird 2b mmm* 501 words
Fourth nm-mt lb 465 words
Fifth 3b — 416 words
Sixth la mm mm 378 words
Comparisons
Difference (in number of words used] between la & lb 87
Difference (in number of words used) between 2a & 2b mmm 58
Difference (In number of words used) between 3a & 3b mmmm 107
Difference (in number of words used) between la & 2a — 181
Difference (in number of words used) between 2a & 3a 36
Difference (in number of words used] between # & 2b m m 36Difference (In number of words used) between Sb & 3b mm m 35
«<£(liO
Thus we 0 0 0 from the tabulation that the Informants 
ranking the highest end lowest ware in the same family*
3&, ranking the highest, la the eon of la* ranking the low­
est* 3a, ranking second, is the daughter of Sa* Perhaps 
it should he explained that in the tabulation the section 
requesting names of streams in the neighborhood wa® included. 
Informant Be gave the names of twenty-eight streams, while 
Sb gave fourteen, lb gave seven. Sa gave four, la and 5b each 
gave two.
In thef group not of the m m m  family. Sb (representing 
the second generation) ranked highest, ae did Be in the 
family group. Bowever, Sb was third from highest.
The** results show little relationship in regard to 
extent of vocabularies as influenced by specific interest 
of any certain generation in words. Her dees family or 
education seem to he significant in the comparisons.
This s e e n  true in view of the fact that the greatest 
number of words and the smallest number were used by members 
of the seme family. The family group used 1400 words while 
the other group used 138ft, making a difference of only 7® — ■ 
which does not seem of much significance if apportioned 
equally to the three informants, as to the generations; 
there was a difference of 87 In the amber of word© used 
by la and lb; a difference of §8 la the a m b e r  used by ft© 
and Sb; and a difference of 107 la the nunber used by 5a
and Sb* 1?h©se numbers seen large enough, In view of the 
feet that only two eases are considered, to Indicate much 
inconsistency within any given generation* The formal edu* 
Cation of la and lb Is sinlli&r, yet la ranged lowest and 
lb third from the lowest* The advantage© for formal edu­
cation on the part of Sb were probably ooro m & g e r  than for 
any of the others, yet he ranks third from highest* 3a 
probably has had a more extensive formal education than the 
other informants and she ranks second from highest*
Regardless of the extent of vocabulary, the content in 
each case Is of interest* It appears that the most logical 
way of organizing this is to consider first the words end 
expressions of la and 3a, the representative© of the old­
est of the three generations; next 3a and 8b, representatives 
of the second generation; and last 3a and 3b, of the young­
est of the three generations*
a s  mentioned In the biography, la saw little need for 
using more than one word to refer to any one object* If 
she had difficulty In thinking of n word she wanted, she had 
very little patience in trying to recall It, but would just 
say she dldntt know if it were in answer to a question*
She Is seventy-: -seven years of eg© and her children say that
her memory for words is not as keen as It once was* Five
was the greatest number of words she gave for any one thine*
the expressions and words which she said ehe had never heard
Ineluded tha following: w*£k s m  MBUufti, «s*ll»d
SSL 2 & L »  S S S g & L  SfrAMl 2S. S S M M .  kltoMa. saty. Sfee gaas s£. 
horseshoe, and ail. * w  syrup, S £  a s £ &  -tea*, aooataln 
fflSM&SS 1E22, fox- magnolia tree, Itinerant prsaoher. 
wsaeteffif for poor whites, husk fatar or buoit ague. 
gas.Ua aaaaaa. or oo^ssona and druthar® or rutharaj.# did 
not tenovv hcsar to rofor to a 'Protestant isdalstor* (Sho waa a 
Catholic.} She did not know nsany torm* In oonnootion with 
farm life euoh aa s i & S M .  ISS. SSalJEU ffiSS or iMfi.
for driving oxen, sad asUa- ̂  .cgj&. hprsejs, gj,m  and jSMSSS* 
AS a rule she knew only one general term applying to oaoh 
type of animal,qregardlesa of sex. To use her expression 
ahe said, *hog applies to the whole tribe of thea** She 
did not know the tease niah horse or near horse, although 
she was familiar with terns in connection with wagons and 
buggies such as tongue, shaft. ftte&Url£g« •** f l M U n a t *  
Sh© did aot know About a fiat eoav®yaa«« used for hauling 
stones, but she spoke of a slide whieh aba deseribsd as 
••a fiat conveyance with no wheels uaed to baul watar during 
drought*" She did not know types of sleds, aa aha had 
never seen any* Sha had ready tartan for almost everything 
in eonnaetion with family life# For exaiapl©» aha p v «  five 
teras (which waa unuauai for her) to refer to a ranking and 
, three to refer to tha babT ^£i2^g£#
tfor&s and expressions whiefc may belong more definitely 
to her earlier life were more plentiful. la oasual apeeeh 
She referred to the front gallery, and the baok ppyofe* Howy 
ever, when asked about it, ©he ©aid that gallery, rdght refer 
to eitiuir front or back. Che used the term plunder * which 1 
have heard need only by middle-aged and older person© -• 
usually by the latter# In this group of informant© 2a9 the 
eon of lat used it ae did lb* In deeoribing a frying pan. 
la ©aid ••it la old tlmey with legs#* She said she had heard 
the word snider referring to a oooking utensil, but that 
she dldnft use It* Thm term kettle, in her usage, applied 
only to tea kettle* She waa familiar with bolster as a 
kind of pillow. She referred to the counterpane on the 
bed. in mentioning typos of broad she lnoluded ash brood 
and M b  pens. Hogshead choose and sows* were familiar 
terms. In speaking of extras* fatigue she used fagged a^l. 
tuokarefl oat, and dons wo. She explained that to say a 
boy was aonrtln. £  «lrl was different from saying he was 
keeping ooraaany with her or going with M l .  Sho said the 
former waa more serious and meant he intended to starry her. 
She did not know any terras eueh as breaking jg data. Instead.
*h*  i m a m  a  sMsssssat. ao-lrM,i „h. u M i
turn boy friend end *clrl friend a© wall a© b o m  and Mts&dy* 
forms «tieh seom to bo more gouerally used In this 


































































strictly to nlaror sp-»»oh.
la retained a very few French nouns in bar vocabulary. 
She seemed a bit hesitant about using them and each tin* ex­
plained that the words were French. After using all other 
term* she knew for a piece of bed-room furniture in which 
clothes ere kept she said, £f saarpj we hare t a m i x n  {aims*)
j£S& MffiL JSS£ ihSL'&SBS. MS. 3Md£S&S£s. M  M M  2® fiSJL
in french. A boat was a <b**o). 8fe® e:rplai»©d that (sir© 
d&* bsttri) was frsaoh for ©spssially prepared ©an© ayrup©
She w f * m d  to bar grandfather as (psipea) ana to her graiui~ 
mother as {mt^) * The latter was used beeaae© she was ©*&Iy 
a baby when bar mother died and aba m m  ©area for as a snail 
ehild by bar grandmotb© r *
Sons terms used by la were of Interest i n  m general
way. She said, 3&e 3SS& S M  M U &  S £ L  2 &  M ®  fiSSS&.
She spoke of one boy walking baokwards (bwfcwads) while the 
other walked forward (fijwad). She explained that varmints 
are snakes mM. P M 2 & * .  A I M  $ M 1 «  oonsldered H©gro (n> gro)
and algaer (nrgs) neutral terms for negro. Soon (kun) was 
a term used whan you’re ngd ^ d  wan£. to, jaw-aa$& M m  M &  
not if.au n/>f). In speaking of her manaay (roamt) she said,
28. don’t jail nlager s & i i i S £ ! i  Wa*3l A9S& Alw lS2l 38B88L
&&23SOL m  IfeSl M S  .A&S. SlMSl*
As a general rule the grammatical constructions of the
speech of la were quite correct. The exceptions were
331
remarkably few, especially considering that she wouldn't 
care much whether she spoke grammatically or ungrammatically.
lb
lb, unlike la, was exceedingly Interested In words. 
She would sometimes suggest words that she wanted me to 
put in the workbook* For instance, she said, "I'd like 
to Include the word hurricane (h^iksn) somewhere, for I 
remember It was used so much when X was a child. She liked 
the expression shat is the hour? "because that is like the 
French say it." She enjoyed talking of things which caused 
her to recall words which she had not thought of for some 
time* She seemed to consider our visits together a pleasant 
opportunity to relive some of her past experiences* For 
example, upon recalling the word skiff she exclaimed, "What 
glorious associations come back to me with that word!" And 
even words which one would presume to be far removed from 
any particular associations often proved to be of some 
special significance to her* The word masticate brought 
back specific memories in connection with her husband, 
because this happened to be a word which he used a great 
deal* Although she was eighty-one years of age, her memory 
for words was quite keen* The expressions which she 
stated she had not heard were chiefly Hegro expressions, 
those which are not frequently heard in this particular 
section of the country, and some terms in connection with 
farm life*
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She stated that she had never heard the expressions
work from eap to pan*t. plenty enough, e*er a, hit, druthers.
and ruthere. These expressions are considered to he used
by the Hegroea* Some expressions which she did not know
are perhaps used more often In other sections of the country*
The terms, he spelled me off, enty. coasting lying down.
Oullah. sugar maple tree, mountain laurel. and bank or
ground barns. were unfamiliar to her* Many terms related
to rural life were not In her vocabulary* Haycock. hay-
tumble. stoneboat. turn, (for a turn of wood or water) *
and fencing were among these* She dldnft know calls to
sheep, but she did know ealls to pigs and chickens* Other
terms which she didn11 know were porgy for a type of fish,
March peeper as a kind of green frog, hard clam, dragon
fly, and pet name* Although she had not heard of Jack
leg as applied to preachers, she had heard the term
*
connected with lawyers*
She was familiar with the terms, tongue. shaft, 
and single tree. She used horse and hog as general 
terms, and had only one term to designate the different 
sexes of various animals* She had heard whistling as a 
means of calling horses, but knew no terms for the purpose.
Terms which may be more generally used in this 
section of the country than in some other sections included 
goobers (gub^s), plndere (pxnd^z) and ground peas for 
peanuts* She said that potatoes meant Irish potatoes
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but at on© time it would have meant sweet potatoes, A 
magnolia tree was also ealled bay tree and purple map.nolia« 
She used afternoon as referring to the time between noon 
and 6 s00 F,M, Many in this section do not use the term, 
afternoon, "May we carry you to town in the car?" was 
a characteristic expression. She used, X asked you had 
you gone, since X am here these three years, and he asked 
me would you come. She sometimes said X raout and X moutent, 
in a jocular manner, Klgro (nlgro), colored person (k/ilad 
P 3S8»n), and darkies (dask?s) were considered neutral terms, 
Hlgger (n^rga) and coon (kun) were derogatory terms. She 
spoke of Megro mammy (nxgr^ ma&m?), la and several of the 
other Informants did not think It necessary to use Megro 
here, as the term mammy seemed to connote Megro mammy.
Cotton field was described as a large acreage. Cotton 
patch meant a smaller amount, Tobacco and potato patch 
were used, but not tobacco field and potato field. The 
Informant remarked that she presumed the reason she had 
not heard field in connection with tobacco and potato 
was that she had not been where large fields of tobacco 
and potatoes were growing.
Occasionally lb explained certain words as being 
Megro terms. One Interesting comment was that she considered 
auto (a:to) a very amusing Megro term because they put an 
(r) in it. However, she merely lengthened the (a), and
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regarded that as pronouncing it with, an (r)* She gave 
Heater John (mats d^m) aa an example of the manner In 
which Negroes address a small boy or a plantation owner*
This Informant used long sweetening for molasses and short 
sweetening for sugar* She made no mention of these being 
Negro terms* They were thus considered by some of the 
other informants* She also was familiar with the term 
beholden. meaning under obligation to, and she did not 
seem to associate this with Negroes* la considered the 
latter three terms to be Negro terms*
The use of terms such as longc sweetening and 
beholden by lb are significant in view of the fact that she 
endeavored to be careful not to use Negro terms, slang terms, 
or incorrect grammar unless she made it perfectly evident 
that she was doing it in a jocular manner and fully aware 
of the fact that it was not the best usage* When asked 
if she had heard of Jeans, meaning trousers, she replied: 
"Yes, but lt9s slang." With a mischievous chuckle she 
applied the word dome for forehead* The term purely 
dreaded was out of the question* Her appreciation of 
grammatical correctness is evidence in her remark, "Do 
you know I have heard educated persons say *between you 
and I*1 I think that9s terrible*n Nae of the double 
negative was most rare In her speech* She did not use
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feyjag when she meant take, as la often Heard in this 
section. She said she did not know what pike meant, 
though she had heard It often "in a slang way*" She 
knew very few nicknames for foreigners, - only dago for 
Italian, and kike for Jew*
Like la, many of the terms and expressions seemed 
to belong more definitely to her earlier life* Very often 
she would explain that she once used a certain word but 
had a different one now* She spoke of a piece of bedroom 
furniture which has several drawers and a mirror and said, 
"I used to call It bureau (b^uro), but now we say dresser 
(dr<?sa)«* Armoir (a:su») was used In later years from the 
French influence* She referred to counterpane (ka nt p n) 
as an *old fashioned* word. She was familiar with the term 
bolster as a type of pillow* Back log brought memories of 
the large old fireplaces* A spider was *an old fcimey 
skillet with four peg legs*• Hoe oake (ho^kerk) was on 
the menu* Milk that was Just a little sour was blue 
John bin ^an) • She used directly meaning soon* She 
inquired If one would like a soft drink or some soda pop* 
Coffee (k«*fr), however, was made by boiling, dripping, 
or percolating* She mentioned that she used to hear back 
&  1stter meaning to write the address on It* She used 
courting, paying attention, and going with rather than 
dating and other more modern terms* She did not use &lrl
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friend and boy friends instead she used lover. beau.
steady. glrlt and sweetheart. She considered beau
and steady as jocular terms. She spoke of Kinfolks and kin.
A strap was a slave whip. It was described as made of 
leather, and it was flat so that it wouldn9t cut. Plunder 
and junk were companion terms except that the former might 
be of some use, whereas the latter referred to something 
of absolutely no use. A gallery. (g<5e,lrx) usually was 
very large, extending across at least two sides of the 
house. A porch (po^t/) was much smaller. Stoop (stup) 
was still smaller than a porch and was seen In cities 
mostly. She described a summer kitchen as an improvised 
plaee on a porch for cooking. The smoke house was the 
place in which they used to keep their m a t .  Describing 
the temperature when lt*s slightly cold, she used, it>s 
snappy (sna^up^) and commented that snappy was an old term. 
Then later she said, "I’m not sure whether I acquired 
that or if I learned it.® "Kerosene (ktr^sln) was a term 
you used for coal oil (ko^l oil) when you wanted ®to put on 
airs."
Some expressions which seem of sufficient interest 
for being commented upon seem to fall only in a miscellaneous 
group, lb considered varmit (vasnunt) a forest animal 
which was a nuisance. Having sons who enjoy hunting, she 
was familiar with the term buck ague. She used up in referr­
ing to places which are north; down if they are south; and
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Over if the place la east or west* She said, “you prize 
things open with a crow bar** (ju prais ^i^s ©</ps>a 
wi<^ 3 kroo bat) To say < both meant two* All may mean 
two or more. In speaking of her parents, the Informant 
used (P*P^) and mama (awms). She commented that
her son used daddy (<L?ed z) Instead of papa. She also 
mentioned she used grandma (gr^e-nma) and grandpa {gr^enp-7) , 
but that her grandchildren used grandmother (gr^nni/i^) 
and grandfather ( g r ^ n f # ^ ) . Youngstera was a term she 
might apply to other children, but not to her own* Good 
gracious. heaven1 s above and Julius Caesar were her swear 
words* She said she would never use Mjr God in this way, 
but that she had a refined lady friend who very often did.
Sa
The general Impression which Sa gave in conversation 
was in keeping with the fact that he ranked first in regard 
to extent of vocabulary* He as a rule eagerly supplied 
numerous words for the expression of each idea* He usually 
knew the terms which would be considered In best usage, 
along with other rather colorful words*
The few expressions listed in the workbook which 
he had not heard were, for the most part, of a type 
probably more common in other sections of the country.
He had not heard, he spelled me off, enty. belong to be 
careful, and yard child* He knew the term, belly bust
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(bgl* b/tst) for coasting lying down, but seldom used it
and rarely heard It because there la never anow enough In this
section for coasting. He had not heard hit used for it*
He had not heard ruthers although he had heard druthers*
He was familiar with a great many terms which 1
have considered as probably being in more prevalent use
by the generation preceding him* Some words which were
in general use by his mother would be referred to by him
as words which he knew but dldn*t use* An example of this
W M  gallery for porch* The term parlor referred to a room
which was of a much more formal type than sitting room or
living room* He said there was a parlor In his mother1 s home.
Dresser and bureau both referred to a chest of drawers with
a mirror on top* Dresser was the term he usually employed*
However, the term plunder seemed to be a definitely a part
of his vocabulary as was junk* And the word kettle meant
a teakettle with a spout* He also used blue John, meaning
*sour milk which was not thick* He mentioned that scuppaug 
was a term which he had heard years ago* He used played 
hookey along with the more modern cut classes and skipped 
classes* He spoke of a boy courting ja girl, sparking 
around. and paying attention to her* Boy friend and beau 
were considered normal terms, while fellow and steady were 
jocular terms* Girl friend and sweetheart were normal 
terms with flame as the jocular term* He said break a.
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date vas aci 6xpf6S8lOQ used 1q  his d&y and lie consld^rsd 
stand up more modern*
lb seemed to enjoy supplying terms which he consider­
ed used only by darkles* Host of the other informants did- 
n*t know the meaning of the expression work from o an to can11*
lb explained that he had heard darkies use it many times
when they meant from the time they can see until they
can't see on account of darkness* He said no one except
darkies used victuals for food* It was observed that lb 
almost always said darkles while la, his mother, used 
nigger* Right smart, plenty enough, done dead, dasaa*t 
(for dare not), ague (for chills and fever), spirits and 
hants, were all expressions peculiar to the darkles of this 
section* Sop for syrup was considered a darkle term but 
he had heard white people use sip for syrup* He had heard 
darkies say six head of children, but had heard this ex­
pression used by a few whites too* Some of the informants 
considered purely dreaded as a negro!am, but 2a used it 
and seemed not to regard It as a Hegro term* Heath owl
screech owl was illustrative of darkies* superstitious 
terms*
Expressions especially characteristic of this 
section were used* He said he would be glad to carry the 
boys home in hie car* He spoke of his daughter having Just 
left out of the room* He said, "Ask them do they want to
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go** He used yes mafm (J^s m^em) yea sir (j^st 3*) and yes 
(j ea) 1q any Bitu&tions* On© was usdd with ahout as such 
frequency as the other* He spoke of pariah officials 
(ptvsf) rather than county officials* He made the 
observation* however* that although Louisiana is the only 
state in the union which uses the term parish, rather than 
county, many people refer to Monroe as the county seat of 
Ouachita pariah* He used the term hay tree as referring 
also to the magnolia, which is one of the common trees in 
this state* He knew the term rhododendron. hut remarked 
that he did not use it much because we do not have any 
here* For peanuts he also used the terms plndera (pends^) 
goobers (guhs>z) , grublea (gnbrz)* and ground peas 
(gra^y n pis)* In referring to potatoes he always designated 
the type by adding Irish or sweet* Among a list of nine 
other more generally heard terms referring to pancakes he 
used the rather colorful term flannel cakes* He used the 
expression she fell out of the bed* It seems character* 
istic of this section to include the in this statement 
whereas in some other section they reduce It to she fell out 
of bed* He explained that the pew fences (pju f^nta) which 
are prevalent in South Louisiana* are made of boards called 
(pJus). These are long boards in the rough* He said he 
had heard the terms yourn, ourn» and theirn used In the 
hills of this section* Atternoon was seldom used* Evening 
referred to the time between noon and sundown* Night meant
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from sundown until midnight. Cotton field referred to a 
large acerage, cotton patch meant a small amount. Tobacco 
patch was used much more often than tobacoo field. Potato 
patch was more frequently heard than potato field, As 
neutral terms for Negro (nigro) he spoke of darkle (da:kr) 
and colored person (k/il^d p^xsan), As derogatory terms he 
used nigger (nxg^) and coon (kun), Like his mother, he did 
not consider the term Negro necessary to accompany mammy.
The terra mammy indicated that It was a Negro mammy. He 
said that the terra pike had never been used much In Louisiana, 
Be thought It was used more in Eentueky, but he explained 
that It meant stone rolled down to hard surface,
2a was familiar with most terras in connection with 
rural life, especially those referring to farm implements. 
Although he knew specific terms for both sexes of almost 
all animals, he did not know special terras for these used 
among farmers and by women. Calls for pigs, sheep and 
chickens were mostly a repetition three times of the names 
of the animal being called. Harness up and hitch up were 
used if it were in connection with a horse or buggy, VShen 
he said gear u p , it meant that a wagon was to be used. Reins 
were either long or short and made of leather. If they were 
made of rope they were called lines.
Numerous terras of interest which can be classified 
only in a general way were used by 2a, A heavy downpour 
of rain was a trash mover. If a colored woman was coming
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to the house to care for the soiled clothing it was called 
doing the washing But If the clothes were to be
sent to the laundry It was called sending the laundry 
(l^>ndrr) off* A slop bucket was a small container kept in 
the house} a garbage container referred to the large one 
on the outside* Garbage can was also used to indicate 
the small one kept In the house, but the outside one had 
only the one name* Tierce was a large container of lard; 
firkin a smaller container. A larder was either large or 
small, made of tin or earthen ware* He had not heard turn 
meaning a measure, but he had heard of a turn of wood 
meaning your turn to cut a stack or carry some* Speaking 
of breads made of cornmeal, in addition to names usually 
used in most all sections he used hoecake, cornpone, .johnny 
cake, fatty bread, obrndodger. batter bread and spoon bread* 
He had heard sinkers used for biscuits by his father and by 
old r aft men* He spoke of making coffee, drlplng coffee„ 
boiling coffee and percolating coffee* The list of rather 
colorful words which he used for fool were wooden head and 
leather head* A fistey (farst ) person was one who was 
easily offended* In discussing the use of very well, or 
pretty well as a reply to "How are you?” he said that he 
used both expressions and added, "But old man Anders says, 
’I'm not man^*” He used ug> in St. Louis because It was 
north and down In Baton Rouge because It was south* He 
does not use got, he explained, because he was definitely
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conditioned against it by an English teacher* Of the nine 
swear words he mentioned, he considered God damn (gsds^m) 
the strongest* By gracious (baX grejy^s) was the term he 
used most frequently when vexed* H© didaft tell me what 
he said when he was terribly angry* He will be there 
directly was used when he meant very soon* He referred to 
his parents as papa (p*p^) and mama («wma) and to his 
grandparents as grandpa (gr^npj) and grandma (gr«seniasu?) •
When are you coming referred to one person; when are you all 
{ju -?1) coming referred to more than two* He described a 
dug-out as a boat hollowed out of a log* A bateau (b^to) 
was of light construction similar to the dug out* A John 
boat was a cheaply constructed one* He knew names for six 
different types of hard surfaced roadst bltulithie 
(b*#julr^k), concrete (k^nkrit), macadam (mak^dPm), 
gravel (gr*e v^l) , asphalt (<5*2 sf j?lt) , and brick (br^k)* In 
addition to the term soft drink he included Goco Cola and 
lemonade (Ixntnexd) • fhis, by the way, was the only tine 
I heard him make the substitution of (r) for (g) In pronouncing 
a word*
In addition to a very extensive vocabulary a general 
characteristic of the speech of 2 & was that, for the most 
part, his grammatical constructions were correct* He did 
not use double negatives* He used but a few of the mixed 
constructions so often heard In this section, such as,
1 asked you had you gone*
2b 3 4 4
Of all of the six informants the speech of 2b was 
probably tbs most colorful# Also hs bad. some sort of 
terminology for tbs expression of almost anything one might 
mention* X never knew what nomenclature to expect from him, 
but tb© occasions when be groped for a word were so few 
tbat I was always very much surprised when be would say be 
bad never beard an expression* These occasions were very 
seldom and it was usually in reference to terms which 
are not in general usage in this section* These Included 
be spelled me off, enty. pike# and Gull ah# He mentioned 
that be rarely used the terms rhododendron and mountain 
laurel because be bad only read about them# Dragon fly 
and porgy were not familiar terms to him* He did not 
know calls to sheep to get them from a pasture, but he 
knew calls to all other domestic animals*
As would be expected because of the years he spent 
living on a farm, be knew most of the terms in connection 
with farm life* ^e was the only one of the Informants 
who knew of a distinction in terms as used among farmers 
and as used in the presence of women* He said stallion 
and a tud were synonomous, the former being used by women 
and by men in the presence of women, the latter being 
used among farmers* Boar and male hog were also synonymous 
terms, the former being used by farmers and the latter 
being used in the presence of women and by women. He 
said tbat in the past generation the term male cow was 
used in referring to a bull* The latter term is now used
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with no hesitation* to make a draft oxen go to the right 
when the farmer said gee (dzi), for left, he said
beriok (b<:r:rK), and whoa (wo^) was for stopping the oxen*
For expressions peculiar to this particular section 
of the country 2b was a most valuable informant* In casual 
speeeh he used most of the expressions which are so frequently 
heard in this section and if he did not use them he was 
very likely at some time to make mention of them* He used 
such constructions as 1 asked him would he go* he could be 
here until yet* ask them do they want It* how can you go 
and do that* £  might could do it* and he left out of the room* 
He used carry for accompany whether he was referring to 
going in a vehicle or on foot* he said l*m fixing to go 
soon* In this connection he also used calculate* figure on. 
expect to* and mean to; but the term fixing to go seems to 
be the one that Is rather overworked in this section* He 
said, "the boy dived off into the water*" H© quickly 
explained then that many people in this section would 
say dlvf (d*v) off but he considered that a tacky expression* 
He didn’t use afternoon* Instead, he used evening to refer 
to the time of day from noon until it gets dark* Night 
was used to refer to the time of day between darkness and 
daylight* He asked why some people said good afternoon* 
when they didn’t say good forenoon* He used the expression, 
"Last Sunday was a week ago,” meaning a week ago last Sunday*
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Ho uses the very characteristic southern y f all (j^l) 
referring to one or more individuals, although he mentioned 
that he knew it was not correct to use it in reference to 
only one Individual. He said, “I1® proud to see you,® 
meaning “I'm glad to see you.® A ootton field was of the 
size planted on a plantation. A cotton patch was smaller, 
as on a farm. Potato patch only was used, he said, be­
cause there are no large fields of potatoes in this country. 
He didn't know about tobacco in this regard, because it 
isn't grown extensively in this particular section of the 
state. He knew the terms sled, sleigh, and bob sled, but 
he wasn't certain what the latter two were. Goobers. 
ground peas, and pinders. were familiar terms, along with 
peanuts. Green onions. shallots and scallions were not 
necessarily spring onions, in his estimation. This probably 
shows the influence of changes in terminology due to the 
fact that vegetables are grown the year round here. Niggers. 
colored people and darkies were considered neutral terms. 
Black African is designated pure Negro. Damn nigger and 
ape were derogatory terms. Both mammy and black mammy were 
used. (b u s  s d^*n) was the Negroes1 way of referring to 
the plantation owner in the "old days.” (mxst^ d^n) was 
considered the present usage by the Negro by referring to 
the plantation owner, along with boss (b^s), big stick 
(b/g st*k) and cool (kul). Oh yes (o^ is), yes mam
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(jss m ) , and yea sly (j£s* 5*) were his usual affirmative 
expressions, along with an occasional sho (f o^), you bet 
X2HE H g e  (ju bet larf), and je£ (j£.p>, He said he is 
sick in bed. He did not include the expected the before 
bed.
He was aware of the fact that he used some expressions 
which were generally considered Negro terms. Many times he 
was uncertain about which terms were attributed to Negroes,
Of the expression we work from can to oan11, he said, ”l*d 
rather think that's a Negro term, but I use It some," By 
I'd rather think, he meant he believed it probably was, 
Victuals was a common term for food. However, he said, 
he belongs to be careful was an expression he did not use 
but he had heard among the colored people,
2b was very conscious of a change in the expressions 
he uses now from those which he used In his earlier life. 
Repeatedly he would explain that certain terms were the 
ones he would have used twenty-five years ago but not now. 
Twenty-five years ago seemed to be some sort of division 
time in his speech according to his way of thinking about 
it. He said that twenty-five years ago when he built the 
house In which he now lives he called the room In which we 
were sitting parlor, but he would never think of using that 
term now. Instead, he uses living room. Perhaps It was 
from the time of the building of his house that he dated 
changes in terminology. He referred to bureau as a term
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he used tip to twenty-five years ago* Washing was another 
term which oaoie in tills asms category* Laundry Is tiis 
newer term. Gallery was another example, the newer term 
being porch, the connotation of each term was the same# 
Burying was a term which has been replaced with funeral.
®*ey ft3P® taking on has been replaced with mourning. He 
did not use the term plunder for junk. Be was familiar 
with spider for the old time skillet which had legs. He 
used counterpane for a bed covering. Hlnfolks referred to 
relatives. An angry person was all het up. Fellow and 
beau were considered normal terms, while steady and regular 
were the jocular terms. Girl and sweetheart were considered 
normal terms, sweetie, tootsie wootsle and toots as jocular 
terms. She refused him was a normal expression, with 
jilted, turned down, gave him the go-by and gave him the 
mitten jocular. He used courting her, sparking her, 
going with and keeping company. Especially in these latter 
expressions do we notice a mixing of older and newer terms. 
2b said he used to use the term druthers a great deal but 
doesn't use It now. However, he now used ruthers sometimes. 
Be would use it in a sentence if t had my ruthere 1 wouldnf t 
go. meaning if I had what I preferred about It, I wouldn't 
go. He purely dreaded it was an expression he used at 
times. He used trading more frequently than shopping. He 
said he used to use she alighted him, but he would now say
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•tood M l  up. or she broke a date. He still uses the 
^epi11 the envelope in addition to direot or address the
envelope. He explained that he used to uee ( p nd sit a) 
for appendicitis. He now says (ap^nd^saxt^s).
Some of the rather colorful expressions he used 
were— It * s cold as hell * a hot t and it is hard down cold. 
Referring to a whole group he said the whole kit and billn* 
(krt n banian)* Along with six other expressions meaning 
a great many, he used right smart. and whole passel. In 
referring to a sensitive person he used touchous (t/it/^s) 
and tetchia {t^t/Vs). As fiood again meant twice as good.
A heavy rain was a froff strangler (fr^g str^^-1^) or & pine 
knot floater (pains at flo^t-9). He explained that pine 
knots are very heavy and it takes a lot of water to float 
one. A oog wheel (k^g Mil) was "something Andy Brown talks 
about over the radio." This referred to the "Amos'n'
Andy" radio programs. A large person was lardy and hefty.
A stingy person was chinch!
When mentioning the names of fifteen streams with 
whieh he was familiar in this vicinity he would often 
Interrupt himself to give an explanation of the name. For
example, Bayou D ’Arbonne (ba*^ d^sbot/n) was so named 
because in pioneer days an Indian crossing the stream 
dropped a bone in it and said dar bone. This legend, with
numerous additions, is often heard in this section. Pin
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creek (d^rn krik) was so named because it once had a water 
power cotton gin on it# Patrick branch (p^t^rrk br^e ntf) 
was named after an old resident of the section* In speaking 
of bayous, he would at times give the term bayou first, as 
in (ba*s> , and at other times it would be the
second term, as in (kr^s ba^). 2b stated that the word 
bayou was so definitely a part of the name that the position 
first in some names and last in others was quite significant.
Other comments and expressions were of general 
interest. He was quite familiar with Georgia cracker as 
he said his parents belonged to that class of people. He 
said it meant the middle class farmers of Georgia. He 
is not a member of any church, but he knew several ways 
of addressing ministers. He commented, HXf I want to make 
a preacher mad, I call him parson.1* Have a seat was his 
way o f inviting one to the table for a meal. He said u£ 
in Arkansas because the water runs down this way from there; 
down in South Louisiana because the water flows that way; 
over in Texas and over in Mississippi because of these states 
being practically the same altitude; and for no especial 
reason that he could think of he used out west and In the 
east. He considered God damn (g<?d$<?em) the strongest swear 
word in a list of six which he gave* One of his usual 
terms for relieving tense moments was, be John Brown.n
He referred to his parents as ma (au>) and pa (p-?); and to 
his grandparents as grandpa (grasnp^) and grandma (gr^enm^).
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P m t g  foforrod to a gomneat of medium grade;
britches (br-Tt/V*) were of a cheaper grade of material; 
tout trousers (tra-us^a) were the very best*-they were high 
priced* He considered any kind of wild animal a varmint*
A person who was wasting time was loualn* aro*»»d (la^s^n 
Frowsy bread was moulded bread* A turn of wood 
meant as much as you could carry* A slop bucket was a 
small container kept in the kitchen, a slop can was a 
large one kept outside* Tim term garbage was not used* 
Perhaps slop was a term carried over from his life on the 
farm*
With regard to grammatical correctness he often 
mentioned that he knew certain terms were wrong but he 
used them anyway* Doubtless there were some of which he 
was not aware* He said ”1 use their self and his self but I 
know It should be himself and themselves#” He sometimes 
uses the double negative as, X dldn*t like it noways*
He said, the glass is broke* He commented, "when. I want 
to be real proper I say, hets feeling badly*” But he stated 
that usually he would say, he*s feeling toad* He used it 
wasn*t me* He sold the molasses is thick* He had a strong 
dislike for hearing a plural verb used with it* He said he 
would never use again 1 get there. for b£ the time 1 get 
there because he thought the former very tacky* Both 1 
knew it (ai nju it) and X knowed it (noud it) were familiar
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terms* He used both he saw me and he seen me* Also both 
£  and 1̂ done it used.
3a
The vocabulary of 3a was in general what one might
expect from the average university graduate of today. She
was not as familiar with terms more common In the age of 
la, her grandmother, as was 2a, her father* She was not 
as familiar with terms in connection with farm life as 2a*
The expressions from the workbook *&th which she
was not familiar, or dldnv t use, were for the most part 
terms which are more prevalent in other sections, or which 
were negrolsme or sub-standard, speech of this section*
She had never heard work from can to can't, long and short 
sweetening, and done dead* Perhaps these are all more 
definitely terms used by Hegroes* She had never heard the 
expressions he spelled me off, onty, sop for syrup, and 
charivari for burlesque serenade after a wedding* She 
knew no terms applied to coasting while lying down on the 
sled* She was not familiar with sugar maple tree, nor had 
she heard of cucumber tree, applying to the magnolia* She 
has not heard ffack leg applied to preacher. Yard child was 
not a familiar expression* She hadn't heard of sinkers as 
a term for biscuits. Her father had mentioned that he 
remembered this term from hearing his father and others of 
that generation use it* She had not heard of the term 
proud flesh* Terms in connection with farm life with which
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She was unfamiliar included; bank and ground barn, cook or 
tumble of bay, goad for oxen whip, ainaletree or doubletree . 
fencing. and atone boat. She did not know calls to horses, 
cows, or sheep. She had not heard of the expression 
turn of corn or meal. She hadn't heard poke and sack used 
as measures. 3a knew a general term for each sex of the 
various domestic animals# but knew of no special t erms used 
by farmers or by women. She knew such terms as shaft and 
tongue in connection with wagons.
Some terms and expressions used were of particular 
significance as related to life and usage in this section.
She spoke of cotton field and cotton patch as well as 
jkobaoeo field and tobacco patch: but potato patch only was 
used. However the term potatoes meant Irish potatoes, while 
sweet potatoes required a specific designation. This is in 
keeping with the belief of some of the informants that 
whereas the term potatoes formerly designated sweet potatoes 
in this section, in later years it has com© to designate 
Irish potatoes. Different kind© of cornbread were corn 
pone. johnny cake. cracklln* bread, spoon bread» and hoecake. 
Molasses meant eane sugar syrup. In addition to homemade 
bread and baker* s bread was store bought bread (sto b t 
br^jd) goobers. (gub^z), pinders (p^ndPs), and ^rubies 
(grubiz) were used In addition to peanuts (pin/\ts). ffeg>ro 
(njssro<A . nigger (nrgs>) , colored person (k^l^d pss^n),
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nig, (nxg), darky (d&$kx) are considered as noutral terms* 
Black bastard (bl^ek bae st^d) t coon (kun) « and black ape 
(bl^e-k e?p) ape considered as derogatory terms* Hie term 
mammy la used alone without the addition of Negro* The 
informant used yea ma'm (jes>s m^em) , yes sir (j£3s :3), 
also (j^ssst), and yeah (izz)» The first two were usually 
used in speaking to older people* Hie informant commented 
that she bell eyed w© are fast outgrowing the idea that yes 
la less courteous than yes sir or yes ma»m* She did not 
use carry for take* She said ®May I ride (or drive) you 
home?® If It meant accompany on foot she used ®May I 
walk you home?® She used the expression ®He could be 
here till yet*® Along with relatives and people she says^ 
“He is kin to me,® but never uses my kin* 'Whereas several 
of the other informants did not use afternoon * 3a did use 
it, meaning from noon to 6 P*M* Evening was from 6 to 8, 
and night from 8 to midnight* You all was used to designate 
three or more* She used the expression ®I might could do 
it® for ®I might be able to do it*®
A miscellaneous group of terms and expressions 
were of Interest In connection with this study* The t erms 
gallery and stoop were used very seldom* Instead.porch 
and entry way were more common* She was familiar with the 
terms plunder * bureau* bolster * and bateau* but she very 
seldom used them* These were words used often by her
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grandmother and occasionally "by her father* Hogshead cheese, 
and 8auce were synonymous terms and Infrequently used hy 
the Informant* Stair well was used for stair case* A 
jglke, so far as she knew, meant a very good road* Spit ten 
Image was a jocular term meaning resembled* Grub and 
victuals were jocular terms for food* Wood kitty meant 
skunk or polecat* The latter two were used also* A 
stupid person was slow on the uptake* A sensitive person 
was touchy* A jocular term for vomit was u£ chuck (/ipt/^k). 
Terms for die which she considered crude were kicked the 
bucket. passed out, and konked out* Cut class and skipped 
class were used rather than play hookey* A person wasting 
time was ratting Nicknames for foreigners
dago and wop for Italian, shanty town Irish for Irishman, 
and kike (kaik), sheeny (Jin?), and yehoude (j^hud^) 
for Jew* She referred to Georgia crackers and Florida 
crackers as meaning poor white people from these respective 
states* She considered courting her* going with, and dating 
normal terms* Sparking, rushing. and squiring were jocular 
terms* Boy friend was considered the normal term, with 
beau, fellow, and flame the jocular terms* Girl friend 
and girl were considered normal, with frau, flame and squaw 
the Jocular terms* She turned him down and she rejected him 
were considered serious terms* She gave him the gate and 
threw It after him, kicked him, and jilted him were jocular 
terms* She used break a date and stand up instead of
j
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break an engagement, as used by la and 2a* Of the thirteen 
swear words given, God damn (g^di^e-m) was considered the 
strongest* Among the expressions of lesser emphasis was 
garden seed (ami gA*dn aid). In referring to places up 
was used if It was north; down, if south; over in, if near 
and east or west; back in if east and some great distance; 
out, if west and some great distance*
Daddy (d^e-d?) , mamma (nwms>), grandpa (gr aanp^), and 
grandma (gr-seam-s) , were the terms used In referring to her 
parents and grandparents* Think, imagine, guess, reckoned 
and spose, were used* Make some coffee (ijD^fr) and drip 
some coffee were used* Garbage can and garbage pail were 
used instead of slop can, as was used by some of the other 
informants* The informant had heard beholden, meaning 
obligated to; and he belongs to be careful, meaning he needs 
to be: however she did not use these terms*
Expressions which 5a considered Negro terms were: 
ten head of children, you dasgn* t go, rlsin* {for boil), 
and disremember of (don* t remember)*
Grammatical construction© were ordinarily in good 
form* Double negatives were never used* The objective 
ease following prepositions was always used* The error 
much frowned upon by lb, between you and X, was never 
committed by 3a* Words such as cuea for curse and purely 
for definitely were not used by 3a* The slang expressions
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used were always said In a manner indicating a definite 
awareness of auto-standard quality,
3b
The terms in the vocabulary of 5b were probably 
more limited to her Immediate interests than was tho case 
with the other informants. She knew very few terms in 
connection with rural life. She did not designate that 
terms were negroisms as frequently as did the other informants.
In connection with the farm she dldnft know the terms 
corn crib, cook or tumble of h ay, cow pen, bank barn or 
ground barn, shafts of j* bu^&y, single tree, harrow, mud 
boat and stone boat. She was familiar with the term silo, 
but had no idea what a silo looked like or was used for.
She knew only one term for each sex of the differant domes­
tic animals, High horse, indicating the horse on the left, 
was not a familiar term. She didn*t know calls to horses, 
cattle or hogs* She used here. chickie (hia, i/* ki). 
repeated three times In describing the way to c all chickens*
She said she knew calls to pigeon®. These were whu, whu, 
whu (~\u: av.us m us ), and pidgle, pid&le, pl&gie {prdji , 
pid^i , pi&^i). Many of the terms listed In the workbook 
which she did not know or did not use were of the group 
which seem to belong more definitely to the period of the 
early life of the third generation of informants* She
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did not use ton&a bureau, ftratour. plunder, gallery.
summer kitchen. op a lakers (for biscuits). However, 
kettle referred to a tea kettle with a spout? just as with 
the otber informants# Some terms with wnich she was 
unfamiliar were those which are more frequently used in 
other sections# She did not know terms for different types 
of sleds or ways of coasting# She was unfamiliar with 
sugar maple troe# sumach, rhododendron, mountain laurel. 
yard child. Gullah. cracker (for poor white people), and 
charivari.
3b had not hoard some of the terms which others of 
the informants considered negro!sms. She was unfamiliar 
with druthers. rubbers. purely, dreaded# long sweetening# 
and short sweetening# She had not heard of sop or zip for 
syrup# However, she sometimes used dl a re member.
Terms of a general nature with which she was unfamil­
iar were drainage canal, gully, porgy. hard clam. March. 
peeper, terrapin, and dragon fly* She had never heard of 
dried beef# She had not heard the terms e ’er a bit, n e 1 er 
one. beholden. and turn of meal or wood#
Terms and expressions rather definitely connected 
with this section were used by the informant# She used he 
could be here until y e t . and he told me to come and asked 
me would you go and do that# She did not use carry. 
meaning to accompany, but spoke of carrying the wood in the 
wagon* She did not ordinarily use bring for take* She
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afternoon (with stress on the first syllable} to 
designate the time of day from noon to six P.M. She used 
field pat e h . and bed in connection with both cotton and 
tobacco, but patch only was used with potatoes. Goobers 
and pindsrs were used as well as peanuts. Potatoes re­
ferred to Irish potatoes. while sweet potatoes snd yams 
were used for other types. Cushaw f,kuj"-?) was described 
as being similar to pumpkin (p^krn).
In addressing a person muGh older than the speaker, 
Miss Mary (b u s  me^rx) was used. Negro and colored person 
were considered neutral terns, with nigger as a derogatory. 
She used mammy (maem/). Instead of Hegro mammy. Y e s , m a 1 an. 
(J£S B**e«), and y e s , sir {j£S* 3 :) were used with older 
people and strangers. Like 3a, she felt that yes was no 
less courteous than yes. air, and yes, * am. She did not 
use much obliged for thank you. Fixing to go meant 
preparing to go. She said he did it on purpose (oon pjzpps)• 
Her usual response to how are you was lust fin®. thank you.
<35̂ 7j.k p  h  ju).
Terms of interest which fall in the nature of a 
general elaaelflcation include the following! she knew 
the term pike only in connection with Pike * a Peak, varmints 
were snakes. etc., pet names for a child were ghsver (^eJv3) 
and salt (anit). She had heard jack leg ( d j ^ k  lerg) and 
yard ax (J^id ^ek0) in connection with carpenters and
how are you? (d7^ st faxn,1 '1 0
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architects. but not In connection with preachers,
The fact that she Is employed in an architect’s office 
probably accounts for this.
Nicknames for Italians were wop (w^p), shake 
(J7© Jk), and dago (dejgo) ♦ Sheeny ( flnx) and kike (ka^k) 
were nicknames for a Jew, A jocular expression for vomit 
was park your cookies. She always says slam the door. 
Instead of close the door. She uses there were right 
smart of people there in a jocular way. Food taken between 
meals was a snack, a bite, or a sample, Vittlea sowetimes 
was used for food. Soft drinks, cold drinks, and cokes, 
were used. She said w e111 make coffee, or w e 111 drip coffee. 
She used ug in reference to places If they were north, down 
If they were south» and over if they were east or west.
She had not heard of a circuit rider or itinerant preacher. 
Daddy, papa, father and mother were used in referring to 
her parents. Grandfather, g r a n d p a , and grandmother were 
used in referring to her grandparents. Boy friend, and 
beau were considered normal terms, H a n , steady and 
heart beat were the jocular. Girl friend was the normal 
term with honey the jocular. She r efused h i m , and she 
jilted him war© used, She spoke of breaking date and 
standing him up. School takes in was used in reference to 
the opening after a vacation. Skip olaas and piayed hookey 
were familiar terms. Who let my pencil take up with them
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meant who topic mgr pencil. Of the ten swear words she gave, 
Qo£ damn (g*d: sxy&n} the strongest and she thought It was 
terrible* She said the strongest one she ever used was 
damn It to hell* (deem 3tt h£l). Hay X trot home with 
you, drive you* ra% you* and give you a lift* were used if 
it was to b e  in a ear.
3b had a habit of using mixed constructions in a 
jocular way so much that perhaps this accounted for her 
uncertainty many times when she preferred to be correct*
She used they did it thelrselves* However, she used 
himself and between you and me, Son: times she used 
between you and I* If a double negative was used, it was 
in a jocular way, adding on as many negatives as possible, 
such as, Ijs don* t make no dlfferenoe nohow. She used cuss 
for curse. As stated before, she was not very familiar 
with many terms extending beyond her immediate interests 
and experiments. Another evidence of this Is the fact that 
she knew the names of only two streams in the neighbor­
hood*** the Ouachita Elver and Bayou DeSlard.
Briefly sumaarlxing the factors observed from a 
study of the vocabularies of the six Informants, several 
significant factora should be mentioned, la and lb used
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numerous terms which vere more frequently used in their 
earlier lives than they are today. 2a and 2b knew most 
of those terms and frequently used some of them* 3a 
and 3b were unfamiliar with many of those terms and seldom 
used most of the ones which they did know.
Definite sectional influences were observed in the 
speech of all of the informants* This was most true in 
the speech of 2a and 2b.
Expressions used by Hegroes were observed and of 
interest to the informants because of their close assocl* 
ations with them as servants*
Although the workbook used in this study had been 
deleted of terms which were thought not to be eozmnon in 
this section, I found that there were many still included 
which were unfamiliar to these six informants* Such a 
study as this, if made in each of the sections of the 
country on a much wider scale, would doubtless be a 
scientific means of ascertaining the expressions in general 
use in all of the sections. For example, I had been under 
the impression that the Christmas morning greeting,
Christmas gift, was peculiar to my own family, until I found 
that each of these three informants used It as frequently 
as Merry Christmas. Also, X was surprised to find that 
pallet. meaning an improvised bed, was a generally used 
term.
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Although the study reveals that the amount of 
formal education had little significance with regard to 
the extent of vocabularies , it did seem to have a definite 
influence on the content* Family influence from one gen* 
oration to another was of little significance in regard 
to extent of vocabularies, as it was found that la ranked 
lowest in number of words , and 2a, the son, ranked highest* 
There was a similar variance in the other group, although 
not quite so wide a distribution* As to content of 
vocabulary within the family, there seemed to be a definite 
evolution toward modern terms and greater interest in words 
and expressions* In the other group, the trend was in 
the other direction, with a much greater Interest in 




The following conclusions are drawn from the 
analysis of pronunciation based upon the tabulation of 
the data*
The general tendency of all Informants was to use 
southern American speech* The most obvious deviation 
toward general American speech was In the use of (^) for 
(?>♦ The majority of the deviations from standard speech 
were those which are usually heard in connection with 
southern speech* Comparisons and contrasts in the speech 
of those of the same generation reveal that the speech of 
Informants la and lb (representatives of the older gen* 
eratlon) was similar, in that there were comparatively 
few of the usual deviations from standard southern speech* 
There were probably fewer In the case of lb because she 
was more consciously careful of her pronunciation;
The pronunciation of 2a and 2b probably differed 
more than did that of either of the other generations* 
There were fewer deviations from standard speech on the 
part of la* Both of these informants used the general 
American (̂ ) a great deal* Other characteristics were 
chiefly those of southern American speech*
The speech of 3a and 3b was similar in the rather 
prolific use of diphthong!zatIon and triphthongization*
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They botli use southern American pronunciation for the most 
part, and also the usual southern deviations* The chief 
tendency toward general American speech was in the frequent 
use of the general American (^)* 5a used this general 
American sound more often than did 3b* 3b used other 
deviations from standard southern American speech, such 
as (x ) for { t), (s?o) for (o), ( x u )  for (au) 9 etc., while 
3a did not*
A  study of the speech relationships among the 
three generations reveals Interesting facts* With regard 
to consistent use of standard American pronunciations 
within the family group, it was observed that la probably 
employed fewer deviations from the standard southern speech, 
and that from older to younger Informants there was gradual 
Increase In the number of deviations* There was also an 
increasing tendency from the oldest to the youngest inform­
ant in this family group toward using the general American 
(^)* The other deviations were of a nature especially 
peculiar to southern speakers*
Considering the relationship of the speech of the 
representatives of the three generations who were not 
members of the same family, it was found that lb (the oldest 
member) was most consistent in adhering to standard southern 
pronunciations* The deviations from the standard which did
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Intrude were chiefly of a nature peculiar to southern 
speakers* 3b used more deviations from standard speech 
than did the others* However, the tendency of the speech 
of 2b to resemble the speech of 3b in pronunciation was 
probably greater than the tendency of the speech of 2a to 
resemble that of 3a* 2b employed more general American 
pronunciation characteristics than did 3b*
Therefore, considering tendencies by generations, 
the data show that the oldest generation employed more 
nearly pure standard southern American speech* The next 
generation deviated from the standard southern American 
pronunciation more than did their elders* (However, 
there was much variation in other respects between the two 
of the second generation* These two probably differ from 
each other more than the members of either of the other 
two groups differ from each other*) As to the youngest 
generation, it was found that the Inclination Is toward 
the more preq&Jiit use of the southern drawl* Also as 
compared with the oldest generation9 the youngest gener* 
ation employed many more deviations from the standard 
southern speech* Probably the youngest generation used 
more deviations from standard than the second generation* 
The variance noted between the two members of the second 
generation makes the evaluation difficult* The younger
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generation included more general American speech character­
istics than did the oldest generation* In summary, the 
evidence from these six people of three generations shows 
progressive deollae from standard southern speech*
Conclusions in regard to extent and content of 
voeabulary were based upon a study of all material recorded 
in the workbooks, including additional significant comments 
made by the informants during interviews*
As to extent of vocabulary, it was found that the 
Informants ranking highest and lowest in the number of 
words used were in the seme family* 8a, ranking the 
highest, is the son of la, ranking the lowest* 3a, 
ranking second, is the daughter of 2a* In the group not 
of the same family, 8b (representing the second generation^ 
ranked highest, as would 2a in the family group* However, 
counting all six, 2b was third from highest* la used 373 
words, 2a used 363, 3a used 323, lb used 466, 8b used 601 
and 3b, 416*
The results show little relationship in regard to 
extent of vocabulary within either of the groups, nor 
does family or education seem to be significant in the 
comparison*
With regard to the content of vocabulary, the study 
shows that la and lb used numerous terms which were jaore 
frequently used in their earlier lives than today* 2a
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and 2b knew more of those terms than did la and lb, and 
occasionally used some of them* 3a and 3b were not 
f sail liar with many of those terms, and seldom employed 
most of the ones which they did know* Definite southern 
sectional influences were observed in the speech of all 
of the informants* This was especially true in the speech 
of 2a and 2b« Expressions generally considered to b e 
negrolsms were used by some of the informants, but for the 
most part they considered these dialectal and made comments 
to that effect*
Although the study reveals that the amount of 
similar education had little significance with regard to 
the extent of vocabulary, it would seem to have a definite 
influence on the intellectual content* Family influences 
from one generation to another was of little significance 
in r egard to extent of vocabularies* As to the content of 
vocabulary within the family, there seemed to be a definite 
evolution toward modern terms, and toward greater general 
interest in words and expressions* In the other group, 
the trend was toward older terms and less interest in 
words and expressions as such, with a much greater interest 
in terminology on the part of lb and 2b than on the part 
of 3b*
Although these conclusions are specifically applicable
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to factors la the speech, of the six Informants selected, 
perhaps a greater significance lies in the fact that in 
some measure they indicate speech trends of the residents 
of Monroe, Louisiana. Of e v e n  m o r e importance is the fact 
that the study opens the field for further investigations 
such as this, so that a greater number of cases may be 
combined and conclusions of definite general significance 




Outlines of the sound systems of Standard General 
American speech and Standard Southern American speech, 
with the deviations prevalent in the respective sections, 
are to he found in numerous theses and published books# 
However# they are included in this appendix for convenient 
reference in connection with this dissertation# The Bast- 
ern sound system is not Included# because the speech of 
the six informants was influenced only by General American 
and Southern American# Standard American speech refers to 
the speech used by the majority of the best eduoatAd# care­
ful speakers of any one of the three larger speech areas# 
which we designate as Southern American area# Eastern Ameri­
can area and General American area#
English Vowels 372
The cardinal vowel diagram with the English vowel system 






(1) as in eat tit) (3 )
(i) aa in it (it) (s')
(e) as In orate ( 3 )
<©uret)
(£) as in met (mtt) (a )
(£) as in eat (k*t)
(a) as In fine (fain)
Middle 
as in Cuba(te^b s>) 
as in gen* Amer* 
burn Tb^n) 
as in southern 
bird (b3id) 





as in lace (lets) 
as in ice (ais) 
aa In out (aut) 
as in boy (b^i) 












as in oration 
(ore i j  a n )
(3 ) as in jaw (d^) 
(̂ ?) as in British 
hot (h^t)

























1The Sound-System of Standard General American
When £  precedes (f), (s), (fl) and (n) plus a consonant, 
as In after foeftar), ask (aesk), lath (1*^), canft (kaeit),
It is pronounced (ae),
a Is (cl) in father (fetter), arbor (<trbar) water 
(watr), etc*
a plus ^ Is (») In haunt (h»nt), jaunt (d^nt), but 
is (t/l ) In aunt feent)*
Unstressed £ usually becomes (a), as In telegraph 
(t elagraef) *
Unstressed ^usually becomes (3)# as In ability (abriatr)* 
£ before £ Is ( o ), as In horrible (h^rrbl)*
£ is (ou) when stressed and (o) when unstressed, as in 
only (ounlx), and opinion (oprhjan)*
“Short oH Is (*-), as In got ( g*t), 
u is (u) after (1), (&), (s), (u), as In lute (lut), 
enthusiasm fcrndusiaesem), sue (au>, presume (prxsum)*
u, ew and u unstressed, usually become (a), as In soda 
(sot/dd), percolate (p^kale^t), upon (ep»n)«
ea, ed, et, ess, ace. Ice, unstressed, become {£) plus 
the respective consonants, as in hunches (h^mt/es), stunted 
(stAntdd), locket (l*ket), forgetfulness (fergfitfsln&s), 
palace (paries), Alice (wiias)*
(^) unstressed becomes (r) or (b f ). ar, er, Ir, or, ur, 
unstressed become (r) or (r), as in attar (aktr)* batter $kebr), 
tapir (texpar), labor (lejbar), murmur (raemar)• ;
W, Gray and C. M *  Wise, Bases of speech 0hap.I'h
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Final unstressed j  becomes (X), as In very (verx)#
£lt£ (prtx).
ear, er , ir, or, ur stressed are ( ,  as In heard 
(had)* concern {kAnsbn), bird (b^d), work (w^k), burn (barn)# 
Though (y) may be called retroflex, It Is not ’•inverted” 
r Is never (d) and Is never silent# It Is always (r), as In 
rather (raaker), bread (bred),
1 Is usually dark H"}*
either and neither are (l3r) and (nl5r)*
Deviations from Standard General American 
Final (a) may be heard as (X)* as in soda (soudr). 
Conversely# (e) is sometimes used for (i), so that 
Cincinnati becomes < srnserugfca).
Substitution of ( x) for(e), This substitution occur© 
particularly before (n)# so that men ( m&n) becomes (mxn), etc. 
Often words containing (&) may be unrounded and lowered 
so that hoof (huf) becomes (ht/f), etc#
Final (o) may be unstressed to (r), as In window (wxndr), 
(n) Is often substituted for producing ffQlng
(got/on) for (govx/yjj0 etc#
Erroneous voicing of voiceless consonants. Absurd 
&tbse<4> becomes foebE^d), etc.
Exaggeration of dork often tends to cause the
introduction of a supernumerary syllable* Thus pool becomes 
(pue4-) instead of (pul-).
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Final (sts^* (aka) and (skt) are often not completely 
pronounced* and thus rSalsta may be pronounced ( riels:) or 
(rlslst)* basks (h*sk)* asked (aesk̂ aest)* etc*
i
Sound|System of Southern American Speech8 
fk la (£.) before (f)* (a)* (0 ) and (n) plus a conson­
ant* as in telegraph (tele^raef)* bask (bs*sk)# athlete 
(a^eilt)* shant nt)*
a la ( c l )  In was (wajs)* what Wat)*
t
* Is ( c l )  or {3 ) in eater (w<zto)* (w=ta) *
"Short ©* Is (cl)* as in got (got)*
o Is (ou) when stressed and (o) when unstressed* as in 
only (ounlx), oration (orex/an).
o before £ Is <©)* as in bore (bora)* 
u ew are(Ju) after (d)* (t)* (n)f as in duty (djufcr)* 
duko (djuk)* new (nju)*
I*# i£# oTj ur are ( 3 i ) before consonants and 
finally* In accented syllables* as In learn (I3$n) fern 
(f3:n), third (05sd)* word (w3*d), burn (b3tn); If in 
unaccented syllables* (a)* as in shaker (/exke)* labor 
(lexba), taper (texpo)* murmur (matma)*
r is O )  when final in many syllables* especially 
those composed of a diphthong plus jp as in sour (sao(w)9)* 
£ Is siletn before consonants and finally In accented 
syllables where it is not pronounced O)* as In article
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(«-*txkl), ear (k&s)*
r la <jp ) Initially, aa in really (ri9lx)| Initially in 
a syllable baginning with a consonant pins (r), as in drill 
(drxl)j medially as in cherry (t/'err), and finally in a 
word followed by another word beginning with a vowel sound, 
a» in aether is (a&^rrs).
X is dark (-1) before back vowels as in Luke (luk)j 
finally, as in sell (se-Dt it is clear (1$, usually, 
before front vowels, as In leak (lik)«
TJns tree sing is like that in general American, except 
that suffixes in ace# o% ed, et, and ice, are usually 
pronounced with (x) snd not (d), as in houses (hai/sxs).
Deviations from standard Southern 
{t) often becomes (x), as in wen (tain)#
Cae) before n Is often raised and diphthongised to (ex), 
so that can*1 becomes (kexnt)*
ar plus a consonant, or final, not preceded by a (w) 
sound, is very often (̂ >), as in hard (h^ad)*
ear, er, ir, or, ur, in accented syllables before 
consonants often become (31), as in learn (ism), term (t?xm) 
third (033rd),
Final (e) is often omitted in words like floor (f loa), 
producing (flo),
(D) frequently becomes (ou), as in on (ocm)*
Final (o) in unstressed, so that window becomes (wxnd^)*
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(u) some time a becomes (xu), as in bo .(tru)«
The diphthong (ax) sometimes loses its second element, 
becoming (a), aa in surprise (sopras)s or (<v), as in 
lfffl (^m)*
Many of the southern vowels become triphthongs or 
double diphthongs as in guess (gsjos), (gexjaa)#
(d) Is often omitted, as In band (baen)*
(k) Is frequently omitted, as in asked feest, -sps)*
(1) is frequently omitted, as in self (s£f)* 
n Is substituted for as In running; (rAnm)#
(t) and (ts) are often omitted, as in best (b£s) 
an5 lasts (tea) or(heat)*
(0) and Ĉ r) often become (t) and (d)» as in through 
(tru) and there (da®)*
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